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iAbstract
 The aim of this dissertation is to examine Honolulu’s current building and planning 
practices in view of pressing needs for a more sustainable urban environment. What can 
Hawaiian culture, ecology, and society contribute to contemporary, sustainable architectural and 
urban design? How do current patterns of architectural and urban development account for the 
physical, social and political well–being of Honolulu and its surrounding communities? This 
study explores alternative approaches to commercial development that incorporate culturally 
rooted values expressive of the land, its people, shared experience, and culture. 
 As Honolulu builds new twenty–first century urban infrastructure–for example, the 
rail system and related transportation–oriented development–what practices best support the 
integration of built environments with Hawaii’s unique geographic and ecological reality? This 
dissertation explores alternative, place–specific design scenarios that strengthen identity, human 
connection, respect for nature and the needs of future generations. It offers a design approach that 
addresses specific patterns of sustainable cultural and ecological design across multiple scales 
in an alternative framework for healthy, affordable, and culturally informed urban habitation. 
Rooted in the spirit of the land, these unique patterns encourage people to feel wholly connected 
to the built and natural world. This dissertation argues for a new orientation. It contemplates 
a city where every act of design however great or small focuses on providing its residents and 
visitors with an intelligible, memorable, healthy, and nurturing physical environment. The 
final product of this study is a sampling of patterns that integrate current design practices with 
elements based on the Hawaiian worldview. This orientation seeks to cultivate the elements 
of a sustainable built environment while encouraging an ecologically and economically viable 
lifeworld for both the residents of Hawaiʻi and the visitors they so famously welcome. 
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Foreword
 A few years ago in research methodology class we were given an assignment that 
instructed us to draw out what the process of this project would look like conceptually. I drew 
feet in a dancing formation and wrote something along the lines of, “it would be a beautiful 
dance, where you would take two steps forward and two steps back—like the tango.” Little did 
I know, this process was really more like the Homer’s epic tale of the Illiad– some death, some 
gore, lots of strange incidences. But more accurately, it was like a navigation, a celestial one.  A 
need for exploration; a mission, a journey for answers. A largely internal process of intuition and 
a reliable skill set learned up to this point from all of these years in school. A blend of Polynesian 
and European navigation both a fixed canoe with the environment in motion, but also a sailing 
canoe with fixed reference points.
I thought I would begin by telling you the reason for and the foundation of my paper; the why.
My foundation lay within my naʻau
It is my tutu and my papa Kauhane–my last ancestral link to the past, who were displaced 
from their home they lived in for 50 years in‘Aiea due to gentrification
It is my ‘ohana who struggle everyday to live here in Hawaiʻi
It is my indigenous culture that was never offered to me in school
It is the roundness and the wholeness I hear in the Hawaiian language
It is the pain I feel when another skyrise blocks access to the sky and the ocean
It is the sadness I feel when I see children living in tents on the street
It is the summers I spent in the Koke’e rainforest
It is the people I meet everyday who are the warmest, most welcoming in the world
It is the  ‘ohia tree, ki, pikake, pakalana, maile, hala, ‘ulu, kalo–the plants I grew up with
It is Hiʻilawe, Mauna Kea, Waimea Canyon
It is the taste of poi, lau lau, lomi salmon, squid luau, haupia mixed together in a bowl
It is the rain when it is sunny out
It is going barefoot
It is the humidity that nourishes my skin
It is the way my skin absorbs this sun
It is the way this ocean saves my life
It is the way these trade winds lull me to sleep
It is a genealogical connection, my love of this land aloha‘aina, and my kuleana to future 
generations
 I would like to thank my teachers and committee members who have allowed me to take 
this subject on, one that was very important to me. Daniel Friedman, Priyam Das, Don Hibbard, 
and Kawika McKeague. To Spencer Leineweber, for your guidance. Amy Anderson for the 
lessons in fearlessness. Thank you to my friends who have kept me sane through the long hours 
of delirium. I’ll never forget the experiences we shared together– Tristan Bassingthwaighte, 
Kehau DeMello, Jamie Emberson. To my family, my sisters, thank you for your love, support, 
and compassion through all of the years– Nicole, Monica, Marie and my brother, Darren–I truly 
could not have done any of this without you. 
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Researching the indigenous Hawaiian worldview and applying a whole systems approach 
to modern day planning and architectural design
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List of Hawaiian Terms
Source: Mary Kawena Pūkuʻi, The Hawaiian Dictionary (Honolulu: Publisher,1983).
‘Aikapu
To eat under taboo; to observe eating taboos
‘Āina
Land, earth; the land which feeds
Akua
God, goddess, spirit, ghost, divine, supernatural, godly 
Aliʻi
Chief, chiefess, officer, ruler, monarch, peer, headman, noble, aristocrat, king, queen, commander; royal, 
regal, aristocratic, kingly; to rule or act as a chief, govern, reign; to become a chief
Aliʻi ʻai ahupuaʻa
Chief who rules an ahupua’a
Aliʻi ʻai moku
Chief who rules a moku
Aliʻi Nui
High chief
Aloha
 Aloha, love, affection, compassion, mercy, sympathy, pity, kindness, sentiment, grace, charity; greeting, 
salutation, regards; sweetheart, lover, loved one; beloved, loving, kind, compassionate, charitable, 
lovable; to love, be fond of; to show kindness, mercy, pity, charity, affection; to venerate; to remember 
with affection; to greet, hail
Ao
Light, day, daylight, dawn; to dawn, grow light; enlightened; to regain consciousness
Aʻo aku
To learn
Aʻo mai
To teach
ʻAumakua
Family or personal gods, deified ancestors who might assume the shape of sharks or other animals. 
A symbiotic relationship existed; mortals did not harm or eat ‘aumākua, and aumākua warned and 
reprimanded mortals in dreams and visions and calls.  
‘Aumākua
Plural of ‘aumakua
viii
‘Auwai
Ditch, canal
Hā
To breathe, exhale; to breathe upon 
Hāloa
Second son of Wākea and Hoʻohokukalani; First man
Hāloanaka
Stillborn child of Wākea and Hoʻohokukalani
Haumia
Uncleanliness, filth, defilement, abomination, indecent, obscene, vile, lewd, unclean
Heʻe
Octopus
Heiau
Traditional place of worship, shrine; some heiau were elaborately constructed stone platforms, others 
simple earth terraces. 
Hoʻohokukalani
Daughter of Wākea and Papa
ili ʻāina
Land area, an ‘ili land division whose chief pays tribute to the land of the ahupua’a of which it is a part, 
rather than directly to the king
‘ili ‘āina
Land inheritance
‘ili lele
Portion of an ʻili land division separated from the main part of the ʻili but considered a part of it
‘ili paʻa
An ‘ili land division complete in one section as distinguished from an ‘ili lele
Iwi
Bones, considered the most cherished artifacts
Iwi Kūpuna
Ancestral human remains
Kahawai
Stream, creek, river; valley, ravine, gulch, whether wet or dry
Kahuna
Priest, sorcerer, magician, wizard, minister, expert in any profession (whether male or female); in the 
1845 laws doctors, surgeons, and dentists were called kahuna. 
Kāhuna
ix
Plural of Kahuna
Kahuna nui
High priest and councilor to a high chief
Kalaimoku
Counselor, prime minister, high official
Kalo
Taro (Colocasia esculenta), a kind of aroid cultivated since ancient times for food, spreading widely from 
the tropics of the Old World. In Hawaiʻi, taro has been the staple from earliest times to the present, and 
here its culture developed greatly, including more than 300 forms.
Kanaka
Human being, man, person, individual, party, mankind, population
Kānaka
Plural of Kanaka
Kanu
To plant, bury; planting, burial
Kaona
Hidden meaning, as in Hawaiian poetry; concealed reference, as to a person, thing, or place; words with 
double meanings that might bring good or bad fortune.
Kapu
Taboo, prohibition; special privilege or exemption from ordinary taboo; sacredness; prohibited, forbidden; 
sacred, holy, consecrated; no trespassing, keep out. 
Kauhale
Group of houses comprising a Hawaiian home, formerly consisting of men's eating house, women's eating 
house, sleeping house, cook-house, canoe house, etc..
Keiki
Child, offspring, descendant 
Kilokilo
stargazing, reading of omens, enchantment, magic, fortune telling; magical
Kona
Leeward side of the Hawaiian Islands
Konohiki
Headman of an ahupuaʻa land division under the chief
Kuahea
Mountain area where trees are stunted as due to altitude
Kuahiwi
Mountain, high hill
xKuleana 
Privilege or rights, responsibility, title, business, property, estate, portion, juristiction, small piece of 
property, blood relative through whom a relationship to less close relatives is traced.
Kuleana Act of 1850
As a part of the Māhele, commoners were allows to petition for title to land that they had cultivated and 
lived on, in a manner similar to the homesteading laws used to manage land tenure in the US territories 
during the nineteenth century. The Mahele also abolished the right of cultivation and pasturage on larger, 
common lands within an ahupua'a. The title of such lands went to the chief, the crown, or the govern-
ment. Previous to the Mahele, ownership of land was an unknown concept within the traditional Hawai-
ian worldview. Many people did not understand the need to make a claim for land on which they were 
already residing or working upon. Communication about titles required word-of-mouth interactions or the 
ability to read the written word, while making a claim required money to pay for a pre-claim land survey. 
Additionally, the claim system required two witnesses to confirm that the claimant had worked the land. 
Meeting these requirements was challenging, with 18,000 plots of 3 acres being successfully claimed 
while the Kingdom's population at the time was 82,000.1 Members of higher classes and ali'i obtained 
title to most Hawaiian land due to the lack of claimants, while the ongoing effects of western diseases and 
property taxes caused many more to lose their property.2 
Kumulipo
Origin, genesis, source of life, mystery; name of the Hawaiian creation chant 
Kupuna
Grandparent, ancestor, relative or close friend of the grandparent's generation, grandaunt, granduncle. 
Kūpuna
Plural of kupuna
Loʻi kalo
Terraced wetland where taro is grown
Lōkahi
Unity, harmony
Loko iʻa
Inland, brackish water, ocean fishponds
Loko iʻa kalo
Combination fishpond and taro patch
Loko kuapā
Walled fishpond
Māhele
1 Wong, Helen, (1997)  
2 Kent, Noel (1983)  
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Portion, division, section, zone, lot, piece
Makaʻāinana
Commoner, populace, people in general; general citizen
Makai
Ocean, towards the ocean
Makani
Wind, Breeze
Mana
Supernatural or divine power, mana, miraculous power; a powerful nation, authority; to give mana to, to 
make powerful; to have mana, power, authority; authorization, privilege; miraculous, divinely powerful, 
spiritual
Mānoa
A large Honolulu valley
Mauka
Inland, towards the mountain
Mauna
Mountain, mountainous region; mountainous; highest places of the landscape, covered in mist and fog.
Mele
Song, anthem, or chant of any kind; poem, poetry; to sing, chant
Mele Koʻihonua
Cosmogonic genealogical chant
Mele pule
Prayer chant
Moku
District, island, islet, section, forest, grove, clump, severed portion, fragment, cut
Mokupuni
Island
Moʻo ʻāina
Land parcel
Moʻolelo
Story, tale, mtyh, history, tradition, literature, legend, journal, log
‘Ohana
Family, relative, kin group; related
‘Ōlelo
Language, speech, tongue, word, quotation, statement, utterance, term
‘Ōlelo Noʻeau
xii
Proverb, wise saying, traditional saying
Papa
Papahānaumoku; earth mother goddess
Pō
Night, darkness, obscurity; the realm of the gods; pertaining to or of the gods, chaos, or hell; dark, ob-
scure, benighted; formerly the period of 24 hours beginning with nightfall 
Pōhaku
Stone
Pono
Goodness, uprightness, morality, moral qualities, correct or proper procedure, excellence, well-being, 
prosperity, welfare, benefit, behalf, equity, sake, true condition or nature, duty; moral, fitting, proper, righ-
teous, right, upright, just, virtuous, fair, beneficial, successful, in perfect order, accurate, correct, eased, 
relieved; should, ought, must, necessary.
Ua
Rain, to rain; rainy 
‘Uhane
Soul, spirit, ghost; spiritual
‘Ulu
The breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis), a tree perhaps originating in Malaysia and distributed through tropical 
Asia and Polynesia. It belongs to the fig family, and is grown for its edible fruits, sometimes for ornament.
Wahi Pana
Ancestral place where one feels a great spiritual presence
Wākea
Father sky
Waikiki
Place name used as a direction marker in Honolulu. Lit., spouting water
Wao akua
A distant mountain region, believed inhabited only by spirits (akua); wilderness
Wao ‘eiwa
An Inland region
Wao kanaka
An inland region where people may live or occasionally frequent, usually considered below the wao akua.
Wao lipo
In between the waoʻeiwa and the wao nahele
Wao maʻukele
Region on the side of a mountain below wao'eiwa
xiii
Wao nahele
Inland forest region, jungle, desert. 
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Introduction
 In 1938, Lewis Mumford was commissioned by the Park Board of the City and County 
of Honolulu to conduct a survey of parks and playgrounds.  His report, “Whither Honolulu?”, 
provided an analysis of important suggestions made for the development of the entire city of 
Honolulu. The survey was then printed and disseminated to the public to inform the people of 
Honolulu with a clearer understanding of existing civic problems.1  It can be argued that the 
memorandum, written 70 years ago, has not been taken seriously as the suggestions contained 
were never implemented. Mumford’s concern over the direction and methodology of Honolulu’s 
capacity in planning suggests that at the time he wrote the memorandum, the people of Honolulu 
expressed concerns over the future of Honolulu’s landscape. 
 Today, the population and the city of Honolulu continue to grow rapidly, pushing the 
limits of the city’s natural resources and infrastructure. An environmentally and culturally 
sensitive plan and design implementation are imperative to the future and current well-being of 
Honolulu. Mumford makes several important arguments for a healthy, viable Honolulu, which 
include topics such as cooling with trade winds, the smart growth of towns, the importance 
of the garden model, and the imperativeness of the social and aesthetic vision of leaders. He 
writes, “In short, Honolulu is a city that has only to learn how to conserve and utilize its natural 
advantages to remain one of the most attractive spots on earth: it is a city where, if the social and 
aesthetic vision needful for planning ever took possession of its leaders, a transformation might 
be wrought that would lift Honolulu beyond all rivalry.”2    
  The utilization and conservation of natural resources are the basic requirements necessary 
to sustain Honolulu and remedy other problems that exist, such as social, economic, cultural, 
and ecological disparities within the city. Honolulu itself is hardly memorable, as it suffers 
from patchy growth, vehicular congestion, and architecture designed for economic efficiency as 
opposed to environmental sustainability. Unexpected and rapid postwar growth combined with 
poor planning by elected officials, contributes to this condition. An enormous amount of growth 
1 Mumford, Lewis. (1938) 1
2 Ibid.,7
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has occurred in the last half-century, and a change in the status quo will take a concerted effort 
from elected officials and private parties. The current experience of moving through Honolulu 
can be described as disorienting, unexciting, uncomfortable, and stressful. As urban life becomes 
more complex, it is necessary for the built environment to have meaning, flexibility, and 
resilience, as well as the ability to shift, flow, and evolve harmoniously with the changing needs 
of the populace. In the near future, given the current rapid growth of Honolulu, the infrastructure 
will need to be designed in a way that allows for a seamless response to increased demand. The 
systems in place today are not designed to support the growing population resulting in increased 
deterioration of native ecology and culture. It is vital that a new system is established to respond 
to future needs: one that is culturally sensitive and supports a return to indigenous Hawaiian 
values.
 Part I of this dissertation will cover Earth and island similarities, the mechanics of 
ecological resilience, the ahupuaʻa as a model of sustainability, as well as a general overview 
of the Hawaiian world view. Part II describes the history of how Honolulu and how the islands 
have come to where they are today, exploring the origins of the disconnection from nature, the 
beginnings of the Western influence, and the resulting cultural repercussions. Part III analyzes 
the modern urban fabric of Honolulu today, the superimposed fragmented Western system of 
urbanization that resulted, and its effects on the well-being of the people and landscape. The 
research will then shift to an exploration of a design methodology in Part IV from the perspective 
of a hybrid of Western urban planning theories to analyze the contemporary Westernized 
landscape of Honolulu. The hybrid methodology sets the workings of a design framework that 
will then be employed within a transect extending from Mānoa to Waikīkī. Here, the research 
introduces a pattern language where an initial experiment will be informed by patterns that are 
considered to be “alive”. Part V is an amalgamation of the research accumulated in parts I, II, 
III, and IV. Here, a new pattern language is produced, focusing on elements of the Hawaiian 
world view with regard to specific elements of the Hawaiian island environment. The new 
pattern language integrates modern day planning and architectural discourse within the discussed 
environments. 
1Part I
Pattern Scale: Earth
Earth and Ecosystems
 Unsustainable practices are a global problem. Current methods of construction and 
resource management strain the carrying capacity of the Earth’s resources due to the demands 
of the steady rise in human population, creating environmental stress. This is most evident in 
environmental effects such as the rise in global temperature, the rise in average sea level, and 
the increased frequency of extreme weather. The depletion of natural resources and extinction 
of species result in a loss of biodiversity. Stuart Pimm, Doris Duke Professor of Conservation 
Ecology at the school of the Environment at Duke University warned in 2014 that “species are 
currently dying off at 1,000 times the rate they were before the human era, and in the future 
are likely to perish at 10,000 times that rate.”1 Environmental repercussions are also prevalent 
socially and economically; with 783 million people having no access to fresh water2, and 80% 
facing increased poverty in a global and technology driven economy.3 The gap between the upper 
and middle classes continues to widen globally, suggesting that current issues will become more 
dire in the near future if the collective society remains on this trajectory of economic disparity. 
 When viewed as a whole, the globe is an ecological system comprised of living species. 
The earth can also be considered a living, breathing cosmic ecological entity within an even 
larger solar system. As with the operational scale of the globe, the islands of Hawaiʻi, can be 
described as a chain of independent living ecologies, which also hosts environmental issues 
unique to the islands. While remedying the environmental issues faced by Hawaiʻi as a whole 
is a daunting challenge, it can be accomplished by appropriately educating people at different 
levels of the human ecological scale. This effort begins by educating those within smaller, 
more manageable ecological scales such as neighborhoods or counties about the health of one’s 
environment and its impact on their community. One may come to change the largest ecological 
1. Ruth Graham. “How many animals are really going extinct?” Boston Globe. October 4, 2014. https://www.bostonglobe.com/ideas/2014/10/04/how-many-animals-are-really-going-extinct/
ZBURDtG4MxGHiRAPQRTafP/story.html (accessed February 19, 2017). 
2. UN Water World Water Day 2013. “An Increasing Demand”. 2013. http://www.unwater.org/water-cooperation-2013/water-cooperation/facts-and-figures/en/ (accessed February 19, 2017). 
3. Anup Shah. “Poverty Facts and Stats”. January 7, 2013. http://www.globalissues.org/article/26/poverty-facts-and-stats. (accessed February 19, 2017). 
2scale known to man, the earth, by changing the understanding of ecology beginning with the 
individual, the family, the neighborhood, the district, the state, the nation, and so on. When 
common citizens, as well as cities and counties, understand the implications of their behavior 
on their immediate ecological infrastructure, a society will then be able to positively change the 
relationship it has to the environment. A paradigm shift of understanding at this scale requires 
a change in the predominant policy and management philosophy of the current top-down, 
command–and–control style of government, to a ground–up, adaptive approach that embraces 
the complexity, nonlinearity, and inherent unpredictability of socio–ecological systems. Robert 
Kates, a scientist in the field of sustainability science, considers the human species a self-
organizing species, one that will reorganize or restructure itself upon the brink of catastrophe.4 
This ultimately requires pursuits in innovative design, one that heavily relies on the symbiosis of 
human-natural systems.
Resilience and Equilibrium
 For an ecosystem to be sustainable, balance between its composite systems is required. 
This balance is called equilibrium in ecosystem resilience studies. Ecosystem resilience is 
measured by the “magnitude of disturbance that can be absorbed before the system changes 
in structure or collapses.”5 According to Kenneth Kaneshiro, “living systems are far from 
equilibrium systems shifting between different stable states (metastability).”6 Ecosystem 
resilience is defined as having four main components: latitude, resistance, precariousness, and 
panarchy.7 When this concept is applied to the city of Honolulu, where the population continues 
to exceed the carrying capacity of the island, there will be a point when the ecosystem reaches its 
latitude, or the “maximum amount a system can be changed before losing its ability to recover”.8 
Up to this point, it is possible to conclude that Honolulu has been able to absorb or resist 
4  Robert Kates Sustainability Science. (April, 27, 2011) http://www.albany.edu/gogreen/files/documents/faculty%20forum/Kates.pdf.
5  Kaneshiro, Kenneth. (2005)
6  Ibid.
7  Walker, Brian, C.S. Holling, Stephen Carpenter, Ann Kinzig. (2004) 2
8  Ibid.,2 
3extensive disturbance to the ecosystem. However, the “precariousness”-- how close the current 
state of the system is to the threshold — is unknown.9
 Will it take a catastrophic event to realize the seriousness of the current environmental 
situation that Honolulu currently practices? Through the lens of panarchy, or “the study of the 
various levels of cross interaction of human and ecological interdependency”10, one can monitor 
the disruptions to stability and re-balancing at various scales, setting a base point for relevant 
adjustments. 
 What are the components of a resilient ecosystem? Crawford Holling theorizes that 
within an equilibrium state there is an attractor toward which all initial conditions are drawn, 
while continuous disturbances acting upon the system tend to move the system off the attractor.11 
Lance Gunderson explains, “that focusing on managing a single variable, usually one of 
economic interest, generally resulted in other variables of the system changing, sometimes 
abruptly, and eventually degrading the entire ecosystem.”12 It can be argued that in the realm of 
Westernized populations, the focus on capitalism is pushing the equilibrium to the limits of the 
threshold. Societal emphasis on economic gain and monetary value has caused natural resources 
to be left neglected and disregarded. The Hawaiʻi 2050 Initiative Act states, “The economic 
model of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries left a legacy of despoiled environments and 
displaced communities making clear that a short term focus of profits cannot sustain unless its 
fundamental assumptions are reexamined.”13 Although a healthy compensation is necessary to 
balance the equilibrium state; a shift to a focus on ecology could arguably prevent a detrimental 
outcome. 
 Educating stakeholders at the more manageable scales mentioned above requires a basic 
understanding of ecological systems. Implementing this type of education by transcending 
prototypical boundaries within school systems, communities, the work–place, and government 
agencies is crucial in encouraging change. According to Kaneshiro, Hawaiʻi’s unique physical, 
9  Walker, Brian, C.S. Holling, Stephen Carpenter, Ann Kinzig. (2004) 2
10  Ibid.,2.  
11  Ibid.,3 
12  Lance Gunderson, "Panarchy" Sustainable Scale Project. 2003. Sustainablescale.org 
13  Chirico, Jennifer (2015) 2   
4biological, and social circumstances have interested current sustainability scientists and 
researchers.14 Ancient Hawaiian cultural wisdom can be used, to create a realistic and viable 
modern sustainability model, an ecologically responsive example for the rest of the world, as 
Earth is more akin to an island than it is a continent. Understanding the ecological limits of 
a system, even one as large as Earth or as small as Hawaiʻi, will enable new approaches to 
infrastructure and sustainability that acknowledge the limits of these systems.   
Ahupuaʻa as Sustainability Model for Contemporary Hawaiian Planning and Design
 At the center of this vision are the distinct land divisions of mountain–to–ocean 
ecosystems within the Hawaiian Islands. These effective land divisions were known as 
ahupuaʻa. Generally, they were boundaries delineated by a watershed corresponding to a 
single natural drainage system. This watershed moved dynamically throughout the land and 
suggested to inhabitants who propagated themselves and spread throughout this system. They 
recognized, cultivated, and optimized natural sections of land within the ahupuaʻa to encourage 
production of food, understanding the network effect or the interconnected relationship of 
various ecological regions. While Hawaiʻi once demonstrated a unique sustainability based on 
communal interdependence, today the culture of the Hawaiian Islands has largely devolved 
into a society dependent on the importation of foods and other vital resources. The ahupuaʻa 
plays a critical role in exploring the future possibilities of a sustainable environment across 
the islands while setting a critical example for the rest of the world. However, this needs to be 
prefaced with an understanding of the ancestral Hawaiian orientation toward the land, as well 
as their belief system as it manifests on the physical plane. Chapters I and II present a cultural 
underpinning of the Hawaiian world view, describing an internal orientation which allows 
one to begin understanding the fundamental components of a truly sustainable system through 
indigenous eyes. This worldview is rooted in the Ko'ihonua or the sacred genealogical chant of 
the Kumulipo.
13  Kaneshiro, Kenneth  (2005)
5Chapter 1 Kumulipo
Pattern Scale: The Hawaiian Islands
 Before gaining a thorough understanding of the mindset behind Hawaiian ecological 
sustainability, it is necessary to understand their belief system. The Kumulipo is essential to 
understanding the Hawaiian worldview, as well as the concepts behind Hawaiian geography. 
Starting at the beginning of space and time, the Kumulipo is a sacred Native Hawaiian Mele 
Koʻihonua (cosmogonic origins) that is expressed in chant form. The Koʻihonua honors 
Hawaiian beliefs by explaining the creation and evolution of the world originating back to the 
cosmos. It describes the relationship between ‘āina (the land that feeds), makaʻainana (people 
that attend the land) and akua (god, goddess, spirit, supernatural). It also describes all living 
and non- living things as possessing a spirit and being genealogically connected.1 The story 
is composed of several recurring themes which inform important Hawaiian values. These 
themes include the struggle for survival, as well as the vital importance of maintaining pono 
(righteousness)  
 In the twelfth era of the chant, Wākea and his daughter Hoʻohokukalani  conceived a 
stillborn child, Hāloanaka. Hāloanaka was laid to rest within the earth and from that very spot 
where he was buried, a kalo plant began to grow. Soon after, Hoʻohokukalani gave birth to her 
second son, Hāloa, who was named after Hāloanaka, the still born child. This story illustrates a 
symbiosis between the gods, land, and [Native Hawaiians]. To kanu (bury, plant) ‘iwi kupuna 
(ancestral bones) in the earth is to transfer mana (divine power) to growing plants that in turn 
nourish [the people]. In addition to the physical body, Hawaiians believe in the existence of 
the ‘uhane, or eternal spirit. This form remained near the ‘iwi after death, depending on the 
circumstances and rituals performed. 
 Today, Hawaiians demonstrate extreme deference toward ensuring proper burial of ‘iwi, 
as this act ultimately ensures the sustainability of all Native Hawaiians. This approach towards 
death exemplifies the protection of the cyclical life force of kūpuna, perpetuating the spiritual 
cycle for future generations. These practices underline a mindset distinctly aware of the long–
term repercussions of an action, with the deference paid to the dead given in equal measure to the 
land and resources, ensuring the continued productivity of their isolated ecosystem.
1 Oliveria, Katrina-Ann R. Kapā’anaokalāokeola Nakoa. (2014) 4
6Chapter 2
The Physical Manifestation of Traditional Hawaiian Practices 
 The implementation of daily practices and beliefs centered around the maintenance of a 
system is evident in the Hawaiian built environment. A closer look into the Hawaiian worldview 
can shed light on how Hawaiians thrived within the island habitat while relying on limited 
resources. This chapter will analyze the general orientation of Hawaiians to their landscape, 
and how they survived, as well as a few core cultural values in relation to the success of their 
economy. Chapter 2 is a general overview of Hawaiian religious beliefs and the ways in which 
they ensured the next generation’s survival. This chapter will also briefly examine the Hawaiian 
language, as well as ancestral Hawaiian perspectives on time.  
Section 2.1 - Hawaiian Language 
Kānaka orients towards an ecological language
 The culture of Native Hawaiians manifests in many facets of daily life, including 
language, one of the most important elements of any culture.1 Anthropologists and cultural 
experts recognize the crucial role played by language in identifying people. Language 
demonstrates the uniqueness of a particular human race, carrying with it centuries of shared 
experience, literature, history, and traditions, and reinforcing this cultural inheritance through 
daily use.2 
 Like many other indigenous cultures throughout the world, the predominant way 
of learning was an auditory process. Thus, the internalizing of language was crucial for the 
survival of the Hawaiian people. The oral tradition explained history and genealogical lineage 
— why they were here, traditions, values, beliefs, worldview, and so on. It has been frequently 
documented that the Hawaiian language is especially rich with words in particular domains, 
1  Kimura, Larry. (1983) 173 
2  Ibid., 173 
7deemed important by those who participated in the culture. Thus, it can be argued that the 
comprised vocabulary of a language reflects the interests of its speakers, or of a community. 
In the case of the Hawaiian language, no generic terms, such as environment or animal, exist.3 
Instead, Hawaiians expressed the whole class of living creatures and environments in detailed 
descriptions of type, smell, color, length, texture, and such. Abram argues– that if human 
language arises from the perceptual interplay between the body and the world, then this language 
“belongs” to the animate landscape as much as it “belongs” to ourselves.4 The Hawaiian 
language was inherently environmentally metaphorical. Recognizing similar patterns in their 
natural surroundings, Hawaiians lived by a language of Hawaiian nature, an immersive three-
dimensional discourse of experience. Abram goes on to say, that language is derivative of a 
“sensuous, gestural significance of spoken sounds — their direct bodily resonance — that makes 
verbal communication possible at all.”5 Words of the Hawaiian people were of the landscape, just 
as much as the Hawaiian people were a component of the natural ecosystem — integral and no 
different from the communication of birds in a tree, or other animals in nature.   
2.2 Sacredness Pattern
Kānaka orients to spirituality
 Another aspect of Hawaiian culture, contributing to the success of the civilization and 
promulgation of its worldview, can be found in their spiritual beliefs. Ancient Hawaiian spiritual 
beliefs were based upon practices that reflected the reality of living with limited resources on an 
island. This ecologically grounded worldview was upheld by the establishment of laws based 
on kapu (sacredness) and mana (divine power) to foster the idea of sustainability and promote 
actions which aligned with sustainable practices. Kapu preserved a sense of sanctity of the 
mana found in or around animate and inanimate objects. This concept, combined with aspects 
of animism, or the belief in natural spirits, created a central pillar of Hawaiian religious beliefs.6 
3  Shultz, Albert. (1994) 207
4  Abram, David (1996) 79
5  Ibid.,79
6  Native Hawaiian Commision. (1983) 225-228. 
8Hawaiian religion rests upon the underlying belief of spirits and the spirit world.7 The Hawaiians’ 
faith in the ‘aumakua (ancestral spirits) frequently empowered or established them as familial 
deities. These deities were animals, such as fish or birds or natural phenomena like thunder or 
lightning.8 The Native Hawaiian Commission writes, “Life in Hawaiian thought is not restricted 
to human life in the concrete world felt and seen by the senses of the human body. The Hawaiian 
idea of the reality of life in the world supersedes the world that is seen and experienced by the 
material body, and enters into the life of the spirit that is beyond physical senses of the body. . 
. . The Hawaiian mind places greater reality of the life of the human individual in the spiritual 
realm, the present material life being regarded as ground for discipline of the spirit in preparation 
for the afterlife.”9 
2.2.1- Wahi Pana 
Kānaka orients to sacred places
 The Hawaiian term wahi pana is a sacred place where one feels a great spiritual presence 
or mana. Wahi pana are sacred sites such as heiau (pre-Christian place of worship)10 as well as 
ancient sites, but they can also be felt as an immersion in past, present and future genealogies.11 
Wahi pana is both seen and unseen. Wahi pana is a term that describes both a sacred geographical 
location, as well as the spiritual feeling of deep connection to land, culture, history, and ancestry.
 Ancestral spiritual knowledge and wahi pana are interwoven in Hawaiian culture. Akua 
specified places that were sacred, including dwelling places of akua, observation points, cliffs, 
mounds, mountains, forests, pohaku (stones), weather phenomena, forests and volcanoes.12 Wahi 
pana can be described as both a spiritual connection to place, as well as a spiritual awakening as 
wahi pana may only be discoverable when the mind and soul are ready to receive it. In this sense, 
it is the connection of physical place to divine experience.
 
7  Ibid., 228 
8  Ibid., 228 
9  Ibid., 226 
10  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1986), 64 
11  Kanahele, Edward. (1991) 
12  Ibid. 
92.2.2- Mana
Kānaka orients to the power in all living and nonliving things
 According to Hawaiian scholars, mana is described as universal energy that is the 
animating force in all life forms. It is an energy or power that does not exist in the human world, 
but is sourced from a divine or supernatural power.13 Mana can be measured in both living and 
nonliving objects. There is a dependency on the belief in a spiritual entity based upon the manner 
by which mana is transferred. This mana comes flowing from a divine source and into a concrete 
being, imbuing it with a necessarily human, intellectual quality by which it must be understood.14 
Mana is primarily expressed between and among one’s ‘ohana (family) or extended ‘ohana, and 
the ‘aina.15
2.2.3- Na Kapu
Kānaka orients to the protection from the profane
 Kapu laws were, in essence, a set of prohibitive laws which protected against haumia 
(defilement) of mana.16 Kapu was enforced by aliʻi and maintained by the collective community. 
Kapu protected against overexploitation of precious resources and ensured that items were 
harvested in proper and appropriate quantities, thus maintaining sustained commodities and 
constructing an internal orientation toward an inherently ecological worldview of communal 
interdependence. Observance of these laws of sustainability, which arose from critical 
observations, set the infrastructure for a flourishing indigenous people.
13 Fisher, Scott. (2015) 10
14 Native Hawaiian Commision. (1983) 229
15 Fisher, Scott. (2015) 10 
16 Ibid.,10 
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2.2.4 ‘Aumakua
Kānaka orients to living creatures as ancestral guardians
 The primary function of the ‘aumakua was to ensure protection of the family.17 In 
particular, at death, when the spirit of an individual travels to the place where she or he rejoins 
the ancestors.18 ‘aumakua also served a vital role as a link to the natural world, wherein the 
‘aumakua took the form of a specific animal or natural phenomenon.
 Due to the close–knit relationships of the ‘ohana, ‘aumakua remained a steadfast member 
and presence within the family. Human-to-spirit communication was made possible by a family 
‘aumakua.19 The collective community interdependence, belief in mana, and the observance 
of kapu, were elevated to both the natural and spiritual realms.20 The belief in ‘aumakua is an 
example of implementing, practicing, and enhancing the community’s relationship with one’s 
ancestors and the natural landscape, further fostering the idea of sustainability.
2.3- Dualism and Harmony
Kānaka orients to the balance of opposites
 Contradictory dualism, the harmonious recognition of opposing counterparts, was a 
thoughtful pattern that Hawaiians identified. It is the idea that the conscious world is made up of 
elemental counterparts, for example, night and day, man and woman, darkness and light, life and 
death, land and ocean, left and right, and sacred and profane — a concept similar to the Chinese 
idea of yin and yang.  Beckwith (1970) writes, 
Another philosophical concept comes out in his [Hawaiian] way of  
accommodating himself as an individual to the physical universe in which 
he finds himself placed. He arrives at an organized conception of form 
17  Fisher, Scott. (2015) 10 
18  Ibid., 10  
19  Ibid., 11 
20  Ibid., 11  
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through the pairing of opposites, on depending upon the other to complete 
the whole. So ideas of night and day, light and darkness, male and female, 
land and water, rising and setting [of the sun], small and large, little and 
big, hard, and light [of force], upright and prostrate [of position], upward 
and downward, toward and away from [the speaker] appear paired in 
repeated reiteration as a stylistic element in composition of chants and 
function also in everyday language.21
  
 The idea of dualism is evident in the structure of the Kumulipo as “lower” life forms 
existing in the world of Pō (darkness) evolve into higher beings who pass into the world of 
Ao (light).22 The idea here, is that the delicate balance of opposites creates lokahi — unity 
and harmony — contributing to a place that is pono. By attaining a balance of the dynamic 
dichotomy of opposites, the world becomes whole, maintaining equilibrium. 
Section 2.4- Hawaiian Time
Kānaka orients towards an agrarian time
 The Hawaiian Islands are located in the Pacific Ocean at a latitude of 19.89 degrees 
north and a longitude of 155.5 degrees west. The sun path in this area receives consistent solar 
radiation throughout the year, keeping the days of consistent length. Trade winds from the north–
northeast keep the islands cool. The islands are 2,467 miles away from the nearest landmass. 
Honolulu is considered to be the most remote city in the world.23 Whether it is the consistency of 
the tropical climate or the fact that the Hawaiian Islands are surrounded by the ocean, people in 
Hawaiʻi experience time at a leisurely pace. Edward Chamberlain, who wrote the book Islands, 
How Islands Change the World,  describes the Hawaiian Islands as, “...places of peace and 
reconciliation; for like everywhere on earth, in geology no less than in the natural world, island 
21  Kanahele, Edward. (1986) 155 
22  Ibid., 154
23  Baker, Tom. (2009)
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life is a work in progress, and from time to time islanders have nourished remarkable ways of 
settling their differences.”24 The word aloha, a common greeting and farewell for which the 
indigenous Hawaiian are famously known is defined as compassion and love. The word aloha 
promotes a feeling of empathy between parties leading to supportive and peaceful relationships. 
When living in a relatively small environment, social traditions which foster amicable solutions 
will ensure less resources lost to disagreement or conflict. When living in a carefully balanced 
ecosystem, every environmental factor, including social ones, may have a dramatic effect on 
the system as a whole. This is an example of culture acting as an environmental balancing 
mechanism.
 Traditional Hawaiians developed a 365-day lunar calendar based on astronomical patterns 
useful for navigation, but more importantly, for their survival.  The agrarian sense of time 
revolved around the tasks of when to plant and when to harvest.25  The book Kū Kānaka written 
by Hawaiian activist and historian, George Kanahele writes, “The performance of those tasks 
did not require a synchronizing of time and labor, as would have been the case in an industrial 
manufacturing society... The nature of the job and completing it dictated the terms of work, not 
time in itself.”26 Furthermore, the Hawaiians did not measure their time in hours. Climatic events 
and activities with ‘ohana were individually memorable experiences in a timeless present.27
24  Chamberlain, J. Edward. (2013) 15  
25  Kanahele, George S. (1986) 161
26  Ibid.,161
27  Ibid.,161 
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Section 2.5- Orientation, Navigation, and Wayfinding
Kānaka looks to environmental signs for orientation
 Hawaiians arrived in the islands approximately 2000 years ago by way of the ocean, 
guided by a few elite, highly- skilled celestial navigators. Chamberlain describes Polynesian 
seafarers as “truly remarkable”28, while anthropologist Kenneth Emory credits the “Polynesian 
voyaging as an enterprise that properly should rank among the great achievements of human 
history”29 Like any seafarer, the Polynesians mastered their ability to read and interpret the 
signs of their environment; moreover, the Polynesians were exceptional due to their ability to 
solve navigational issues with the naked eye along with remarkable human judgment. They took 
direction by way of the rising and setting sun positions across the ocean and the movement of 
the moon and planets. They studied the stars that crossed the sky from east to west and their 
corresponding constellations at night and throughout the year. Kanahele writes, “They had to 
identify from two to three hundred stars, although today no one knows exactly how many. They 
readily distinguished between the planets and the fixed stars. . . .  [From this], the Hawaiians 
perceived the orderliness of the universe in terms of the regular and predictable movements 
of the stars and planets.”30 Their wisdom in astronomy was helpful for agricultural and ritual 
purposes as well, as Polynesians developed a calendar analogous to its European counterpart. 
 Polynesians not only looked to the sky for direction, but they were extremely sensitive 
to where they were on the open ocean, reading, interpreting and memorizing subtle movements, 
elements that helped decode the changes occurring. Chamberlain compares the navigators to 
“trackers in the desert, or readers in the library, [who] need to interpret these signs—and the 
ways of interpretation, like the scripts of different languages, vary widely and need to be learned 
in different locations and different cultures.”31  
 A crucial part of seafaring and perpetuation of a surviving culture has always been the 
28  Chamberlain, J. Edward. (1999) 237
29  Gross, Jeffrey. (2016)
30  Kanahele, George S. (1986) 161
31  Chamberlain, J. Edward. (2013) 15  
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capacity to pass on knowledge from generation to generation, reiterating the importance of the 
wisdom deeply embedded in the memory of stories, songs, chants, and dances. Oral societies 
have always depended upon this ancestral wisdom to guide them, in conjunction to the stars 
above. 
2.5.1- Heavenscapes
Kānaka orients to the stars
“Aia i ka ʻopua ke ola: he ola nui, he ola laula, he ola hohonu, he ola kiʻekiʻe” 
Life is in the clouds: great life, broad life, deep life, elevated life32 
 The Hawaiians were extremely articulate and specific as to how they understood the 
complex dynamism of their environment. They identified and named the various strata of 
the heavens, landscape, and depths of the ocean, transforming spaces into specific places.33 
Recognizing celestial elements from above allowed kānaka to determine how to respond 
on the earth plane. By looking up, they identified patterns in the sky directly correlated to 
earthly relationships. As discussed in section 2.3, celestial knowledge was very important for 
determining the best times to cultivate and harvest food. Not only did the skies provide kānaka 
(person of Hawaiian decent) with a connection to physical elements in the environment, they 
also bestowed a spiritual relationship with the akua. The heavens were crucial to their places in 
society. The ability to make distinctions between layers of heavens indistinguishable to others, 
provided mana to those who knew kilokilo (stargazing and reading of omens).34 Kahuna (priests, 
spiritual advisors) devoted much time and effort into understanding the heavens. By reading the 
heavens, kahuna were able to advise aliʻi (chief, officer, ruler) in spiritual scenarios that required 
reading the heavenly omens — a sacred wisdom. We can gather that the Hawaiians’ relationship 
to the sky was not only for survival purposes, the sky was a place where ancestral and spiritual 
knowledge existed
32  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1983) 48 
33  Oliveira, Katrina Ann R. Kapā’anaokalāokeola Nākoa (2014) 48  
34  Ibid.,48 
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2.5.2- Landscapes 
Kānaka orients to the landscape 
 Kānaka oriented themselves according to patterns associated with the various layers in 
elevation of land, providing names to various elevations and sections of the landscape. Often, 
the names described the characteristic environment, climate, or sacred presence. Hawaiian 
Geographer Katrina Oliveria explains, “Mauna, the highest places of the landscape were covered 
in mist and fog while kuahiwi were below the summit but above the tree line. . . . Within the 
mountainous regions of the mauna and kuahiwi were kuahea, wao nahele, wao lipo, waoʻeiwa, 
wao maʻukele, wao akua, and wao kānaka.”35 Hawaiians inhabited and cultivated food within the 
ahupuaʻa in the region named wao kānaka. 
2.5.3- Oceanscapes
Kānaka orients to the ocean
 Derived from a genealogical line of celestial navigators, the ancient Hawaiians were 
deeply connected and experienced with the ocean. As discussed in section 2.3, they were skilled 
at reading various types of waves, tides and currents. Names were given across the sea, from 
the deep blue ocean to the shallower water where the waves would break.36 They mapped the 
ocean by naming and giving name to specific places, such as where a certain type of fish was 
found or where heʻe (octopus) were plentiful.37 Their mastery of the ocean can be seen in the 
massive structures built underwater for fish ponds. Oliveria states, “The understanding of the 
ocean enabled kānaka to map the ocean floor and to select the best spots for wall construction.”38   
Hawaiians understood the complexity of maintaining an equilibrium state of the environment by 
being sensitive to their surroundings and recognizing its subtle shifts.
35  Oliveira, Katrina Ann R. Kapā’anaokalāokeola Nākoa (2014) 51 
36  Ibid.,58 
37  Ibid.,58 
38  Ibid.,58 
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2.5.4- Mauka to Makai
Kānaka wayfinds by orientation to the mountain and ocean. 
 The ahupuaʻa informed a great deal of daily Hawaiian life. Ancestral Hawaiians viewed 
the ocean as a part of a whole, an extension, and the land as a part of the sea viewing the 
ocean as a continuous pathway connecting islands to one another. They oriented themselves 
physically using the mountains and the ocean as reference points. A person traveling toward the 
mountain was said to be going “mauka” while someone traveling toward the ocean would be 
going “makai”.39  Landmarks and points of reference were identified by prominent features on 
the landscape.40 The continuum of perspective from land to ocean created expansive views that 
informed their position in space. Ancestral Hawaiians understood the interrelated connectedness 
of not only land and ocean, but of land, ocean, and sky.
Section 2.6 - Ahupuaʻa 
Kānaka orients to land resource management
The Political System of Ancient Hawaiian Society
 The political system of ancient Hawaiian society enabled a social organization that 
governed control over land, people, and environment. At the top of the hierarchy was the aliʻi nui 
(high chief). He owned all the land that he conquered. Traditionally, the ruler of an entire island 
was known as a mokupuni.41 He made kingdom–wide decisions, oversaw important religious 
rites, and was the leader during times of war. Alongside the aliʻi nui were his two advisors, the 
kalaimoku (counselor, high official), and the kahuna nui (high priest and councilor to a high 
39  Oliveira, Katrina Ann R. Kapā’anaokalāokeola Nākoa (2014) 54 
40  Ibid.,54 
41  Kamakau, Samuel Manaiakalani. (1976) 6-8 
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chief).42 The kahuna43 were masters of religious rites and practices of their specific profession 
 The larger islands were divided into districts, called moku. These districts were looked 
after by the aliʻi’ai moku (chief who rules a moku). The aliʻi ai moku were chosen by the aliʻi 
nui according to parental genealogy. Various ranks of aliʻi existed in the ancient Hawaiian 
political structure. Often, in order to maintain a certain aliʻi rank, one would marry a sibling to 
produce a high-ranking offspring.44 Further divisions were made within a moku called ahupuaʻa. 
These tracts of land were supervised by an aliʻi ai ahupuaʻa (chief who rules an ahupuaʻa) or a 
konohiki (headman of an ahupuaʻa).45 Within the ahupuaʻa even smaller divisions called ‘ili ‘aina 
were comparable in size to a contemporary neighborhood. ‘Ili pa’a were of unconnected land 
formations that occurred within an ahupuaʻa, while ‘ili lele were continuous pieces of land.46 
Smaller divisions were known as moʻo ‘aina (narrow strips of land), which were exclusively 
used for cultivating.47
 Kuleana land (small pieces of ‘aina)48 were given to makaʻainana, who were the largest 
group of people that made up Hawaiian society. Kuleana were distributed based upon the natural 
fertility of the land. The makaʻainana were considered to be attendants of the land who produced 
goods, foods, or services within a given ahupuaʻa. Some of their various professions were 
builders, farmers, fishermen, and warriors for the aliʻi during times of war.49 Makaʻainana were 
taxed annually by the aliʻi ai moku and their local aliʻi, paying with food, clothing, and other 
goods. Makaʻainana held the right to move to a different ahupua‘a or rebel if the ruling local 
aliʻi was harsh or unfair.50 Thus, leadership qualities of an aliʻi were critical in managing the 
wellbeing of the ahupuaʻa ecosystem, from monitoring the consumption of natural resources and 
ensuring food production within each ahupuaʻa, to possessing a resolute demeanor in the face of 
conflict. The ideal aliʻi was “kind, thoughtful, forgiving, loving, possessed aloha, beneficent, and 
42  Kamakau, Samuel Manaiakalani. (1976) 6-8 
43  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1986) 114 
44  Mitchell, Donald Kilolani. (1982) 92 
45  Ibid.,92
46  Handy and Handy. 49 
47  Ching, Jonathan. (2010) 31 
48  Not to be confused with the Kuleana Act of 1850. See Definitions of Hawaiian Terms. x   
49  Mitchell, Donald, Kilolani. (1982) 92  
50  Kamehameha Schools. (1992) 258 
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benevolent.”51 
2.6.1- Farming Pattern
Kānaka orients to farming and agriculture
 Ahupuaʻa is often described as a strong subsistence economy based on the proximity to 
the mountains, streams, and watersheds. Pūkuʻi translates the word as a “land division usually 
extending from the uplands to the sea, so called because the boundary was marked by a heap 
(ahu) of stones surmounted by an image of a pig (puaʻa). An ahupuaʻa had no set measurement 
or scale and “varied in size according to the resources available and the ease with which those 
resources could be reasonably distributed among local residents”.52 A typical configuration of 
an ahupuaʻa was triangular in shape while the transect of land divided itself from the mountains 
to the ocean. These divisions created opportunities for sized parcels of land which were 
manageable, under control of local chiefs. The ahupuaʻa system sustained the entire population 
of Hawaiʻi, where people and settlements relied upon cooperation and supportive relationships 
with one another. 
     Farming practices and kauhale settling patterns were typically organized through an 
integrated network of ponds fed by a kahawai (naturally occurring watershed) that flows into a 
net work of ‘auwai (stream). Dry land areas for raising food crops, loʻi kalo (flooded terraced 
taro) and loko iʻa (fishponds), were characteristic of an ahupuaʻa. The construction of the loʻi 
patch were reminiscent of the central food source of their Asian counterparts of the rice field. 
The loʻi kalo were designed in a terraced manner and reinforced with rock walls.53 The ‘auwai 
was excavated from the main stream of a nearby valley to feed the kalo plants.54 This method of 
construction controlled erosion, preventing the movement of water from wearing away the land. 
As Hawaiian activist and scholar Marion Kelly explains, 
51  Andrade, Carlos. (2001) 
52  Fisher, Scott. (2015) 12 
53  Kelly, Marion. (1997) 1-6  
54  Ibid.,1-6 
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A loose- boulder dam was built across the nearby stream raising the water 
level in the stream at the dam, thus allowing water to flow into the ‘auwai. 
This enabled cultivators downstream to always have water available for 
their loʻi. Control of the relationship between the depth of the ditch at the 
intake point and the water level in the dam provided water-volume control in 
the ditch. This avoided the destruction of the terraces in the event of floods 
caused by heavy rainfall entering the ʻauwai. The dam was constructed in 
such a way that it would self-destruct under extreme flood-water conditions. 
With a drop in the water level of the dam, water previously flowing into the 
‘auwai and to the loʻi ceased flowing into the ‘auwai.55 
 
 The cool irrigated water, which flowed through the lo‘i and returned to the stream, was 
considered to be high in nutrients as the water was being filtered through various types of ponds. 
The ‘auwai eventually flowed into the loko iʻa region of the ahupuaʻa and into the loko kuapa 
(walled fishpond) where the Hawaiians farmed algae, which was then used as food for the 
herbivorous fish.56  
     Hawaiians understood the flow of environmental cycles and were able to manipulate 
the local ecology to maximize the productivity of their way of life. Hawaiian land management 
embodied the ideals of adaptability and creative problem solving. For example, the ecologies 
of the ahupua‘a were quite varied and many required unique approaches to properly utilize the 
land in the cultivation of food. Kelly explains, “in the ahupuaʻa of Kona, little fresh water was 
accessible so the Hawaiians used a dry farming technique and planted an ‘ulu or breadfruit 
tree forest that encouraged moisture, both rain and dew. They then cultivated their dry kalo at 
elevations above the ‘ulu forest and cultivated banana trees farther above that.”57 Cultivating 
the land was viewed as being pono, a distinction which was viewed as ensuring an abundance 
of food from akua. Contrary actions or mistreatment of the land led to misfortune resulting in 
famine.58
55  Kelly, Marion. (1997) 1-6 
56  Ibid.,1-6
57  Ibid., 3  
58 Ibid.,3 
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2.6.1- Settling Pattern 
Kānaka orients to proximity to natural resources
 Settlement patterns were dispersed throughout the Ahupuaʻa based on proximity to fresh 
water and ability to conduct daily work. Part of the success of the subsistence economy can 
be attributed to the proximity of Kānaka’s dwelling to the land that they were responsible for 
cultivating. Placement of their hale was crucial for accessibility to allow constant observation 
of their kuleana. Ching states, “Along the rivers or kahawai the homesteads were dispersed... 
as the farmlands were consolidated to maximize the use of land along the water. These kauhale 
were located near the lo‘i and provided an excellent position to observe the varying conditions of 
nature needed to be a successful planter.”59 The Hawaiians recognized the importance of access 
to fresh water as their survival depended upon it. Dispersed throughout the ahupuaʻa, clusters of 
communities could be found in valleys and along the coastlines. Fishing villages were always 
located near a source of fresh water.60
2.6.2- Trading Community Pattern 
Kānaka orients to an interdependent community 
 This sense of community interdependence, particularly through its embodiment in the 
extended family, or ‘ohana, expressed itself in the primary land divisions of Hawaiʻi prior to 
the arrival of Europeans in 1778.61 The interdependent community thrived primarily on lateral 
(communal) interactions rather than a vertical (dominant, or hierarchical) authority. That is not to 
dismiss the fact that much of the subsistence success was based upon the managerial, organized 
system of taxes paid to the konohiki. It was not uncommon for majority of an ahupuaʻa to be 
made up of a few ‘ohana or ’ili ‘ohana- which meant they cared for and depended upon one 
another through the mastery of a specific trade or skill. 
59  Ching, Jonathan. (2011) 36
60  Ibid.,36
61  Ibid., 11  
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 Indigenous Hawaiians believed they were descendants of ‘aina which meant caring 
for the land was a great kuleana (right, privilege, concern, responsibility). Oliveria explains, 
“The kuleana of the makaʻainana was multilayered. Each piece of ‘aina had its own place 
on the landscape, and the people who resided there likewise had a specific place in society. 
Makaʻainana had a kuleana to other makaʻainana. Those living upland traded their produce 
with those who resided near the ocean. Makaʻainana also had a kuleana to honor their konohiki 
and aliʻi of varying ranks.”62  Therefore, a community had be faithful to values of reciprocity, 
nurturing, sharing, and giving. According to Oliveria, this was an intrinsic part of their culture. 
She explains, “Sharing and exchanging one’s material wealth and resources from the land and 
sea were characteristic of the makaʻainana. Acts of kindness and interdependence allowed the 
makaʻainana to prosper and to establish their own niches in society.”63
 Makaʻainana were a very inclusive people, socializing in large groups for special 
occasions while gift-giving and sharing one’s wealth were common practices.64 Socialization also 
revived bonds with the community on a daily basis through acts of generosity.65 Interdependence 
and reliance on one another created a societal bond which ensured that people of all ranks 
worked together for the common good of all.66
62  Oliveria, Katrina-Ann R. Kapā’anaokalāokeola Nākoa. (2014) 41 
63  Ibid.,31 
64  Ibid.,39 
65  Ibid.,39 
66  Ibid.,45 
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Section 2.7- Values and Sustainable Conceptual Patterns 
Kānaka orients to morality
 Indigenous Hawaiian values were bolstered through their practice of maintaining a moral 
and religious system, which was heavily based on insightful concepts regarding nature, ecology, 
and their perception of their environment. Although there were no words in Hawaiian for values, 
morals, beliefs, or ethics, understanding the literal and etymological definitions is critical to 
original thinking and the basic metaphorical meaning of the Hawaiian worldview. According to 
Chun, “values are concepts and ideas that are important to a people in defining who they are, 
what they are doing here, and where they are going.”67 Thus, values may be described as an 
intangible, internal moral compass, an orientation point from which decisions are made. Values 
can be applied to a community, and are expressed through the importance people place on ideas 
held in common.68 It can be defined as an ideal way of living, one where happiness or a higher 
state of well-being and harmony is achieved. Values are fluid, adaptable, and often evolve on a 
generational time scale. For Hawaiians, however, “spiritual attunement with the gods, harmony 
with the cosmos and nature, loyalty to leaders, unity with companions, physical and mental 
health, personal achievement, hospitality and generosity, and aloha are some of the values that 
characterize the good life of the people of old.”69
 
2.7.2- Pono
Kānaka orients towards righteousness within the land
 According to noteworthy Hawaiian scholars, pono can be defined as a virtuous state of 
being that influences action and behavior. Pūkuʻi describes pono as the “foundation of good 
rule.” Thus, she continues, “leadership based on pono exemplifies goodness and morality.”70 
67  Chun, Malcom Nāea. (2006) xxiii
68  Ibid., xxiii
69  Kanahele, Edward. (1986) 13
70  Kanahele, Edward. (1986) 401-402 
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Malcom Chun describes it as an interrelatedness of the many values of the traditional native 
world. He uses the words, belonging, mastery, independence, generosity, but emphasizes the 
inclusiveness of pono.71 Belonging relates to identity and a culture that is distinguishable. A 
person was accepted as part of a group of people, thereby valued and able to contribute and 
receive. Mastery is about learning and developing gifts that are fundamental for survival, so to 
be pono meant to be a contributing member of society. Understanding the definition of pono was 
particularly important for native youth who were taught in a positive, healthy, and encouraging 
teacher–student relationship. Independence refers to the mastery of a skill in order to function 
independently of the teacher, but never alone.72 Chun relates it to labor and creativity, the 
development of original style, and a readiness to be a teacher. In this context, generosity brings 
the picture of belonging, mastery, and independence full circle— where the principle of giving 
and receiving perpetuated knowledge and wisdom to future generations. Chun explains, “through 
generosity, one is able to enjoy relationships with others and experience a sense of belonging.73 
These smaller act and expressions of coming full circle practiced through space and time, can be 
described as being pono. 
2.7.3 -‘Ohana
Kānaka orients to family 
 One definition of ‘ohana is the fundamental self-sustaining organizational unit of 
indigenous Hawaiians. It was the smaller socioeconomic structure that functioned within the 
larger structure of the ahupuaʻa. An ‘ohana consisted of blood relatives, marriage, or adopted 
individuals. Therefore, a person’s location and size of land directly corresponded to their 
bloodline. ‘Ohana relates to “geography, ancestral ties, birth and sentiment to a particular 
locality.”74 
71  Chun, Malcom, Nāea. (2006) 1 
72  Ibid., 1 
73  Ibid., 2 
74  Kameʻeleihiwa, Lilikala. (1992) 344
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 ‘Ohana lived on land granted by aliʻi and located in areas where they could maintain a 
sustainable lifestyle for one another. Often, ‘ohana were given a strip of land called ‘iliʻohana 
where members of extended family were dispersed from mountain to ocean in order for goods 
from each zone to be traded. The economic duty of the ‘ohana was to produce “goods and 
services to satisfy the needs of its members, as well as produce an adequate surplus to yield for 
aliʻi or hospitality purposes.”75 ‘Ohana produced not only food, but also everyday items and 
lifestyle goods, such as kapa cloth, plaited sandals, utensils, and tools. Operating within its own 
internal exchange system, the ‘ohana, tasks were divided based upon skill and abilities. Thus, a 
variety of manufacturing of goods and tasks were manageable.
2.7.4- Moʻolelo
Kānaka orients to the story place
 Moʻolelo, is derived of two root words: moʻo translates to series or succession, 
particularly of a genealogical line, and ‘olelo: means tongue or language. Traditionally, moʻolelo 
referred to a true narrative of historical figures, gods or both. However, moʻolelo also relates to 
folklore, legends, and familial stories.76 In addition, moʻolelo consists of both the sacred as well 
as secular. Kanahele writes, “The dual use of the word suggests that perhaps the line between the 
secular story and the sacred story was not always clearly drawn”.77 Some moʻolelo are known 
across Polynesia, while others stayed close to Hawaiʻi, or were specific to island or place.78 In 
other words, moʻolelo oriented the Hawaiian people to the story of place effectively to remember, 
reaffirm, or connect, the essence of a place to a person. Moʻolelo bonded the person to place. 
Kanahele writes, “This is why myth has played and will continue to play an incomparable role in 
the history of the world — including those Hawaiian people who are in search of meaning.”79
 Moʻolelo are generally classified as mele (song), ‘oli (chant), or the more physical form 
75  Kameʻeleihiwa, Lilikala. (1992) 320
76  Kanahele, Edward. (1986) 52 
77  Ibid.,52 
78  Ibid.,53 
79  Ibid.,65 
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of moʻolelo, hula (dance). Kanahele writes, “The repertoire of the mele includes three types of 
sacred chant: (1) mele koʻihonua, or genealogy chant, such as The Kumulipo, (2) mele kanaenae, 
or prayer supplication and praise to a god, [and] (3) mele pule or prayer chant.”80 Moʻolelo is 
trans-scalar, meaning its character varies from creation chants to smaller stories of place. It is 
worth mentioning another art form of the ancestral oral tradition, the ‘ōlelo noʻeau (wise or 
entertaining proverb),81 which was a form of teaching, perhaps not necessarily considered a 
story, but a language formation imbued with layers of wisdom or kaona. ‘Ōlelo noʻeau is used 
to remind people of place, the signs of the environment, moral character, or being pono, and 
provides simple, yet meaningful, insights into daily life situations.
I ka wa mamua, ka wa mahope
The future is in the past82
As Kame’elehiwa states, This ‘ōlelo noʻeau describe that “Hawaiians stand firmly in the present, 
with his back to the future, and [their] eyes fixed upon the past, seeking historical answers for 
present-day dilemmas.”83
2.7.5- Kuleana
Kānaka orients towards a perpetuation of knowledge and wisdom
 When the term kuleana is directly applied to the built environment, the word translates 
as a piece of land in which an ‘ohana is genealogically responsible for; the maintenance, the 
cultivation of food, and ensuring that such practices remain pono.84 In other iterations of the 
word, kuleana is also related to the value of ‘ohana, in the sense that it can be defined as part or 
portion of right, interest, or claim, often through relatives or relations by marriage: when a man 
80  Ibid.,53
81  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1986) 269 
82   Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1986) 
83   Kameʻelehiwa, Lilikala (1992) 
84  Chun, Malcom Nāea. (2006) 1 
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marries a woman, she becomes his kuleana.85 Kuleana is also described as the duty of passing 
one’s ancestral knowledge to younger generations, the giving or transference of traditions to 
the youth to ensure their survival. The kupuna–keiki relationship was held in high regard, as 
the relationship between the generations involved invaluable life lessons, and maintained the 
livelihood of kupuna as well. The activities of teaching, learning, work, leisure, play, and even 
spirituality are all pathways for kuleana.
Section 2.8 Perpetuation of knowledge
Kānaka orients to the future 
 Aʻo mai (learn) and aʻo aku (teach) were both important words in Hawaiian culture. As 
in any culture, education played a crucial role in the survival of the Hawaiian people and guided 
their understanding of their societal responsibilities. Education was taken very seriously by those 
teaching the next generation, as their aim was to turn a student into a master. Social or cultural 
roles were often perpetuated through education. As in most cases, one’s genealogy guided their 
education. This took the form of a keiki and kupuna (kahuna) relationship, which allowed the 
youth to be taught under the gaze and guidance of the adult, analogous to that of a mentorship.86 
Being taught by a kupuna, or mentor, at a very young age was not uncommon. The traditional 
interaction developed unbreakable bonds within the community and encouraged interpersonal 
relationships that crossed generations. 
 Classes were held outdoors prior to Western contact, because much of what they 
needed to be taught was about the environment. Classes focused on observing best practices 
of farming or other skills, craftsmanship, memorizing stories, and, studying, practicing, and 
mastering those skills. The learning style differed from that of today, as Hawaiians were taught 
to observe, contemplate, and listen, as opposed to reactionary speaking. Education revolved 
more around the practical application and demonstration of skills instead of a class discussion 
or tests. Malcolm Chun explained that there are five responses of a traditional Hawaiian student, 
85  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1998) 17 
86  Chun, Malcom Nāea. (2006) 87 
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“Observation, listening, reflection, doing, questioning. “I ka nānā no a ‘ike, by observing, one 
learns. I ka hoʻolohe no a hoʻomaopopo, by listening, one commits to memory. I ka hana no a 
‘ike, by practice one masters skill.”87 “There was a deliberate order and form of the approach, 
Chun explains, [which was] different from today’s learning process”.88 The focus on receiving 
and giving in Hawaiian education supports the idea that relationships and belonging are primary 
values in traditional Hawaiian society and culture. 
 The research above has provided a general understanding of the cultural practices that 
fundamentally describe the Hawaiian culture and the means through which that culture shaped 
the daily life of the indigenous people of Hawaiʻi. Understanding the numerous ecological and 
practical activities which formed the lived-environment before western contact highlights the 
existing cultural deficit within the contemporary Hawaiian landscape. Missing is the connection 
to an ecological language, and the unified collective consciousness that described the Hawaiian 
worldview–the sacredness of the living earth, ocean, and connection to the sky which enabled 
Hawaiians to traverse the various dimensions of time and space– the physical realm as well as 
the spiritual realm. When moving from indigenous culture towards modern times, an analysis of 
the contemporary environment reveals a fundamental disorientation along the way– not only the 
disconnection from the sacred relationships between the physical and the spiritual, but between 
the interdependent actions of people fostering a supportive, thriving ecology. 
87  Malcom Chun, Nāea. (2006) 85 
88  Ibid.,85 
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Part II
 The shift to unsustainable practices in Hawaiʻi occurred at the end of a rapid series of 
devastating cultural events over the span of 200 years. These events ultimately led to a near 
total loss of an indigenous culture. Over the span of 2,000 years, the indigenous Hawaiians  
cultivated, honed, and mastered practices, traditions, and wisdom, generating a collective, 
inherently ecological consciousness that allowed Hawaiian society to thrive. As discussed in part 
I of this paper, sustainable living was implemented in every aspect of their daily lives, and their 
fundamental understanding of time was cyclical as opposed to the linear Western understanding, 
as reflected in their way of life. Part II of this paper is a research exploration that focuses on 
prime historical events that destroyed or misaligned sustainable practices in Hawaiʻi. Starting 
with the loss of the cultural wisdom of place, part II begins with Western influences and the 
renunciation of the old religion or the ‘aikapu. The resulting decimation of the Hawaiian people 
by Western disease was followed by the mahele or the division of the Hawaiian Kingdom’s land 
and the demographic shift from rural areas to the newly established population centers. Part II 
discusses the superimposition of the Western mentality upon the Hawaiian landscape and its 
dissociative influence on cultural and environmental sustainability. 
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Chapter 3
A Culture Lost? Connecting the Dots Causes that Contributed to Unsustainable Practices in 
Hawaiʻi
 Colonialism under the guise of religion was a common theme in the history of indigenous 
peoples throughout the world during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Newly colonized 
places often created devastating consequences for indigenous societies  such as the Hawaiian 
people. Two hundred years post-Western contact, Hawaiʻi, specifically Honolulu, has been 
treated like a large American continental metropolis, even though it is an isolated island. This 
chapter examines major historical events that have molded today’s landscape and practices.  
Although currently there is a positive trend in the revival of Hawaiian cultural practices, the city 
of Honolulu has lost much of its cultural identity. 
Section 3.1: Loss of the Hawaiian Sacred
 The degradation of Hawaiian culture began with the abolition of the ‘aikapu system in 
1819 by Kamehameha II, also known as, King Liholiho. 1 It was abolished soon after the passing 
of King Kamehameha I in 1819.2 According to Hawaiian cultural expert Lilikala Kameʻeleihiwa 
the ‘aikapu system is defined as “a religion and central metaphor of separation around which 
traditional Hawaiian society was organized. On the most elementary level, ‘aikapu is that which 
prevents the ‘unclean’ nature of women from defiling male sanctity when they offer sacrifice 
to the male akua, and which is further observed on the kapu nights of four major male akua.”3 
Frequent visits from Westerners and the manner in which they interacted defiled Hawaiian law.4 
Kamehameha I allowed the foreigners to eat openly with the makaʻainana women who in turn 
began to enjoy the lifestyle of the foreigners; crimes usually punishable by death.5 As Ralph 
1  Snell, John. (1939) 12 
2  Ibid., 12 
3  Kameʻelehiwa, Lilikala. (1992) 33 
4  Kuykendall, Ralph. (1938) 67 
5  Ibid.,67
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Kukendall suggests, the ancient kapu were too “irksome and humiliating to women,” or “too 
restrictive to the male aliʻi nui.”6 It was suggested that, the Western way of life became appealing 
to Queen Kaʻahumanu and high priestess Keōpūolani who heavily influenced King Liholiho’s 
decision to abolish the ‘aikapu system.7 Soon thereafter, heiau were destroyed and Hawaiian 
gods renounced.8
  The religion that ordered the Hawaiian universe was abandoned, removing the spiritual 
system established in Hawaiian society. The unification of the islands that Kamehameha I fought 
for quickly disintegrated and the overthrow of the system created great confusion and turmoil.9
 Breaking the two-thousand-year old ‘aikapu system created a religious and “social 
vacuum at the center of the nation.”10 This affected the strength of Hawaiian culture as a whole, 
leaving it vulnerable to outside influences at a time when missionaries from the United States 
were on their way to Hawaiʻi, with whalers arriving later that same year.11 Rob Sandler writes, 
“times were right in the Kingdom of Hawaii for the introduction of a new religion and for the 
many social and political changes to come with the advent of New England missionaries.”12 
 Before the overthrow, prayers were offered throughout the day to the major gods and 
thousands of lesser gods by both aliʻi and makaʻainana. Praying as they went about their ordinary 
activities, they made important decisions, planned for battle, planted or harvested, fished, 
chopped down trees, and so on. 13 Heiau were constructed in every valley and dedicated to the 
gods of nature and agriculture, the gods of war, and others. On important occasions, human 
sacrifices were offered to the gods to ensure bountiful crops or success in battle; or during 
ceremonies to dedicate a new heiau or a newly built house of a high chief.14 
6  Kuykendall, Ralph. (1938) 67 
7  Ibid.,67 
8  Ibid.,68 
9  Ibid.,68 
10  Ibid.,68 
11  Ibid.,70 
12  Sandler, Rob. (2008) 2 
13  Ibid.,2 
14  Ibid.,2 
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3.1.2 A Change in Religion
 Director of conservation for the Hawaiian Islands Land Trust, Dr. Scott Fisher states,  
“[T]he arrival of foreigners in general, and congregational missionaries in particular, inaugurated 
a rapid transition from an Island worldview to a European or Western worldview.”15 Amidst the 
overthrow of the ‘aikapu the New England missionaries introduced a new kind of religion to 
Hawaii and translated the Hawaiian language into written form. In 1822 the missionaries began 
printing the language depicting their determination to convert Hawaiians.16 The new Western 
religion changed the Hawaiian way of life effectively through the written word. Kuykendall 
states, “The educational work of the American missionaries in Hawaii was of incalculable value 
in disseminating knowledge and in planting and nurturing some of the better elements of Western 
civilization… [I]ts greatest value lay in the fact that it opened the minds and the hearts of the 
people for the reception of religious ideas.”17 Soon thereafter, thatched structures for schools 
were built, and in 1833-1834 numerous mission schools were erected with the support of the 
king and chiefs.18
  By 1838, one-third of the Hawaiians were converted, nudity was banned, and hula was 
outlawed.19 “Hawaiians were forced to accept the Western way of life by law and a new way of 
life was being practiced while many of the old ways let go.”20As both Christians and Americans, 
the missionaries brought with them a Western worldview that fostered notions of individuality 
and the limitless availability of resources for human consumption. The imparting of this Western 
worldview left little room for the acceptance or acknowledgment of a paradigm particularly 
adapted to island ecosystems. Perhaps more important, the familial connection to the land, which 
had been a mainstay of the Hawaiian worldview, was replaced by a Christian understanding of 
the human relation to the natural world that humans had divinely-ordained dominion over the 
15  Fisher, Scott. (2015) 15 
16  Ibid.,105 
17  Ibid.,113  
18  Ibid.,113 
19  Ibid.,111 
20  Kameʻelehiwa, Lilikala. (1992) 30 
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natural world.21 While Hawaiians understood the natural world to be physical manifestations 
of divine agency (mana), the congregationalist missionaries derided this as idol worship and 
animism.22 
3.1.3 Decimation
 In the following years after Western contact, disease spread rapidly, decimating  the 
Hawaiian population. There are many theories as to the exact number of Hawaiian deaths post-
Western contact. Pre-contact Hawaiian population is estimated to range from 140,000 to one 
million people.”23 The percentage of the lives lost remains consistent, however. Hibbard states, 
“Between 1778 and 1890, the native Hawaiian population declined by at least 90 percent.” The 
rate of mortality was catastrophic. In a culture where it is customary to greet a person with a 
kiss or an exchange of hā, Western diseases spread, with Hawaiians quickly contracting diseases 
introduced by foreigners. “Like the American Indians, and like other Pacific Islanders, they lived 
in isolation from Europe and Asia, the great continents in which disease festered and people 
developed immunities to them.”24 The Westerners carelessly encountered the Hawaiians and the 
Hawaiians had no immunity to these diseases. The impact of lives lost to post-Western contact 
only exacerbated the loss of Hawaiian traditions. “Both  the population crash of the nineteenth 
century and the demographic shifts that accompanied them illustrate significant episodes that 
reduced Hawaiʻi’s independence and sustainability.”25
21  Genesis 1:26 and 1:28 
22  Fisher, Scott. (2015). 17 
23  Ibid.,5 
24  Stannard Interview. (1989) 
25  Chirico, Jennifer. (2015) 16 
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Section 3.2 Western Worldview and Implementation
 The Western worldview manifested itself through the belief in land as an entity to 
be privately owned. The traditional cultural paradigm underscored the limitations and finite 
resources of an island environment, but was contrary to the Western belief in nature as 
subordinate to man. This Christian aspect of the Western worldview, adopted by the Hawaiian 
people, diminished their intimate and sacred connection to the land. Finally, the demographic 
shifts that resulted from a Western belief system led to migrations from decentralized, communal  
rural villages toward centralized harbor towns, ultimately altering essential Hawaiian values that 
had fostered sustainability in Hawaiʻi for many generations.26 
 Manifestations of Western influence on the land began appearing well before the mahele, 
but it was ultimately the division of the ahupuaʻa systems and the privatization of land that 
allowed for the externally based economic system to become the entity it is today. In this section, 
I will discuss the overarching themes that affected sustainable Hawaiʻi.  
3.2.1 ‘Āina and Kānaka Amidst Western Changes in Landscape
 The Whalers were amongst those who began the Westernization of Honolulu’s urban 
infrastructure, bringing trade, commerce, and foreign concepts of prosperity which led to an 
expansion into the sugar and pineapple industries.27 Honolulu rapidly became the ‘gathering 
place’ of foreign investments. Due to its natural deep water harbor and access to a large supply of 
fresh water, Honolulu emerged as the central point of contact with the West. Oahu’s geography 
and wealth of arable land added to the benefits of centralizing Honolulu. 
 The first major external trading economy was short lived and destructive. The 
sandalwood trade began under Kamehameha I’s rule. Kamehameha quickly began to realize the 
dangers of the rapid denuding of the indigenous sandalwood trees in the forests as well as the 
26  Fisher, Scott (2015). 17 
27  Hibbard, Don (2011). 10 
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neglecting of farms. The common people periodically suffered from famines due to the focus of 
labor on extracting sandalwood. While Kamehameha I placed a kapu on the small trees in efforts 
of conserving natural resources, trade continued to grow, while efforts in conservation of natural 
resources declined.28 By 1830, and under the rule of Kamehameha III, sandalwood trees were 
stripped from the land to pay off large accumulated debts to foreign traders 29 The interdependent 
relationship between the aliʻi and the makaʻainana largely contributed to sustainability before the 
Westerners arrived. The sandalwood trade marked an important turning point from pre-contact 
Hawaii.30 
 Sugar changed the face of the land as well as the faces of those residing on it. Due to 
the decimation of the Hawaiian people by disease and the prodigious demand of plantation 
labor, immigration was strongly encouraged. People were imported from the South Seas, 
China, mainland U.S., Portugal, and Japan.31 In 1875, the interest in sugar expedited a U.S. 
treaty executed by King Kalākaua. The sugar industry flourished for decades to come, while 
most of the resulting wealth was distributed to a few Westerners. The demographic shifts 
of the nineteenth century from rural agricultural communities to seaport towns eroded the 
sustainable subsistence economy and promoted a lifestyle that depended upon imported goods 
and commodities. Most problematically, this worldview prioritized profit and capitalism over the 
well-being of all people.  
3.2.2 ‘Āina is Separated From Kānaka 
 The mahele occurred in the year 1848 under the reign of King Kamehameha III 
(Kauikeaouli) and his chiefs. The act is popularly described as the legislative bill that was the 
legal mechanism by which the model of private ownership of ‘aina replaced the traditional 
Hawaiian system of sharing control and use of the ‘aina.  In general, the mahele and subsequent 
28  The Overview Corporation. (1972) 15 
29  Ibid.,15 
30  Chirico, Jennifer. (2015) 15 
31  The Overview Corporation. (1972) 19  
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legislative acts allowed foreigners and makaʻainana alike to purchase land for private ownership. 
Guided by Western counselors and supported by aliʻi nui, the king divided lands that were 
historically controlled and administered by chiefs and their konohiki.32 
 The mahele allocated 23.8% of land in the islands to the king; 39.2% to konohiki to 
be divided among chiefs; and 37% declared as government lands, awarded to commoners and 
foreigners who worked the land as active tenants.33  The crown lands were private lands that 
belonged to the king and could be leased or sold.34 According to Mitchell, “considerable land was 
sold and more might have been lost to the Crown had not the Legislative act of January 3, 1865, 
early in the reign of Kamehameha V, made the King’s Lands inalienable.”35During this time, 
many Hawaiians were not fluent in English language and concepts, resulting in confusion about 
the meaning of property. Government lands were set aside to produce revenue for the operation 
of the government36 Consequently, it allowed foreigners to acquire significant amounts of land. 
Hawaiian author, Donald Mitchell writes, “Portions of these lands were sold from time to time 
for revenue to meet government expenses. Purchasers, largely foreigner residents, were given 
Royal Patent Grants since it was not necessary to go before the Land Commission for an award 
or title to the land from this source.”37 Konohiki lands were designated to chiefs and aliʻi with 
the requirement of claiming the land before the Land Commission Board. Mitchell states, “Early 
in the reign of Kamehameha III the chiefs and konohiki had only the illusion of ownership of 
their lands. . . . Awardees in most cases were required to pay the government a fee for the land 
which amounted to about one-third of the value of the unimproved land.”38 The Division of the 
land measured in money resulted in the forfeiture of basic Hawaiian belief that land could never 
be owned by anyone other than the mokupuni  In turn, private ownership produced buildings of 
the early plantation era. Hibbard notes, “the legislation of 1847 caused a small building boom. 
. . .  [N]ew construction during 1846- 1847 totaled over $170,000 including fourteen stores and 
32  Ibid.,45 
33  Dyke, Jon M. (2008) 42  
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seventeen new residences. The houses ranged from $2,500 - $12,000.”39 This distribution of 
land divided the ahupua’a laterally, effectively destroying the ‘auwai system or the mountain-to-
ocean continuum on which the subsistence economy depended. This action lead to the Hawaiian 
kingdom’s loss control over their land and their natural systems quickly became obsolete, 
uprooting Hawaiians from their land, family, heritage, and cultural practices, making them a 
displaced minority in their own nation.
 The Hawaiians were used to a very inclusive community-oriented style of interaction. 
Therefore the transition from a communal way of life to one of private ownership was severe. 
For indigenous Hawaiians, it was considered a social norm to commit acts of generosity with the 
food that they cultivated, be it from the land or the sea. For example, Kameʻeleihiwa writes that 
their philosophy of generosity resulted in “[a] cultural disinclination among Hawaiians toward 
owning anything privately. . . . [I]t was extremely bad form for the average person to claim any 
article of clothing or personal item as his very own. If a friend admired one’s clothes or comb, 
for instance, it was only proper to give it to him or her.”40 Concepts such as money, private 
land ownership, and commercial development were unknown and contrary to their internal 
orientation. 
3.2.3 Contradictions in Kanaka and Western Practices-‘Āina as Property 
 With the arrival of Western culture, perception of land use began to shift to treating land 
as commodity rather than a precious resource. Westerners did not understand the Hawaiian moral 
concept of ʻaina and idea of tenure through cultivation; the foreigners demanded their “rights of 
property” from the king. 41 Westerners applied single use patterns, such as the sole utilization of 
a plot of land in the production of mass quantities of sugar, in order to generate goods to trade 
overseas.42 The resulting pattern of land use developed, almost literally, at right angles to the 
39  Hibbard, Don. (2011) 11
40  Neil, Meredith. (1972) 9 
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natural climatic zones. Hawaiians were intrinsically oriented towards an interdependency upon 
others and the natural environment whilst Westerners focused upon themselves—an ego-focused  
mindset as opposed to an eco–focused one.43 Today, this pattern of private ownership still exists, 
in complete abandonment of the sustainable intelligence of the ahupua’a system— a natural 
geographical land resource organization.
 Ancient Hawaiians recognized the land as their greatest resource and life giving 
sustenance regulating their agricultural operations and activities with care and restraint. The 
idea that the land could have external value other than providing food and be privately owned 
by anyone but the aliʻi was an unrecognized concept.44 Through the cultivation of a specific area 
of land in tenure, identification with the soil they cultivated resulted  in an almost hereditary 
relationship with the ‘aina. 
3.2.4: ‘Āina and Kānaka Adjust to International Trade
 Once Westerners were allowed to own land the sugar plantation industry became the new 
source of revenue for the islands.45 Hawaiʻi’s sugar industry fluctuated in response to outside 
influences. In 1876, the signing of the reciprocity treaty greatly increased the profitability of 
Hawaiʻi’s sugar, effectively expanding the agricultural industry and the Kingdoms fortune.46 
Landscapes changed and made way for irrigation ditches, flumes and railways.47 Population 
increased between the years 1876 and 1900 jumping from approximately 54,000 to 154,000 
as plantation workers came from China, Portugal, Russia, Japan, Puerto Rico, Korea, and the 
Philippines.48 While plantation based-towns emerged and housing for workers developed on the 
coastal plains, Hawaiians abandoned their villages and relocated to centers of Western economic 
activity.49  
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 The acquired wealth affected the aesthetic and style of Honolulu’s built environment. 
Architectural Historian, Don Hibbard writes, Honolulu was transformed into a city of 
“picturesque high Victorian forms, with northern Italian renaissance revival and Italianate 
architecture. . . . It reflected the tastes of San Francisco, the extravagant joy of a new and rapidly 
acquired wealth, and the period’s exuberant individualism.”50 It was also during this period that 
the lanai became popular.51 
 Two years after King Kalākaua’s death in 1891, the king’s sister, Queen Liliʻuokalani’s 
rule was overthrown by the United States in their efforts to regain an absolute Hawaiian 
monarchy by promulgating a new Constitution.52 In 1892, “petitions poured in from every part 
of the islands for a new constitution that would have allowed the monarchy to regain control 
over the rule of the land in hopes to “restore some of the ancient rights of [the] people”53 For 
These conditions motivated wealthy Western foreigners and plantation owners, strengthening 
the movement for annexation of the islands to the United States.54 On January 17, 1893, Minister 
John Stevens with the support of the Annexation Club, ordered “160 well- armed marines to 
enter Honolulu and position themselves near the Government buildings and the ‘Iolani Palace 
to intimidate Queen Lilʻiuokalani, her very limited military force and her Government.”55 
The intent to overthrow the Queen was clear and the following events that led to the official 
annexation in 1898 were recognized as illegal.56 Jon Van Dyke, esq. writes, “One hundred years 
later in 1993, the U.S. congress acknowledged that US military and diplomatic officials had 
played a role in ensuring the success of the overthrow and that this role had been “illegal” and 
in violation of international law and issued a formal apology for the activities of the United 
States.”57
 The multicultural and international movement began “between the two world wars,” 
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but flourished during the years 1920- 1930.58 According to the leaders of the Pan Pacific 
movement, Hawaiʻi was at the “crossroads of the Pacific” and a place where East meets West.59 
Hibbard writes, “It was during this period when Asian influenced architectural forms appeared 
in increasing numbers throughout Honolulu.”60 Architects like Hart Wood, Claude Stiehl, Mark 
Potter, Hego Fuchino, Yuk Tong Char, John Waiamano, Tai Hing Leong, Afong Heen, Frank 
Arakawa and Toe Awana all marked a period that reflected both the Pan Pacific movement years 
as well as “the emergence of Hawaiian and Asian architects practicing within the territory.”61  
 The effects of World War II left a substantial military presence in the islands further 
changing the landscape of Hawaiʻi. During the war, many thousands of military personnel from 
the mainland were stationed in Hawaiʻi occupying large parcels of land. ‘Oahu became the 
destination island for both migrants from the mainland as well as from the neighboring islands. 
Life after the war fast moving, becoming urbanized, and starting to center on the idea of progress 
as material wealth.
 In 1959, Hawaiʻi became the 50th US state. The expanded use of jet airplanes reduced 
travel time to Hawaiʻi to a short 6 hours, and statehood resulted in a new crop of investors 
looking for profit. This all contributed to the transition from rural society to an urban one, 
accented by the introduction of the international style of glass and concrete design. 
 The building boom of the 1970’s and 1980’s resulted from a population jump from 
less than 633,000 to over one million people.62 This rapid growth coupled with foreign 
investment meant that many portions of the new Hawaiian economy were controlled by outside 
investors, rather than the people directly affected by decisions living on island. One of the more 
pronounced economic changes that resulted from this was the rapid buildup of Waikiki Beach, 
to take advantage of the increasing visitor count. From the 1960’s to the 1990’s, the number of 
visitors increased by over six million.63 This required newer and taller buildings, resort hotels 
and golf courses. Honolulu architect, Pete Wimberly believed that travelers wanted more than 
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just relaxation, but to feel as though they were part of the place they were visiting, which led to 
features of the local culture being mixed with modern infrastructure and amenities like plumbing 
and air conditioning. Views of Diamond Head would soon be obstructed by high–rise towers, 
often built on smaller unconsolidated parcels of land. This effectively denied views of the sea 
or mountains to those who could not afford to live in these new structures. Within a span of 200 
years, Hawaiʻi had shifted from being a remote island sanctuary to a global hub of travel and 
tourism. This change in focus within the built environment and the methods used to construct it 
in such a short span of time were costly to the environment, and were well beyond the carrying 
capacity of the local ecology. Hawaiʻi today is heavily dependent on outside resources–a 
necessity considering the current urban landscape. While technology and global commerce allow 
the current state of Honolulu’s environment and the exploitation of Hawaiian culture to exist 
artificially, it is by no means sustainable, and is a continuing burden on the local ecosystem and 
people.
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Part 3 Unsustainable Practices Today
 Contemporary Hawaiʻi is dependent on numerous outside sources for food and 
energy. The islands also rely heavily on tourism as the primary economic driver, despite the 
environmental footprint of tourists often being larger than those of the average resident. How 
would the islands change if Hawaiʻi was no longer dependent on imported goods and energy? 
Are the islands capable of sustaining the current population? Civilizations in the past have 
suffered collapse due to either Western contact inexorably altering the indigenous balance 
of resources or mismanaging resources. All records indicate that historical Hawaiian society 
was highly self-sufficient, as well as self-regulating, with populations comparable to what is 
supported through imports today. While collapse of island dependencies after resources of trade 
were removed can be seen in examples such as Rapa Nui, or the Pitcairn Islands, Hawaiʻi has 
enjoyed great prosperity even when cut off from the rest of the world.1
  
What will it take for a fundamental change in sustainability? 
 The idea of sustainability today requires a large paradigm shift in the way humans view 
the world. The internal orientation of believing in seemingly inexhaustible natural resources and 
the ‘a single person cannot make a difference’ attitude must be overhauled. The Hawaiian Islands 
is not only a prime place for model sustainability; it is home to the most historically successful 
model in Polynesia—the way ancient Hawaiians viewed their world. The paradigm shift to a 
cultural and a resource independent sustainability instead of the focus on profit potential is a 
matter of survival for the world, particularly for island ecologies. Dr. Jennifer Chirico, specialist 
in environmental policy, states, “The economic model of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
left a legacy of despoiled environments and displaced communities making clear that a short  
term focus of profits cannot sustain unless its fundamental assumptions are reexamined.”2
 Today, Hawaiʻi’s energy is over 90 percent dependent on imported fossil fuels for its 
1  McGregor, Alisdair. (2013) 209 
2  Chirico, Jennifer. (2015) 2   
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energy needs.3 In 2008, the Hawaiʻi Department of Agriculture stated that, “over 85 percent of 
the food in Hawaiʻi is imported from other locations. Disposing waste and recycling is a large 
concern as imported goods must be disposed of in some way, and currently Hawaiʻi’s landfills 
are at full capacity.”4 Fresh water in Hawaiʻi is also limited, as the current health of 64% of 
fresh water streams in Hawaiʻi are considered to be polluted or diverted to large agricultural 
companies while the capacity to manage water resources have not been updated since the 
plantation era.5 The U.S. Department of Energy has indicated that the Hawaiian Islands are 
one of the best positioned states for renewable energy potential with abundant wind, solar, 
geothermal and other resources, yet the ratio of renewable energy (5%) versus fossil fuel use 
(95%) is among the worst in the nation.6 The Hawaiʻi 2050 Sustainability Plan states, “The 
problems stem from a lack of political will and capital investment, a regulatory scheme that 
seems to discourage renewables and not in my backyard attitude that seems to prevent project 
from getting off the ground”— perpetuating the dependency on imported energy.7
 Policy in the unwillingness to adapt or adopt a plan that takes a more progressive stance 
in environment inclusiveness also damages a thriving economy. The Hawai’i 2050 SustiPlan 
mentions Honolulu’s deficient infrastructure as a threat to Honolulu’s economy, stating, “The 
roads, harbors, and sewer systems continuously require attention, maintenance, and repair due to 
the overwhelmed massive increases in population...From the $341 million education repair and 
maintenance backlog to the $1.74 billion worth of sewer system improvements necessary to fix 
Oʻahu’s system, we need consistently significant investments to maintain public services.”8 
 Cultural sustainability is also mentioned in the 2050 Sustainability Plan where a 
large public concern over Hawaiian culture gave credence to the need for its preservation. A 
suggestion in a change in perspective should be interjected here, as the Hawaiian culture was 
inherently ecologically minded, and a redefining of Hawaiian culture should be considered. 
Parallel with the need to preserve indigenous Hawaiian culture, the Sustainability Plan states, 
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“The diverse Indigenous Hawaiian species belonging to the Hawaiian Islands are also highly 
endangered [and] the lack of preventive measures against invasive pests leave Hawaiian plant 
and animal species at high risk.9 
 Part III takes a look at the current unsustainable practices that are evident in the built 
environment today. Chapter 4 looks at the current urban scenario and the effects caused by the 
Mahele resulting in the fragmentation of the ahupua’a. Chapter 4 identifies this fragmented 
system as the main cause of the degradation of the today’s island ecosystem. By identifying the 
main problems hidden beneath the Western infrastructure, a reclamation of sorts may reveal 
potential solutions. It is important to compare the current Western practices to the pristine 
ancestral practices in an attempt to understand sustainability in the Hawaiian geography. 
 The long–term success of economic growth, productivity, and security is heavily 
dependent on the existence of healthy ecosystems. A whole systems approach viewed through 
the lens of a Hawaiian worldview is necessary to understand how environmental and cultural 
sustainability may be created within the islands. The perspective of a whole systems approach 
also serves to foster a trans-scalar relationship between time and belief systems, allowing 
them to be viewed as interconnected or interdependent—an intrinsic perspective of the ancient 
Hawaiians. This approach is described in greater detail in Part V of this dissertation. The current 
system of economic growth and productivity in the Hawaiian Islands are far from following  
the historical example of the indigenous Hawaiians, in part due to a failure in viewing Hawaiʻi 
through a whole systems lens.
 
9  Sustianability Task Force. (2008) 35 
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Chapter 4
 By observing contemporary effects caused by the shift towards unsustainable practices 
in the Hawaiian built environment, it is possible to analyze how these changes have affected 
the island environment today. The acts of the Mahele and the foreign concept of privatized 
land ownership have dramatically altered the way in which the Hawaiian landscape currently 
operates. Contemporary practices are much less oriented toward sustainable practices than those 
of historical times, yet these trends are important for understanding how land use has changed 
and where future trends will need to go to accommodate these changes. Chapter 5 is an analysis 
of the newly fragmented environment which defines contemporary land use in Hawaiʻi, as well 
as a description of how people function within it. 
  While it is an admirable goal to reacquire a less privatized and a more ecologically 
sustainable use of the land in Hawaiʻi, this is a difficult proposition. With 91.6 percent of 
Hawaiʻi’s total population currently living in an urban area, urbanism is a feature of life which 
will be unavoidable and must be integrated into other sustainable practices. On Oʻahu, 98.4 
percent of people live in an urban area. On Maui there is 87.5 percent who live in an urban area, 
Kauai 81.3 percent, and Hawaiʻi Island the percentage is at 58.5 percent.1 While there is room 
for improvement with these numbers, it will be impossible to consider ecologically sustainable 
means of living in the environment without seriously re–examining  how the urban environment 
has been designed.
1. Connelly, Sean. (2014) 92 
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Section 4.1
Resulting Practices
Stream Channelization
 The natural hydrology of the Hawaiian watershed is currently disrupted by man-made 
channels that are used for storm water management. Such channels are the antithesis of the 
natural form that watersheds should have on the island. Originally, a waterway would meander 
through the landscape as a stream, slowing water using a rocky streambed and allowing it to 
be filtered and absorbed by the land. This enabled a watershed to replenish itself while still 
tending to the needs of agriculture or the recharging of natural systems such as the water table. 
However, the flat surfaces of modern channels grant none of the benefits that accompany a 
pristine watershed. Planes of concrete spread flowing water into a thin sheet, allowing the sun 
or heat of the concrete channel to warm the water beyond the point at which it will sustain life. 
As Hawaiʻi born architect Sean Connelly explains, “This thin sheet of water rapidly becomes 
too hot to sustain wildlife or evaporates, temporarily leaving a dry channel without use.”2 
During a rainstorm, these channels cannot absorb or slow the sudden influx of water, and create 
a dangerous surge, rife with harmful effluents.  Pollutants such as fertilizers, pesticides, or oil 
from adjacent urban and agricultural areas which have gathered in the channel are expelled into 
the ocean, creating an overwhelming toxicity for the wildlife at the mouth of the watershed. This 
unnatural watershed creates environmental issues across the land and introduces pollutants  into 
the sea with every rain.
2. Connelly, Sean. (2014) 92 
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4.2 Single Use Land Districts
 Contemporary watersheds are often not divided with consideration for the natural systems 
that exist within them, but are instead apportioned  along perceived economic lines by those who 
would use the land to benefit financially. Considerations for rainfall, existent vegetation, local 
weather patterns, or soil types do not inform this division of land, nor does the watershed which 
originally described the parcel in question. Plots of land are split according to the functional 
needs of an owner, which often disregard the natural systems and qualities of a site, and thus 
leading to the destruction of those natural systems. Connelly explains, “In 1961, all land in 
Hawaiʻi was broadly classified into one of three districts: Urban, Agricultural, or Conservation.” 
While a fourth classification, Rural, was added in 1963, these demarcations are far from the 
required complexity that permits appropriate classification of a given parcel of land. The 
implementation of the fourth classification was considered innovative at the time, with Hawaiʻi 
being among the first governments in the United States to include a system of statewide zoning 
measures for limiting development.3 However, this well-intentioned zoning effort did not work as 
intended, instead contributing to the destruction of watersheds, division of natural systems, and 
environmental instability by again failing to take into account the extant qualities of the land.
 Historically, only mountainous areas were zoned for conservation, which left the bulk 
of remaining lands slated for either urban or agricultural development. The initial fault in this 
system of management was that it prevented the stream from serving as a continuous ecological 
habitat linking mountain and ocean. As described above, misguided conservation efforts led 
to streams being replaced with channels, which effectively destroyed a vital component of the 
watershed. He adds, “In urban areas, streams were overdeveloped in order to make way for 
homes, shopping centers, and gas stations. . . . The end result of these efforts was the massive 
reduction in access to natural waterways, destroying the traditional cultural connections between 
people and the watershed.4 Additionally, the divisive ways in which lands were assigned a use, 
3  Connelly, Sean (2014) 92 
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created a physical separation between urban and agricultural zones, expanding the gap between 
where people live and where they grow food.5 This served to erode the cultural relationship to the 
land, a condition which was exacerbated by a disconnect between land use and land tenure, as 
well as by the uneven distribution of agricultural land ownership between large corporations and 
local farmers.6 
4.3 Population-Based Political Districts
 In less than a century, the indigenous system of land tenure had shifted from the familial 
act of guardianship to a model which focused on privatized ownership. This shift split the land 
into unrelated pieces, often at the expense of the natural life cycle which had once defined the 
land. Privatized ownership also displaced the native population, who had held the environmental 
knowledge necessary to maintain the health of the land. This fragmentation of the land, as well as 
the removal of those who had once tended to it, resulted in the dissolution of healthy, functioning 
ahupua’a. These new environmental circumstances only hastened the shift in perspective from 
land as a community resource to land as a private asset and now restricted resource. When 
considered under the lens of a healthy ecological system, privatized ownership undermines the 
natural mechanisms of environmental stability by treating a complex ecosystem as a separable 
plot of land. This action not only divides the community, but also becomes a primary driver for 
the rapid decline of an island ecosystem. Individual parts that have become disjointed from a 
thriving, greater whole that cannot function appropriately, leading to a drop in environmental 
complexity and resilience. The end result of privatized land ownership is the perpetuation of 
cultural disempowerment and economic disenfranchisement of local residents unable to influence 
the fate of their environment or their home. Connelly states, “The increased privatization of food 
resources, the population also becomes removed from the food it consumes, either by physical 
distance or through limited access to food due to increased costs. As a result, local populations 
5  Connelly, Sean. (2014) 94 
6  Ibid., 94 
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have become dependent on non-local sources, with little choice but to purchase foods from other 
parts of the world...”7
 By increasing the privatization of food resources, the populace is also removed from the 
food they eat, either by physical distance or limited access to food through increased costs.8 As 
a result, local populations become overly dependent on regional or global resources, with little 
choice other than buying foods from other parts of the world, often industrially grown.9 
 Political districts as they exist today are based on population demographics, as opposed 
to the geological features and ecological capacities within a watershed. This organization serves 
to underscore the removal of the indigenous population from the metrics originally used to 
define themselves. An individual now belongs to a county, based upon population, as opposed 
to the organization of an ahupua’a or other natural delineations of ‘aina. It can be argued that 
geological features and ecological capability no longer form part of any organizational scheme 
completely disregarding the watershed. This serves to separate leadership from constituents, 
as well as from an understanding of and vested interest in the unique capacities of a respective 
watershed. Generally, the different jurisdictions of government, such as City Council, State 
Senate, and the House of Representatives, are convoluted and create additional inefficiencies 
and complications  between elected officials and the local population.10 Connelly describes 
that even the basic management of a single watershed becomes difficult in dense areas, yet 
sparsely populated areas elsewhere may be composed of a single political district encompassing 
many watersheds. Densely populated areas cannot be properly managed due to the inability 
to coordinate multiple elected representatives, and sparsely populated areas lack the political 
support required to effectively manage their resources.11 Such circumstances will need to change 
if the potential resources of each watershed are to be used not only effectively, but are properly 
tended in the pursuit of true ecological sustainability. 
7  Connelly, Sean. (2009) 50  
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Chapter 5: Tourism Economics
 Hawaiʻi’s dependence on an imported unsustainable model does not stop at food 
or electricity, but it also depends significantly on its economic well-being. Hawaii Tourism 
Authority states that in 2008, 19.5% of the state tax revenue was dependent upon visitor 
expenditures, and 16.8% contribute to the State Gross Product, while 17.5% of Hawaii residents 
are employed by the tourism industry.12 Since statehood, tourism has become the economic 
model from which billions of dollars are made each year. However, relying upon an economy 
that thrives off of visitors and the imported tourist dollar is an unsustainable practice. A sudden 
decline in visitor counts can result in a large disruption in society where people then struggle to 
survive. A decline in the economy compounded by society’s inexperience with regard to self–
sufficiency and resiliency could be disastrous. Hawaiʻi should be concerned about sustainability 
and survivability.   
 The visitor industry’s success can be attributed to Hawaiʻi’s natural landscape and 
tropical climate, but it has in large part drawn upon the history, traditions, practices, and an 
island culture that hosts others despite challenges with its own existence. Not only have cultural 
and natural assets become diluted for  financial gain, but the continual rise in cost of living  also 
displaces the very people who are a part of the landscape—Hawaiians. Today, tourism dominates 
the economic landscape, appropriating  the cultural and natural landscape that it demands. 
Tourism is ineffective in creating an authentic experience for visitors and creates a disconnect 
between host and visitor that is mutually disparaging. It is an industry that displays an affinity 
towards urbanization and the systematic displacement of indigenous communities from their 
cultural resources. This action effectively reduces local self–sufficiency while exploiting human 
and natural resources. 
 A shift in focus from the large concern of the external tourism model to internal issues, 
specifically the Native Hawaiian culture and community, will help to ameliorate the problems 
of an unreliable economic model, inauthentic visitor experience, as well as a degradation of the 
cultural landscape— the landscape and culture to which much of the economic success depends 
upon.
12 Taum, Ramsay Remigus Mahealani. (2010) 32  
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Part IV
Reorientation
 One of the most vital facets of the remediation of current land practices and their 
reorientation of place lies in tying together both Western and Polynesian worldviews. Proper 
reorientation of place throughout Hawaiʻi can only occur when traditional Hawaiian culture,  
values, and practices are shown to survive the global Westernized world. Knowledge and 
insight which has been passed through generations to contemporary times can be retrieved by 
methods for attuning oneself to the environment, reevaluating current societal norms and values, 
and challenging modern practices. These actions are pertinent  not only for their local cultural 
relevance, but for the global need to live more consciously within the environment. Once this 
knowledge is gathered and distilled, it can be woven into Western practices used today, creating 
a more contemporary yet ecologically sensitive amalgamation of the two approaches.
 Part IV of this dissertation explores a methodology with which to approach the melding 
of Polynesian and Western worldviews with regard to the designed environment. Chapter 7 will 
analyze the term “sense of place,” which explores the Hawaiian sense of place in relation to
ancestral life within the ahupuaʻa. The mixing of ancestral methods for living with the land 
and the place-making they allowed resulted in the creation of an indigenous matrix, enabling 
the analysis of traditional activities, behavior, values and practices across multiple levels of 
scale. Chapter 8 explores a Western methodological approach to serve a similar function in 
analyzing Western design across varying levels of scales that are oriented toward the human 
experience. The Western methodology used is a hybridized approach consisting of an urban 
analysis of Honolulu’s comprehensive identity while identifying weaknesses and strengths 
within contemporary planning, architecture, and design. Chapter 8 will also serve as an initial 
exploration of the prescriptive design language required to reorient Honolulu, using patterns  
that are identified as being “alive” within a transect stretching from Waikiki to the mountainous 
end of Mānoa Valley.
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  While part IV of this dissertation focuses on understanding good basic urban design 
typologies which define the built environment in most Western cities today, part V more 
specifically looks at culturally sensitive and place-appropriate interventions on a variety of 
levels of urban scale. These designs will take advantage of the natural properties of the islands, 
with a focus on integrating traditional Hawaiian values with modern techniques. Part V orients 
toward the resource independence of Hawaiʻi and a return to an urban fabric based on a strong 
relationship with the environment rooted in Hawaiian culture, values and ecology.
 Design interventions on various scales of the urban environment will be categorized by their 
corresponding natural element and further organized by scale. The final result of part V will be 
the creation of a whole systems design approach which can be used to inform future projects of 
any scale within Hawai’i. This design methodology will allow projects to be constructed with 
cultural and environmental sensitivity, while reorienting Honolulu towards a more sustainable 
future.
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Chapter 6: Hawaiian Sense of Place
Nānā I Ke Kumu
 Look to your sense of place and sources of spirit and you will find your truth.1 
 The isolated and majestic world that is Hawaiʻi is known for its nearly perfect climate, 
abundance of sunshine, billowy year-round trade winds, and warm ocean water. Shelter here 
is hardly necessary for survival, yet we have insisted on building structures that are necessary 
for other reasons such as safety, privacy, ownership, and identity. Hibbard explains that “here, 
human survival requires very little in the way of buildings, but architecture does more than 
simply provide shelter.”2 The search for a Hawaiian architectural vernacular  has been a greatly 
debated topic since the decline of the ancient Hawaiian ways. While the current building and 
planning laws have strayed away from indigenous Hawaiian land and resource management 
and the integration of traditional Hawaiian events and programs, the quest to express “Hawaiian 
sense of place” continues through built form.
Defining Sense of Place
 Why do people care about sense of place, preserving identity, and culture? George 
Kanahele notes that it “comes down to a struggle as being one of survival against the threat of 
personal or collective extinction.” He argues that it is “basic in human psychology: one’s feeling 
of identification with a distinctive group of people. . . . [T]his feeling for identity is deep seated.  
Like religion and patriotism, it is a powerful source of motivation for which people are willing to 
live or die.”3 He goes on to explain, “it is a psycho–cultural identity that is determined not only 
by what we do or say, but how we feel and think about ourselves.” In other words, wanting to 
know and preserving the knowledge of where we come from is an innate human condition. The 
1  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (2014)
2  Hibbard, Don. (2011) 1 
3  Kanahele, George Huʻeu Sanford. (1986) 3 
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preservation of culture and place is much like the feeling of wanting to do anything to protect 
loved ones from harm.
 There is a variety of definitions of the term “sense of place” that has been used in 
academic and professional fields to describe the human connection to a particular environment. 
Anthropologists, environmental psychologists, geographers, landscape designers, architects, 
historians, and sociologists have all applied the idea to their relative subject field. Sense of 
place can be geographically based, where identity is strongly linked to a unique landscape. 
The term can also refer to people’s feeling or perception about a place not strictly based on its 
geographical qualities. Sense of place is often used to describe endearment, human attachment, 
and belonging associated with a place. It is possible to argue that the possession of a strong sense 
of place can encourage environmentally responsible behavior, as well as the ambition to maintain 
a unique identity.      
 A human being is a remarkable creature who can move through time and space with a 
cognitive mind and its experiences and memories. Reactions to places are frequently saturated 
with human emotions. Like a bond established between two people, it is possible to have similar 
feelings to a place. It is also possible to experience feelings of ambivalence, as if feeling no 
connection to a stranger. In other words, people feel varying degrees of attachment to place.  
 The term “topophilia,” coined by the geographer Yi- Fu Tuan, refers to “the affective 
bond between people and place or setting.”4 It can be interpreted as the love a person feels for 
a place. These feelings are experienced and retained through a person’s mental, emotional and 
cognitive sensibilities. Edward Kanahele describes place from a native Hawaiian perspective: 
A place tells me who I am and who my extended family is. A place gives me 
my history, the history of my clan, and the history of my people. I am able 
to look at a place and tie human events that affect me and my loved ones. 
A place gives me a feeling of stability and of belonging to my family, those 
living and dead. A place gives me a sense of well- being and of acceptance 
of all who have experienced that place.5
4  Tuan, Yi-Fu .(1974) 4 
5  Kanahele, Edward. (2010)  
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Kanahele’s description of place can be understood in terms of “topophilia” in the sense that he has 
deep affection for specific geographic places. He goes on to describe wahi pana as “more than just 
a sacred geographical spot.”6  He explains that these places possess spiritual power or mana. Wahi 
pana, in the topophilic sense, is defined by Kanahele as “merging the importance of place with that 
of the spiritual.”7 
 According to the architect Herman Hertzberger, "place implies a special value added to 
a space. It has a particular meaning for a number of people who feel attached to one another or 
derive from it a feeling of solidarity.”8 He describes space as mainly a physical measurement 
as opposed to place which implies that there is some sort of feeling of value differentiating the 
two words.9 It can be argued that sense of place can also be felt in a unified collective manner, 
leading to a discussion such about patriotism. 
 Patriotism in the American sense is felt non-traditionally in Hawaiʻi. In Narratives of 
Place, Warren Nishimoto writes, “Common identity” and “shared values” carry a great deal of 
meaning here in Hawaiʻi, where culture and history are interwoven into a fabric different from 
anywhere else in the world.” When someone says, “I’m from Hawaiʻi,” it is not just a statement 
about his or her provenance. To the speaker, it conjures up feelings of family and traditions, of 
culture and identity, of pride and belonging, of community and togetherness, “a sense of place."10 
Thus, “shared values” is the “affective bond” between people and place and setting. 
 In a traditional Hawaiian sense, the feeling of solidarity contributes to the collective 
priority of spirituality in place. Kanahele describes how the belief in wahi pana is rooted within 
Hawaiian culture: “my culture accepts the spiritual as a dominant factor in life; this value links 
me to my past and to my future, and is physically located at my wahi pana.”11 Again, shared  
values of Hawaiian spirituality roots people to place. 
 Sense of place is also discussed in sociology. Sociologist David Hummon notes that the 
6  Kanahele, Edward. (2010) ix  
7  Ibid.,ix  
8  Hertzberger, Herman (2010) 24
9  Ibid.,24 
10  Nishimoto, Warren. (2009)  2 
11  Kanahele, Edward. (2010) ix
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reactions people make to  places vary from person to person.12 Like Yi-Fu Tuan, he describes 
relating to a place as “an experience that is consciously and subconsciously absorbed through the 
senses, but it is also about responding to that experience in a personal and emotional manner.”13 
He adds that “social interactions are also very important to connection with place and is derived 
from interactions with people created in the place.”14
 Social interactions among ancient Hawaiians usually involved moʻolelo.15 It was the 
way history was taught to Hawaiians and the kupuna had the responsibility to teach to the keiki 
the moʻolelo about how their ancestors existed in the world—how they lived, worked, enjoyed 
leisure, fought, and loved. Social interactions such as these also provided the affective bond to 
place. Davianna McGregor writes, “place is the story of our elders and spiritual teachers”16
 More commonly, sense of place is directly related to the culture of a specific geographic 
location on Earth. Anthropologist Setha Low states, “Place attachment is the symbolic 
relationship formed by people giving culturally shared emotional and affective meanings 
to a particular space or piece of land that provides the basis for the individual’s and group’s 
understanding and in relation to the environment. . . . Thus, place attachment is more than an 
emotional and cognitive experience, and includes cultural beliefs and practices that link people to 
place.17 Low connects place with identity or a belonging to a place and the traditions manifested 
from  a specific land.18 This description of place suggests ancient practices or traditional 
worldview associated with how a person moves, relates to, and experiences a particular place— 
seen, felt, and taught through a particular cultural lens.  
 The content of the moʻolelo supports Low’s argument  about the connection between 
culture and geographic place. The stories and the traditions come from the ancestors, and as 
McGregor writes, “our ‘āina is ‘one hanau, sands of birth, and kulaʻiwi resting place of our 
ancestors.”19The connections to ancestral places provide each person, group and culture with an 
12  Hummon, David. (1992) 253
13  Ibid.,253 
14  Ibid.,253
15  Mcgregor, Davianna Pomaikaʻi. (2009) 3
16  Ibid.,3
17  Low, Setha (1992), 2 
18  Ibid.,2. 
19  Mcgregor, Davianna Pomaikaʻi. (2009) 3
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identity to be steadfastly preserved.
 Recurring themes of place and emotional evocation are studied in the field of 
environmental psychology as well. The psychological and emotional well–being of a person is 
often directly related to their environment. Fritz Steele notes, “The sense of place is the particular 
experience of a person in a particular setting (feeling stimulated, excited, joyous, expansive, 
and so forth). . . . [It] is a concept of interaction: a person comes into contact with a setting, 
which produces reactions. These include feelings, perceptions, behaviors, and an outcome 
associated with one’s being in that location.”20 He states that sense of place has the capability 
to influence one’s psychological or emotional well-being as well as one’s actions. For instance, 
for Hawaiians, failure to protect ancestral lands can engender feelings of anxiety, sorrow, guilt, 
remorse, and depression.21 Hence, in general it is important to create spaces that are engaging, 
healthy and culturally responsible. Such positive experiences will allow for a more effective 
person in the community, academia, and work force. 
 In a modern definition, sense of place can also be inferred from action over time. A 
particular place is the place for a particular function, habit, or tradition. Landscape architect J. B. 
Jackson writes, “A sense of place is something that we ourselves create in the course of time. It 
is the result of habit or custom. . . . A sense of place is reinforced by what might be called a sense 
of recurring events.” He goes on to explain, “What we commemorate is its passing; and we thus 
establish a more universal historical bond and develop a deeper understanding of our society. I 
believe we attach too much importance to art and architecture when what we actually share is a 
sense of time.”22 Jackson associates place with the passing of time and with environments that 
are always evolving. He takes the position on the modern meaning of place as being correlated 
to movement, where highways have become places in themselves.23 Jackson argues that “we no 
longer gain a feeling of community from where we live or assemble but from common work 
hours, habits and customs.”24 In other words, modern day habits and customs have become the 
20  Fritz Steele. (1981) 11-12  
21  Kameʻeleihiwa, Lilikalā (1992) 
22  Jackson, J.B. (1995) 25
23  Jackson, J.B. (1994)  
24  Ibid. 
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affective bond between people and place as well as people and community. There is no denying 
that time is related to place and in that sense time is always passing while associated places and 
meanings evolve. Thus, place can be considered a landscape that is alive, moving, and in flux.  
 Honolulu’s landscape is a place that has evolved quickly and has adopted the American 
way of life. Like many places in the United States, the automobile has been an iconic symbol 
of freedom. Consequently, the built environment has been designed around the car, with the 
notion of movement and travel becoming a major part of American culture. Within 50 years of 
statehood, Honolulu’s roads and highways have become places for daily interaction. Today, we 
rely on the motor vehicle despite its ecological consequences and are bound to the typical routine 
of driving. We relate to each other based on these commonalities, acknowledging that a large part 
of culture today is the culture of movement and travel.  
 Sense of place is an attachment a person feels to a place, based on the way a person 
interacts with a particular place and the degree of engagement that is experienced. Sense of 
place is a combination of psychological and habitual activities founded on interaction. The way 
a person moves throughout a space is a process that is then transformed into a place. Sense 
of place is related to a geography, habit, tradition, culture, and customs of a specific location. 
Man–made environments consist of physical and social situations; sense of place arises from 
the setting interacting with an individual’s mindset. Thus, it can be argued that although a sense 
of place can be a shared understanding, to a degree, individuals have the capacity to choose, or 
create their own place. It is a transactional understanding where people have direct impact on 
how they care for the place by creating, building, and designing. 
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6.1 Values and Scales: An Indigenous Hawaiian Ahupuaʻa Matrix- An analysis of Hawaiian   
Sense of Place
 The indigenous matrix is a tool for delineating traditional Hawaiian values by analyzing 
the typical lifestyle of Hawaiian people within an ahupuaʻa. The matrix deciphers larger 
physically designed elements within the ahupuaʻa and deciphers the smaller physical and 
social elements that comprise a particular built element. For example, a common man-made 
component within an ahupuaʻa was called a kauhale. The kauhale housed a specific group of 
people, an ʻohana, which is associated with a particular Hawaiian value. As “a sense of place” 
can be defined as identity within a specific geography and interactions between people, customs, 
practices, and beliefs, the matrix analyzes the specific behavior and activities of an ʻohana 
within a kauhale. With Hawaiian values, specific behavior, and activities, a inspired space is then 
proposed. It is an initial attempt at the possibilities of a new space that addresses the modern way 
of life through generative indigenous patterns. The approach is one which analyzes the sense 
of place and then reorients the Hawaiian landscape back to the sustainable environmental and 
spiritual values of the original culture. This reorientation occurs on the human scale, dynamic 
and engaging to the senses in a way that is unique to Honolulu. With further research, the 
indigenous matrix aims to create necessary indigenous programs and events as well, injecting 
cultural movement, energy and spirit back into the environment. The matrix makes visible the 
complex yet cyclical interconnection between the ancient Hawaiian behavior,ʻāina, and Hawaiian 
values graphically depicting a sense of how they managed to be sustainable. This matrix assists 
in the design of a healthy, culturally vibrant city rooted in indigenous values and structures. 
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Chapter 7: What is a Good City?
 To address the heavy Western influence within the built environment of Honolulu, this 
dissertation will explore the writings of three Western  theorists in architecture and planning: 
Kevin Lynch, Christopher Alexander, and Stan Allen. These writings will be used to accurately 
describe the characteristics of a “good city.” These authors were chosen for their humanistic 
perspective and critical approach in analyzing human interaction in American cities. 
  At the most basic level, a good city should be able to care for its people, ensure healthy, 
engaging, and memorable spaces, and be proactive in protecting the environment. The economic 
capital of a good city should physically, emotionally, and spiritually support the people who 
inhabit it. Conversely, the cultural capital of built environments should generate commercial 
gain.  
 Cities are a part of a larger consciousness, interconnected through a network of complex 
patterns that are in constant flux. Rich urban environments are designed as strong and balanced 
networks with the capacity to sustain, enrich, and influence well beyond its direct link.  
 
Section 8.1: The Experience of a Good City
“Imageability and Legibility” 
 A city is based around the existence of the people who inhabit it. Without humans a city 
would not exist. Perception and perspective define the city and the way in which it is engaged 
and used. Architecture theorist Kazi Ashraf believes, “Cities become distinctive or ‘enlivened’ 
not only by topographical features, urban morphology or civic enterprises, but also by the 
imbrication of one’s self in the fabric of the city as a dweller or inhabitant, and in some cases, a 
politically constituted citizen.”1 
 Human beings experience sensory images through interactions in the city.  These are 
then  mapped, recorded, and stored into memory. Kevin Lynch suggests “imageability” and 
1. Ashraf,Kazi. (2010) 60 
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“legibility”  as important concepts of the human experience with regard to cities. Imageability is 
the idea that when “nearly every sense is in operation, the image is the composite of them all.”2 
The image, the author writes about is a mental experience that involves a high level engagement 
of all senses, conscious and subconscious soaked in memories and meanings. The term legibility 
he explains is the “ease with which its parts can be recognized and organized into a coherent 
pattern.”3 An organized and well-planned environment enables the users to orient themselves 
with the assistance of cues and recognizable configurations and to move about easily, highly 
aware of the environment.4
 A structured, identifiable, and efficient environment is fundamental to survival and can 
be considered successful when a person receives a sense of emotional security. Beyond this, 
however, Lynch suggests that an ordered environment “may serve as a broad frame of reference, 
an organizer of activity or belief of knowledge.”5 
 A good city adapts and evolves to allow the users to engage and participate in positive 
processes. Lynch explains that “[the] person experiencing the enviornment should have the 
power to change the image to fit changing needs. An environment which is ordered in precise 
and final  detail may inhibit new patterns of activity. The image should not be obvious, plain, 
ordinary and seemingly boring. On the contrary, it should be in totality a highly complex 
patterned environment eliminating obvious images that are dull with limited capability of 
referencing only a few features of the living world.”6 Furthermore, a complex and organized city 
provides room and encourages spontaneous and surprising experiences, allowing a person to feel 
comfortable in labyrinth–like layouts because one can trust in the structure of the larger city.
2  Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 2 
3  Ibid.,3 
4  Ibid.,3  
5  Ibid.,3 
6  Ibid.,3
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7.2: Analyzing the city
 Lynch discusses three components when analyzing the environmental image: “identity, 
structure, and meaning, which he clarifies, “always appear together.”7 He implies that image 
identity requires the recognition made possible only when the object is clearly distinguished 
and differentiated from other elements. Identity allows for wayfinding—differentiating and 
navigating space. Place identity is closely linked to personal identity: “I am here” supports “here 
I am.” Buildings are experienced within context. In addition, a building expresses a spatial or 
pattern relation of the object to the observer as well as to the surrounding objects. The object is 
not seen in isolation from its surroundings but as a part of all components. He describes it thus: 
“this object must have some sort of meaning for the observer, whether practical or emotional. 
Meaning is also a relation, but a different one from spatial or pattern relation.”8 The objective of 
his experiments was to explore and test his idea of imageability to discover how and what forms 
produce lucid images in the viewer. Lynch explores his hypothesis of the “two-way process 
between observer and observed” and the “possibility to strengthen the image by symbolic 
devices, retraining the perceiver or reshaping ones environment.”9 His findings revealed that 
features such as open space, vegetation, sense of motion on the paths, and visual contrasts 
seemed to be of particular importance in the cityscape. “Meaning” in this context is best defined 
by Christopher Alexander in the book, Timeless Way of Building. It is described as an intangible 
thing that relates much deeper to the human soul. He refers to it as “the quality without a name,” 
writing, “There is a central quality which is the root criterion of life and spirit in a man, a town, 
a building, or a wilderness. This quality is objective and precise, but it cannot be named.”10 The 
“quality without a name” can be described as an experience of transcendentalism, a fleeting, 
beautiful moment in time that human beings live for.
7  Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 8
8  Ibid., 8 
9  Ibid.,11 
10  Alexander, Christopher. (1979)  19 
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7.3: Kevin Lynch
 The City Image and its Elements
 In his study, Lynch proposed formulas and specific criteria that he believed would help 
designers create identifiable, structured, and meaningful cities. He distinguishes general elements 
consisting of five components: paths, edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks . He clarifies that the 
“objective is to uncover the role of the form itself, omitting other influences on ‘imageability,’ 
such as social meaning of an area, its function, its history, or its name.”11 
Paths
Figure 7.1
 According to Lynch, “paths are the channels along which the observer customarily, 
occasionally, or potentially moves (i.e., streets, walkways, transit lines, canals, railroads)”12 A 
path is not an isolated element; it is an integrated part of the environment that can be enhanced 
through identity, continuity, and directional quality. When well–designed, they enhance a city’s 
clarity. 
 Recognition of a path involves referencing objects or elements that are adjacent to or 
within the field of perception, playing a role in the strength or weakness of a path. For example, 
the facades of a building or a heavy row of planting can explicitly identify a path. A path may 
experience high levels of concentration: if there is a focus and variation of activities on it, 
people will be oriented by following the main stream of traffic. As Lynch notes, “concentration 
of special use or activity along a street may give it prominence in the minds of the observers,” 
providing for a memorable experience.13   
 Lynch argues that spatial qualities of width or narrowness can attract attention and 
strengthen the image of particular paths while there are many factors that may cause the break 
of path continuity. He writes that “apparent ends to a path will give differentiation and strong 
11  Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 46
12  Ibid.,47
13  Ibid.,47
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entrances and exits is  also a prominent characteristic. People tend to think about the distance 
they have traveled, or their point of origin on a path relative to their destination, thus, paths with 
clear end points had stronger identities tying the city together and gave the observer a sense of 
direction and confidence whenever he crossed them.”14 
 Implementing a sense of hierarchy along a path allows for a directional quality like  
elements on a specific side of a path. Lynch states, “Paths may not only be identifiable and 
continuous, but have directional quality as well; one direction along the line can easily be 
distinguished from the reverse.”15 He goes on to explain that “[a] person is able to sense this 
along a prolonged curve which is felt kinesthetically within the body thus is distinguishable due 
to interactive involvement.”16 
 In a city where multiple paths are endlessly linked it is then as Lynch states, “when the 
path intersection becomes vital, since it is the point of decision.” Ibid., 57. He mentions that 
“perpendicular angles of an intersection are easiest to handle, as this right angle reinforces 
the simplicity of the shape of that intersection.”17 There are two structural factors that seem to 
control the ability of recognizing a particular intersection; they are number of points and types 
of angles that tie these points. In other words, four points that not only cross, but cross a various 
angles usually causes difficulties in orientation and location. However, as Lynch describes this 
is not always the case as there may be clear non–perpendicular, intersections through carefully 
controlled space and identifiable structures successful in complimenting distinguishing the 
other.18 
14   Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 50
15  Ibid.,51 
16  Ibid.,54 
17  Ibid.,57
18  Ibid.,58 
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Edges
Figure 7.2
 An edge is considered a line or a boundary which separates two areas with different 
features. They are the strongest when visually prominent and continuous in form as well as 
impenetrable to cross, and without linear breaks in continuity19 
 The edge may be a natural boundary like rivers, viaducts, and topography, or artificial 
forms such as a greenbelt, waterfront, highway, or elevated motorways, as it may be just 
the degree of differentiation between the distinct characteristics of the two districts. These 
characteristics may result from using different architectural vocabularies in facades, particular 
types of landscape elements, property of concavity, height of buildings, different types of 
housing, classification of activities, social classes, and so forth.  Nonetheless, an edge does not 
mean isolation, as an edge can be penetrable, “uniting seams rather than isolating barriers.”20 
An edge could also be experienced vertically, consisting of elevated structures such as bridges, 
highways, railways; these types of edges are observed from below.
Districts 
Figure 8.3  
 Districts are typically viewed as areas that possess common characteristics where the 
observer is able to locate themselves inside of it mentally.21 These areas, however, can be 
recognized as a thematic unit with the ability to reference and orient users internally as well 
as externally. Good physical characteristics of districts are determined by continuities and 
homogeneities of facades materials, textures, spaces, forms, details, symbols, building type, 
uses, activities, inhabitants, colors, skyline, topography, and so on.22 Good districts possess vivid 
interactive features that provide an identity, and create an intimacy between its parts and its 
people, suggesting its relationship through clues to the larger part of the city. 
19  Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 62 
20  Ibid.,65 
21  Ibid.,66
22  Ibid.,67
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 District boundaries vary and offer different characteristics, as some are “hard, definite, 
precise . . . [and other] boundaries may be soft or uncertain,” playing a role in reinforcing or 
restricting the identity of a district.23 According to Lynch, there are “extrovert” and “introvert” 
districts. An extrovert district displays characteristics that are “turned outward and connected 
to surrounding elements, while “introvert districts tend to feel more isolated and are turned 
inward.”24 The power of a name can help provide identity to a district as well, even if the unit 
does not display continuity nor uniqueness to the rest of the city. 
Nodes 
Figure 7.4
 Nodes are the gathering, focal, or reference points in a city. Examples of nodal points 
are town squares, railroad stations, plazas, junctions, and ordinary street intersections. Lynch 
explains that “nodes are the strategic foci onto which the observer can enter, typically with 
junctions of paths, or concentrations of some characteristic. Nodes maybe shapeless, linear, 
or even a junction when there is some sort of break or convergence of paths. They can be 
recognized when they are supported by a strong physical form. Lynch continues, Indeed, when 
conceiving the environment at a national or international level, then the whole city itself may 
become a node.”25 
 Although not absolutely essential to an identified node, the environment of a node should 
have identity through continuity in contrast with its surrounding environment whether it  the 
node  is identifiable in the walls, floor, planning, lighting, topography, silhouette, function, clarity 
of shape or intensity of use. Ease of access and convenient location determine a node’s usage. 
For example, a node on a main route makes possible a more fluid and efficient experience than 
those located away from the route.
23  Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 67
24  Ibid.,71
25  Ibid.,76
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Landmarks 
Figure 7.5
 Landmarks are external features that act as reference points to the user which vary with 
personal experience. They are easily identifiable static objects and are very important cues in 
the process of wayfinding. People rely on landmarks to remember a path or a direction and they 
are especially helpful for users with different types of cognitive abilities, as well as for those 
who cannot read. Lynch argues that landmarks consist of dominant features, including shape, 
color, size, height, location, visibility, and definitive contrast to the background and should be 
strategically placed to complement the surrounding context.26 Spatial prominence and location at 
the junction of a path are contributing factors for good landmark design.27 
26  Lynch, Kevin. (1960) 78 
27  Ibid.,81 
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Figure: 8.1 Paths
Figure: 8.2 Edges
Figure: 8.3 Districts
Figure: 8.4 Nodes
Figure: 8.5 Landmarks
Source: Lynch, Kevin (1963)
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Imageability and Honolulu?
 A powerful and distinctive environment should be a vivid and integrated physical setting 
capable of producing sharp images, as well as heightening the potential depth and intensity of 
human experience. There is no doubt the statement is applicable to the natural backdrop the 
city rests upon and the climate in which it stands. However, the majority of Honolulu’s built 
environment can be described as trivial , and planning organization as  disconnected from 
its rich heritage; as Lewis Mumford observed in 1938, “the city itself has taken its splendid 
physical features in a somewhat casual fashion.”28 It is true that Honolulu’s unique landscape is 
unrivaled, perhaps a standard too high to reach in building an environment that is comparable 
or complementary. Nevertheless, no degree of difficulty should be used as an excuse when 
the natural resources’ existence is threatened by carelessness or ignorance. Honolulu’s built 
landscape need not compete with the natural landscape, but should aim at the very least to 
complement and utilize the natural advantages.  
 Lynch writes about a distinctive landscape in reference to the idea of home: “the sweet 
sense of home is strongest when home is not only familiar but distinctive as well.” In Hawaiʻi’s 
case, it is the land, environment, and people that make it feel like home. It is also the reason 
thousands of people relocate to call the islands of Hawaiʻi home. Thus, the built environment 
of Honolulu should strive to positively enhance its natural treasures by creating distinctive, 
memorable, and legible places for its people and ecology.
 Reminiscent of the ancient Hawaiians, a highly imageable Honolulu should welcome 
greater perceptual attention to the senses allowing for a deeper, more participatory and focused 
grasp on the surroundings. Honolulu should be a city with an “evolving pattern of high 
continuity distinctive of parts that are clearly interconnected allowing the perceptive and familiar 
observer new sensuous impacts without disruption of his basic image while each new impact 
would touch upon many previous elements.”29 Building upon Hawai’i’s great natural landscape 
28  Mumford, Lewis (1938)
29  Lynch, Kevin. (1963) 61
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in a way that enhances both the experience for the user as well as the good of the environment is 
a daunting task. However, it is important for Honolulu to be persistent, critical, and creative in its 
resolve. 
 The identification of such elements in the proposed transect will allow for a better 
comprehension of the transect study and will determine if the area is memorable and legible 
according to Kevin Lynch’s principles. It will help to decipher areas within the transect that may 
be problematic which will in turn provide clues to theoretical solutions. 
7.4: Christopher Alexander: Timeless Way of Building
 In the book Timeless Way of Building, Christopher Alexander searches for the answer 
to “the quality without a name” which he believes is the element that is missing among 
contemporary design practices. However, he states that “the search which we make for this 
quality, in our own lives, is the central search of any person, and the crux of any individual 
person’s story. It is the search for those moments and situations when we are most alive.”30 Thus, 
from this description, the “quality without a name” is the divine quality of life in every sense of 
the term. He identifies these moments as patterns of events and spaces where people feel alive. 
To better comprehend “the quality without a name,” in his successive book, A Pattern Language, 
Alexander examines a set of 254 common design patterns that he believes are components to 
a large network in creating beautiful, successful, people-oriented environments. In A Pattern 
Language, he believes that, “rich, vibrant and supportive experiences, which define distinctive, 
complex, and organized city, can only come alive when they are made by all the people in 
society, and unless these people share a common pattern language.”31 He defines a pattern 
language  as a cascade or hierarchy of parts, linked together by patterns that solve recurring 
problems associated with the parts. 
 The patterns that Alexander developed analyze recurring problems in the built 
30  Alexander, Christopher. (1979) x 
31  Alexander, Christopher. (1977) x 
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environment and offer ways to solve these problems in a linked, nonlinear, hierarchical manner. 
The organization is based on providing essential frameworks that allow prosperous social 
environments to evolve. The framework is able to organize a region on a macroscopic scale 
down to the small scale of embellishments on a building. The driving factor behind the theory 
is the capturing of the human spirit within organized built environments through a social design 
process that enables all people of all backgrounds to be participants and practitioners. Alexander 
states, “It is a process which allows the life inside a person, or a family, or a town, to flourish, 
openly, in freedom, so vividly that it gives birth, of its own accord, to the natural order which is 
needed to sustain this life.”32 
  If one can imagine a city, neighborhood, or a building that is built not by corporations 
or profit seeking developers, but instead is shaped by natural humanistic qualities, modern 
living  would occur in a much different, much more “human” place. The shift from top-down 
development to a balance of top-down and bottom-up processes would require collective effort in 
public, private, and individual realms.   
 The disconnection to our environment requires a new interaction. The dynamic 
connection of sensory, urban, and natural landscapes that permits an experience of both the 
individual as well as the collective is an interaction that caters to the human senses both innate 
and evolved. Lynch states that “to extend and deepen our perception of the environment would 
be to continue a long biological and cultural development which has gone from the contact 
senses to the distant senses and from the distant senses to symbolic communications.”33 Rise 
in technology use certainly indicates a heavy reliance on virtual  communication as opposed 
to direct, face–to–face  interaction. Therefore, a journey to recalibrate or reorient the “human-
animal” within should be considered.
  What is required by the pattern process is a return to the genuine understanding of 
human nature and human events: “respect for people, respect for one another, respect for land 
and place and respect for age–old ways of making things…Above all it comes from the land, 
32  Alexander, Christopher. (1979) 7  
33  Lynch, Kevin (1963) 46 
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and it comes from the people.”34 The structure of the pattern language is ultimately a network 
comprised of interconnected larger patterns to smaller patterns. Thus, the smaller and larger 
patterns must work symbiotically to ensure the success of a single pattern. Alexander explains, 
“When successful, it binds the land and people together in a socio-spatial fabric or tapestry.”35 A 
pattern language guides people how to get back to their human roots while living in fast paced 
modern times. It digresses from cold, sterile technological environments to inviting and vibrant 
atmospheres that engage the senses and simulates a physical connection to the earth. 
 The Pattern language is a useful method for analyzing human behavior within the built 
environment, allowing for a deeper understanding of the working urban fabric of 21st century 
Honolulu. This approach not only enables us to identify patterns in the city that create a feeling 
of “being alive,” but can direct us to areas of the city which do not meet these basic standards. 
Addressing these problem areas and expanding those that are already vibrant is a powerful means 
to create a more humane city.
7.5 Stan Allen: Field Conditions and Post Collage
“Form matters, but not so much the form of things as the forms between things”36
- Stan Allen
 
 According to Stan Allen, “field conditions moves from the one toward the many, from 
individuals to collectives, from objects to fields.”37 They are individual entities that collectively 
make up a whole and continue to evolve in a non linear dynamic way. With regards to the urban 
environment, Allen describes field conditions as the infrastructural elements of the modern city, 
by their nature linked together in open–ended networks...[and] could be any formal or spatial 
matrix capable of unifying diverse elements while respecting the identity of each. In this sense, 
Allen’s theory echo’s that of Alexander’s pattern language theory wherein he realizes that entities 
within the built environment network together in the creation of a “whole”, exists within cities.  
34 Alexander, Christopher. (2008) 14 
35 Alexander, Christopher. (1979) xii 
36  Allen, Stan (1999) 17
37 Ibid., 92 
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Allen goes on to describe, field conditions as, “Loosely bound aggregates that are characterized 
by porosity and local interconnectivity...highly fluid and less important than the internal 
relationships of parts, which determine the behavior of the field.”38 He states, “Form matters, but 
not so much the form of things as the forms between things.”39 
Post Collage 
 According to Allen, post collage architecture is about creating spaces that are fluid and 
distinct, coherent and independent replacing difference and fragmentation. He states, “Fluid 
models of exchange, differential unities and free floating intensities replace the critical model of 
recuperating difference through ever escalating fragmentation.”40 
 Allen considers the virtual world that human beings currently live in, and believes this 
world of rapid imagery of pixels, clusters and information should match or reflect aspects of the 
way in which we build. Although the methods he employs can be considered radical or avant-
garde, reflection of a society has always been expressed through the built environment Allen 
writes, “The capacity to actualize the virtual is a fundamental and even traditional aspect of 
architecture... architecture’s tangible presence is always informed by a corresponding virtual 
field. Shifting relations of program, information, and the use further extend architecture’s 
engagement with the invisible flows of the city.”41 
 His approach redefines that of an architect by studying highly complex elements of the 
human built environment up to today and well into the future. His methodology arguably allows 
for “flexibility continuity, lightness and affect... a loosely defined envelope or field supports a 
high degree of diversity, exchange and complexity.”42 His principles represent an evolutionary 
architecture one that considers an intense concern for programming, a redirection of distracting 
technologies, an accommodation of site, forms of negative space, and forms of independent 
unities. 
38  Allen, Stan (1999) 92 
39  Ibid.,92 
40  Ibid.,17 
41  Ibid.,16 
42  Ibid.,16 
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Patterns Vs. Diagrams
  Alexander, Lynch and Allen use similar graphic analysis tools to describe their theory, 
solution, and observations. These graphic tools may confuse the pattern with the diagram. To 
clarify the two, a pattern is defined as a regular and intelligible form or sequence discernible in 
certain activities or situations, while a diagram is a simplified drawing showing the appearance, 
structure, or workings of something; a schematic representation or a figure composed of lines 
that is used to illustrate a definition or statement, or to aid in the proof of a proposition.43 Thus, 
the role of the diagram in this study, assists the reader in informing how the pattern should be 
used. 
 Pattern languages within urban design are useful in understanding trends which may 
shape or define the urban area. Patterns may also be useful in noting the ways that people interact 
with their environment, or to catalog styles of construction, materials, or even movements. While 
a pattern language can be used to discern and typify a wide variety of trends, it is a tool for 
analyzing existing subject fields. Patterns must also be simple enough to appropriately describe 
the subject. This precludes using patterns to describe overly complex systems, although a series 
of patterns describing components of a system may be effective.
43  Dictionary.com. 2017. http://www.dictionary.com/browse/diagram?s=t
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Figure: 8.6 Christopher Alexander’s Pattern Language
Figure: 8.7 Stan Allen’s Field Condition
Allen, Stan. (1999)
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 A Hybrid Methodology Examines Mānoa – Waikīkī Transect 
 The research methodology that is employed to study the transect of the site is a hybrid of 
methodology of Lynch’s imageability, Alexander’s pattern language, and Allen’s field conditions. 
All three provide a different set of principles that correlate to a particular time period; however, 
the various methods are still relevant and can be applied to the Western urban fabric of today.
 The transect in this study is perpendicular to the ocean and expands across the districts of 
Mānoa to Waikīkī (Figure 8.8).  A transect is defined as a segment “cut across” or “a transverse 
section .”  It is a straight line or narrow section through an object or natural feature across 
the earth’s surface, along which observations are made or measurements taken.” The term is 
commonly used by biologists and ecologists as well and can be defined as, “a cut or a path 
through part of the environment showing a range of different habitats.” The same principle can 
be applied to human habitats of cities and neighborhoods. In a transect, one is able to study the 
transition spaces that occur between zones.
 Part IV of this study, uses the transect to compile observations of a particular environment 
(Mānoa-Waikīkī) that is comprised up of a variety of habitats integrated within that particular 
area. By utilizing the methodology employed by Lynch, memorable, legible patterns that are 
most representative of the region’s vernacular language is identified. Each pattern is documented, 
from larger patterns the size of a block to smaller, more detailed patterns of buildings. The 
methodology will state a problem pattern and offer specific design solutions that fit the region. 
Examples of patterns are then photographed to depict these elements. The hybrid methodology 
utilizes diagrams common to Allen, Alexander, and Lynch, and provides a prescriptive solution 
to the stated problem. The patterns that are identified are examples that exemplify components 
suited to the human experience. Although the patterns are subtle, they exude and promote 
elements of a living system. The hybrid methodology is useful in identifying the reason behind 
problems that occur within an environment by isolating the elements that comprise the larger 
imagery of the problem. Upon isolating these problem patterns, the methodology then proposes 
prescriptive elements that aim to promote a positive experience, leaving a positively memorable 
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imagery for a person. Negative elements are associated with experiences and situations within 
the built environment that create confusion, fear, anxiety, hopelessness, anger, frustration, and 
sadness. Positive elements create feelings that are engaging, happy, comforting, safe, exciting, 
restorative, and hopeful.   
 The transect will be analyzed according to the principles set forth by Lynch to determine 
if elements or patterns of existing features are successful or unsuccessful in the area, following 
the methodology of Alexander. Using the evidence provided by the transect study, specific 
nonrestrictive  solutions and design suggestions will be determined. The final goal is the 
extrapolation of relevant layers of information from the transect with the aim of manifesting 
solutions that provide both resident and visitor users with a memorable and meaningful 
experience. 
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Figure 8.8: Mānoa-Waikīkī Transect
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS Data obtained from the Office of Planning
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Chapter 8: Western Research Methodology Analysis
  The following section is focused on the assorted building patterns that describe human 
interaction throughout the linear Mānoa–Waikiki transect. Analyses of these design patterns 
utilize the hybrid methodology  of Alexander, Lynch, and Allen. Each pattern describes  elements 
of good urban design in Honolulu, while looking for potential indigenous Hawaiian design 
inclusions, and how the pattern dynamically engages with the human senses. 
 Pattern analysis begins with interventions on the scale of a block or other larger design 
moves within the city and ends with analysis of smaller-scaled patterns such as those of building 
details. Patterns are  indicated by a bold title followed by a photo portraying an example of 
the pattern in the real world. The pattern is then described and its background discussed. The 
chapter  concludes with a non-restricted specific recommended solution  to the problem depicted 
by diagrams. This solution allows a person to adapt and utilize the patterns for one’s own 
needs. Because the environments of Honolulu are enormously varied, each pattern represents a 
component that can be assembled with others to create a dynamic environment from the scale of 
buildings up to entire blocks.
 Individual patterns support and help to complete the next pattern. As Alexander states 
in the book, A Pattern Language, “each pattern can exist in a world, only to the extent that is 
supported by other patterns: the larger patterns in which it is embedded, the patterns of the same 
size that surround it, and the smaller patterns which are embedded in it.”1 
 
1  Alexander, Christopher. (1977) xiii 
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Chapter 9
Experiment Employed
Mauka to Makai
 
 People more clearly understand their physical location on the island when buildings are 
orientated along the mauka–to–makai lines. When visitors or residents get lost and cannot see 
the mountain or sea, the orientation of buildings enables wayfinding. The concept behind mauka 
and makai makes the two largest features of the landscape reference points as the means of 
orientation used by ancient Hawaiians to navigate across the land. These directions were further 
distinguished by the inclusion of ahupuaʻa, land demarcated according to available resources and 
geography. Taken together, this allows people to quickly understand where they are on the island 
based solely on immediate physical indicators. 
  To avoid blocking and further fragmenting the view channels of the mountain to ocean 
continuum, orientation of tall buildings should be placed so that their shortest sides face the sea 
and the mountains, ensuring that easy geographic referencing remains available for everyone.
 
Figure 9.1
Figure 9.2
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Landmark
  Areas of a city without distinguishing buildings or urban features lack reference points 
which can be used for navigation, and can encourage the development of mundane or stagnant 
places. Landmarks provide markers for a population to orient itself,  lending character to specific 
neighborhoods and enriching them. Many landmarks are visually powerful buildings often used 
by the public, such as libraries. However, landmarks can also be famous parks, sculpture, or 
other urban features. While prominence or visibility is often a key aspect, as with a tall building, 
any unique feature within a neighborhood that stands out from its surroundings can be used as a 
landmark.
 Locations for landmarks should be carefully chosen to support the social and economic 
ties within the area as well as the rest of the city. Buildings possessing certain defining 
characteristic such as scale (being clearly visible across large distances), are often ideal 
landmarks. Iconic buildings in a city will actually change the skyline, becoming a standard that 
defines an entire city. Smaller landmarks also help to define neighborhoods and allow more 
precise navigation, once the individual nears larger landmarks. Visibility and a distinctive 
appearance, however, are key for all landmarks.
 
Figure 9.3
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Complimentary
 
 Figure 9.4 
 Within the smaller units of a city, such as the city block, structures and designs 
should strive to complement each other. When made of disparate materials, scales, or style, 
it can confuse or discomfort pedestrians. Structures that do not complement their immediate 
surroundings, do not identify with surrounding buildings, become an eyesore and disrupt the feel 
of a place. Buildings can be vastly different but should work together in form, style, or scale to 
provide a coherent image to the neighborhood. Variations within these loose bounds are expected 
and increase complexity and character within a neighborhood. However, it is important that these 
variations work together to boost the experienced quality of a place, rather than to detract from it.
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Sidewalk
Continuous
 Figure 9.5
 When a sidewalk or other pedestrian path ends abruptly, it can cause confusion and create 
dead spaces. The demarcation of sidewalks is also important. Without clear indicators, cars may 
be parked illegally, interrupting the flow of pedestrians. The sidewalk around a block should be 
continuous to allow full access to any part of a neighborhood and be used solely by pedestrians. 
A continuous sidewalk also serves to enforce the separation between pedestrian, car, and parking 
zones . When free of dead ends or obstructions, sidewalks encourage people to commute on 
foot, which is healthier for both people and the environment. Areas with continuous pedestrian 
circulation are more pleasant to live in and contribute to a more positive reputation for the 
neighborhood.
 
Figure 9.6
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Places to Rest
  A major component of pedestrian circulation is the inclusion of areas in which people 
may rest. This is especially important for the elderly and makes walking more enjoyable for 
everyone else. Rest areas also provide a social function by encouraging people watching or 
the simple enjoyment of  the outdoors in a relaxed manner. Examples of places to rest include 
benches along sidewalks or in parks, low walls that encourage sitting, grassy areas, or places 
that include sidewalk art. While these are all examples of places to rest, it should be noted that 
these are places dedicated to the pedestrian, encouraging outdoor activity and involvement in the 
community. 
Wide
  Narrow sidewalks are not only uncomfortable to traverse, but they expose pedestrians to 
danger as well. When walking in dense or heavily trafficked areas, people moving in opposite 
directions cannot comfortably pass each other, and often must step onto the street. This is not 
only inconvenient, but can be dangerous, depending on the traffic situation. Wide sidewalks 
enable pedestrians in opposite flows to travel at varying rates without disrupting the commute 
of others. In residential neighborhoods, wider sidewalks also enable children to ride their bikes 
off the street without interfering with pedestrian traffic and can more easily harbor places to rest 
or other interventions for pedestrian safety and pleasure. Sidewalks that are at least 12– 15 feet 
wide help to both separate pedestrians from vehicles and provide an enjoyable space to walk or 
bike.
Figure  9.7
Figure  9.8 
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Shade
  
 
 The tropical climate of Hawaiʻi can at times overwhelm people, pushing them indoors, 
out of the warm air and direct sun.  A long walk can exhaust the common pedestrian or 
overexpose them to the sun. This can result not only in uncomfortable sweating, but sunburn 
as well. To encourage pedestrian activity, sidewalks should have natural or artificial protection 
against the sun. This permits a more comfortable experience and also gives the impression of 
a well-planned and inviting neighborhood. Sidewalks lined with trees offer pedestrians a more 
natural and beautiful environment, and in more developed areas, trellises covered in vines  can 
provide similar protection. Mixing these elements to promote foot traffic would allow for a 
memorable and less monotonous experience. While such considered design is ideal, any shading 
from storefronts or other means still contributes to a more comfortable pedestrian experience.
 
Figure  9.9 
Figure  9.10 
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Protected Edge
 Figure 9.11 
 The use of narrow sidewalks, especially in more heavily trafficked areas, can often 
be unsafe for pedestrians. There is little protection from the street, and buildings often are 
immediately adjacent, creating cramped spaces that severely detract from the experience of an 
area. Noisy, fumes-emitting cars may pass pedestrians uncomfortably closely. Such areas repulse 
pedestrians, and can reduce business or simply cause the deterioration of the neighborhood as 
people will avoid it. 
  A safe distance from the street for sidewalks is anywhere from seven to twenty feet. 
Sidewalks lined with trees or other landscaping function as pedestrian-friendly barrier. 
Enjoyment of natural views, as well as personal space, is far more desirable than walking 
extremely close to vehicular traffic. Consideration for pedestrian traffic makes it easier for people 
to frequent an area and can promote a safer and healthier neighborhood.
 
Figure 9.12
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Garage
  A car-lined street often appears congested or shabby, blocking views of homes and 
detracting from the quality of an area. The interference with pedestrian traffic or pleasant views 
can lead to a negative perception of an area, especially for the people who live there. The 
inconvenience of looking for a parking spot, often blocks from your home, further contributes 
to this atmosphere for residents. The ability to directly access your dwelling from your personal 
vehicle promotes more efficient environment.
  The location of a garages should be carefully considered in the initial design. Pathways 
from the garage to the entrance of a home should feel easily accessible, avoiding sharp 
transitions or the sense that the room was simply wedged wherever it could fit. While quite 
dissimilar in feel to an occupant, as focus is on the vehicle or maintenance equipment over 
people, it is still an integral part of the home.
  Sheltered parking  can both protect a vehicle from weather and keep it off the streets. 
This space, dedicated to the car, can also function as a storage room or workshop. People may 
work on home projects here, or fix their cars in a safer environment than the side of the road, and 
still maintain their privacy. The inclusion of a garage to the design of a home, at whatever scale, 
gives a neighborhood a greater sense of organization and liveliness, keeping the streets open and 
vehicles protected.
 Wide Streets for Cars Figure 9.14
Figure 9.13
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Figure 9.15
 There is a prevalence of narrow lanes or small streets within dense neighborhoods unable 
to accommodate the demand for street parking. The initial design of new neighborhoods should 
include enough clearly marked parking spaces to meet the high demand for parking. This can 
help traffic flow smoothly, keeping those in transit moving, while allowing others to easily locate 
parking. This benefits pedestrian movement as well, keeping the environment less congested and 
better organized. The inclusion of space for people to safely exit or work on their vehicles further 
promotes a safe environment for people and cars to coexist.
Figure 9.16
 
Buffer
  The current trend of large parking lots at street level is an eyesore that often carries 
negative associations with it. Walking near these areas can be uncomfortable; they often create 
heat islands, and the cars parked in them create a large amount of glare. A vertical buffer to 
separate expansive parking lots from sidewalks would improve both the pedestrian experience 
and aesthetic quality of the area. Man–made walls made of natural material  may be used as well, 
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such as hedges, wood fences, or stone walls. This not only helps to contain the bland experience 
of open parking lots, but can be used to guide pedestrians or contribute to the local design 
aesthetics of downtown areas.
 
Figure 9.17
Street
Playing in the Street 
  The sight of children playing in the street is often indicative of a healthy neighborhood. 
Streets that have well-regulated traffic can allow the space to be used by people as well, 
promoting interaction between neighbors. This is one of several conditions that can lead to safer 
and friendlier neighborhoods, promote the interaction between generations, and create lasting 
relationships within a neighborhood. The removal of the vehicle barrier, through garages and 
regulated parking, lets people more easily interact and live in their neighborhood instead of just 
in their homes.
 
Figure 9.18
Safe Bike Path 
  The lack of sufficiently wide bike paths on busy streets does little to facilitate pedestrian 
use or alternative transportation. The easy use of bikes both promotes a healthier lifestyle and is 
yet another buffer between pedestrians and the street. This can lead to more people exercising as 
well as reduction of vehicle emissions. Well–designed bike paths should be at least one car wide, 
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and allow for two bicyclists to ride comfortably side by side. Bike lanes should also be given the 
same considerations as car lanes, allowing bikers to ride in a safer environment. The inclusion 
of designated paths, proper signage and consideration in the initial urban design will allow bike 
paths to both provide alternative transportation and help buffer pedestrians from the street and 
result in healthier, more pleasant neighborhoods.
Green Median
 Medians lined with trees encourage people to drive more slowly, and may also help 
to prevent vehicles in opposing lanes of traffic from colliding. They also act as a space which 
can enrich an area with nature, softening the hard edge of a cityscape and making for a more 
pleasurable commute. It can also begin to offset carbon emissions, and be another element that 
may be used to help define the personality of various neighborhoods.
 
Building Form; Climate
Figure 9.19
Figure 9.20
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Porous
  Buildings that are designed without regard to their climate react poorly to their 
environment, often resulting in wasted energy or an uncomfortable interior experience. Factors 
such as annual sun patterns, winds, or temperatures will affect a building regardless of its design, 
and must be well considered so that the building reacts to them efficiently. When one relies on 
mechanical systems like air–conditioning, one must also pay for that system’s maintenance, 
power, and other related expenses. In climates that are favorable year–round like that of Hawaiʻi, 
the cost of these systems could be enormously mitigated through the proper use of passive, 
porous design. Buildings that respond to the elements passively experience a substantial boost in 
comfort and energy savings.
  In a humid climate like Hawaiʻi, ventilation is required to stay cool indoors. Cross 
ventilation or stack ventilation is necessary for a building to be less reliant on air–conditioning 
systems. Walls should be permeable  to the wind, allowing air to travel through rooms for passive 
temperature control. As Hawaiʻi experiences constant trade winds, the use of cross ventilation 
to manage the interior environment is typically more effective than stack ventilation. However, 
in tall buildings, stack ventilation is still quite useful, especially in times when the trade winds 
are weak. Its use of heated air to create low pressure drawing in cooler outside air can function 
independently of the trade winds.
  Therefore, the design of buildings should allow them to face the primary wind direction, 
with inlets to support cross ventilation or in the case of tall buildings, stack ventilation as well. 
These inlets may be installed on more than one side of a room, allowing occupants to use them 
as appropriate for the changing daily wind conditions. In addition, cross and stack ventilation 
outlets should be opposite of these inlets to create a single, unified passive air–conditioning 
system. The efficient use of this system requires that no interior walls prevent airflow; the 
building as a whole must remain permeable to airflow, allowing winds to move through every 
space.
Cool Courtyards 
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  In humid climates, the use of a fully enclosed courtyard is often uncomfortable, due to the 
lack of airflow inherent in such a design. To be properly used, courtyards should take advantage 
of the winds and sun to create fresh, comfortably shaded spaces that are heavily frequented. In 
this respect, the designing of a comfortable courtyard is akin to  designing interior space with 
proper consideration and use of natural elements.  Proper use of trees, shrubbery, tables, or 
other baffling devices thus serve multiple purposes in courtyard design.  The book Sun, Wind, 
and Light by Mark DeKay and G.Z. Brown state,  “wider courts that admit wind, coupled with 
arcades and layers of shade work better in humid climates.”2 
Daylight Walls and Roof 
 In practice today, buildings often suffer from poor lighting due to a lack of real 
consideration towards natural lighting in the initial design process. By choosing to light and cool 
a building artificially, most of the experienced space indoors is monotonous and oppressive. This 
is both wasteful and unnecessary, as more pleasant working environments can be created by 
shaping a room to take advantage of natural lighting, thus lowering operating costs. The design 
opportunities that this approach offers are also far more interesting. Depth of a room is related to 
the amount of light available from  its orientation to the sun, resulting in a thin  floor plan, and 
can illuminate a room predominantly through sidelight. DeKay and Brown write, “recognizing 
that sidelight has limited penetration generates a fundamental planning module.”3 This suggests 
that the relationship between head height, room depth, and program is informative of  building 
design.  
2 Brown and Dekay. (2014) 180 
3 Ibid.,151 
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  In thicker buildings, such as those with a double loaded corridor, overhead lighting 
features such as skylights or an atrium can help shape a space. In addition to side and overhead 
lighting, the placement of windows and an understanding of reflected light should be considered 
as well. This will enable optimal lighting of spaces with natural light, and cut costs for artificial 
lighting while creating a much more dynamic and enjoyable space. Electric lighting will be 
used in conjunction with natural light , but in a supportive role instead of the dominant one it 
experiences today.
 
Organized Complexity and Variety
  Mid- or high-rise buildings can often feel banal in form, with a character that does not fit 
in their surrounding neighborhoods and as a result create an obtrusive presence. This typology 
can be described as unarticulated, heavy, sterile, or boxy. Commonly these types of buildings 
are detailed using design templates, which allow cheaper and faster construction while ignoring 
the surrounding environment. This contributes to the lack of character that is afflicting so much 
new construction. The obvious response to this is the creation of buildings that are generative 
in place , not designed with superficial novelty of appearance or emphasis on convenience so 
common today. Responding to human need in function and uniqueness of place in form, new 
tall construction should be the expression of the location and culture in which it is being built. 
This can be done in many ways, such as the play of repetition or rhythm through a series  of 
recessed or protruding spaces, clever uses of materiality, varied sizes and functions of windows 
Figure 9.22
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or entrances, or even the use of nature. The proper consideration of these facets will lead to a 
building that is holistically suited to its neighborhood, creating a complex and refined form suited 
for use by people and the life occurring around it.
Complementary  Types
  The construction of buildings that refuse to complement  or acknowledge the adjacent 
style or typology of building lend to the creation of confusing or unattractive neighborhoods. 
Areas of a city can become incohesive, a detriment to the character of the community . When 
designing in an area with flexible zoning, attempts should be made to create harmonious 
relationships between adjacent buildings through general style, typology, proportions, or 
simply in materiality. Areas with mixed zoning can appear cohesive and respectful of all nearby 
structures with considered design moves, and these will allow people to more clearly identify 
where they are as well as strengthen the sense of community. This, combined with well-planned 
public space, can lay the foundation for successful neighborhoods.
Complementary Heights 
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 When the variations in height or scale of buildings in a specific area are out of harmony, 
it is often a sign of negligence in planning. Tall buildings define the area in which they sit, 
and when they compete with adjacent structures, the quality of a neighborhood suffers. Broad 
considerations for heights should center on the use of gradient changes in height from building to 
building, or focus the attention of an area on a single taller building or set of buildings. While a 
neighborhood should by no means remain homogeneous, the erratic construction of varied styles 
and heights of buildings only detracts from the experiential quality of a place. In the same way 
that related forms within a building are examined  for a pleasing final design, the planning of 
building heights should be considered for a balanced and engaging neighborhood.
Roof
Shade Like Trees
  In Hawaiʻi, a common issue is direct heat gain in homes, due to the roof not having 
a generous enough overhang to block direct sunlight. In tropical climates like this, the way 
one approaches the roof is tied closely to the interior comfort of the home. Arguably the most 
important functional architectural feature of housing in tropical climates, the roof addresses the 
Figure 9.23
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sun and rain, and plays a large part in regulating the temperatures of the home. 
  Homes in Hawaiʻi truly need shade from a roof that could function very much like 
a tree providing shade. Interior spaces can be cool and comfortable without the need for air 
conditioning if proper considerations for wind and sun are made; for this purpose, the design 
of the roof overhang is especially important. Control over direct heat gain, passive ventilation 
and cooling, and protection of the walls from the elements are all factors which relate to roofing 
. The outdoor experience of the lanai is also heavily influenced by the roof, as it would dictate 
the amount of shade available and extent of protection from rain. A well-designed roof not only 
keeps a home comfortable but can also encourage people to be outside.
  Therefore, the design of a roof overhang should consider carefully the varied positions 
of the sun during the day and year. Light levels consistent with occupant comfort should be 
maintained while the angle of the roof should be designed with consideration to the interior 
program . Major wind and rainfall trends must be examined as well, with the general form of the 
roof designed to facilitate stack ventilation and allow temperature control within the home. In 
climates with consistently warm year-round temperatures, the roof becomes the linchpin of home 
design.
Solar Income
 Due  to its extreme geographic isolation, Hawaiʻi is subject to relatively high costs for 
electricity. This is caused by the expense of importing the oil required to run power stations 
throughout the state. For the average homeowner, the price paid for the shipping of oil accounts 
for more than half of the total electricity bill. According to the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration, “with its mild tropical climate, Hawaiʻi had the third-lowest per capita energy 
use in the nation in 2013. Hawaiʻi imported 91% of the energy it consumed, and in 2014, the 
state had the highest electricity prices in the nation.”4 This trend leaves Hawaiʻi economically 
and environmentally vulnerable, with the cost of oil rising due to its increasing scarcity. 
4  U.S. Energy Information Administration. 2016. https://www.eia.gov/state/print.php?sid=HI  
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Importing oil across the Pacific is not only unsustainable, but unreliable.
         Fossil fuel energy also contributes to global warming and directly impacts the unique 
environment and ecology of the islands. In addition to rising temperatures, increased sea 
levels, and more frequent droughts, global warming is results in increasingly violent storms, 
all of which can be devastating to Hawaiʻi. This environmental cost is even more pressing than 
economic considerations.
         However, Hawaiʻi’s geographic isolation that currently result in high energy costs is also 
advantageous when it comes to the generation of renewable energy. The mild tropical climate 
and year-round sun is an ideal environment for the use of photovoltaics (PV), a fact Hawaiʻi is 
beginning to capitalize on in their effort to comply with the state bill for 100% renewable power 
by 2045 (HB623).5  According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, “solar energy 
more than doubled in 2014; generating 29% of its renewable electricity from both utility-scale 
resources and small-scale solar photovoltaic panels installed on rooftops across the islands.”6 
         To reach energy independence in Hawaiʻi, people must utilize their rooftops as a resource 
for the collection of energy. In that vein, the pitch of a roof and the most ideal faces of it with 
regards to the position of the sun should be used for the placement of PV arrays. These design 
considerations should also factor heavily into the construction of new homes, to maximize their 
potential in gathering renewable energy. Solar incidence and shade studies should be standard, 
and roofing materials should be taken into consideration. Hawaiian Electric Company lists a few 
guidelines to consider if a PV system is feasible:
-  The location is free of shading between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
- South facing orientation is preferred.
- Pitch of the roof is close to 20 degrees.
- No roof repairs are needed in the near term.
- Roof structural members are sound.
- The available roof area is sufficient of the system to be installed.7
Green
5  U.S. Energy Information Administration. 2016. https://www.eia.gov/state/print.php?sid=HI 
6  Ibid. 
7 “Going Solar,”Hawaiian Electric. 2017. https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/clean-energy-hawaii/going-solar/rooftop-solar-pv/site-consider-
ations-for-solar 
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 As globalization and populations increase, global warming is a growing threat to the 
fragile equilibrium that is the earth’s climate systems. Urbanization is the largest contributing 
factor to global warming. As this trend continues, more than 50% of the world’s population now 
live in cities, and while in the U.S. over 80% of the population live in urban areas. According 
to Bergstrom , the United States creates 78% percent of recorded greenhouse emissions.8 This 
makes the implementation of new energy solutions crucial, to compensate for the effects of urban 
living on the world and to restore a natural equilibrium to the environment. This sustainable 
energy approach will only become more vital for our survival over time. One approach is to 
reestablish the green lifestyle as a defining characteristic of our cities, with the implementation 
of green roofs and rooftop gardens as a method to reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas 
emissions. This would also aid in keeping streams and nearby ecosystems healthy, addressing the 
heat island effect in cities, and restoring a daily connection with nature.
  While green roofs are not a new architectural concept, the current trend of building in 
the United States does not favor roofs with vegetation due to the high cost of green construction. 
However, it is a common trend in other major areas of the world, characteristic of Singapore but 
also widely practiced across Europe. 
Hawaiʻi is an ideal laboratory for the use of green systems in a tropical climate, especially due 
to the frequent inundation of water facilities due to storms. Implementing green roofs would 
ease pressure on drainage systems, slow runoff, and help to reduce erosion. Homes will also 
experience better insulation, staying cooler for longer periods on warm days. Finally, green roofs 
provide an improved aesthetic for homes and neighborhoods while lowering energy costs and 
providing islands to which wildlife can begin to return.
 
Activities at Ground Level
8  Bergstrom, Rafael. (2012) 15 
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  Tall buildings emphasize a lack of place.  The trends of globalization, urban spread, and 
population growth have led to an increase in the number of high rise buildings being inserted 
into the urban fabric. Due to their size and incredible height in relation to the human scale, 
tall buildings often contribute to the problem of placelessness. Such buildings create isolated 
environments that inhibit social activities by utilizing high and often banal walls, with a lack 
of windows or natural light in primary areas of circulation. Places lacking character inhibit 
opportunities for activity. Lack of activity at the base of a building reduces the flow of people and 
can make the place feel deserted, negatively affecting healthy social and public life that could 
exist in these spaces. Instead, publicly accessible activities should be promoted  at the base of tall 
buildings, which would then attract increased activity at the street level. This would enhance the 
social life of neighborhoods near tall buildings and directly contribute to the economic viability 
of the area through place making. By allowing people a social space, they are free to make it a 
place for the people.
  One  of the most important factors in creating a viable and successful public space is the 
interactions of the people living there. Social spaces are a critical element of any city, as they 
enable the people of that city to engage one another. Passive or active spaces may be placed 
at the base of a building, in the form of restaurants, gardens, shopping, cafés, or merely public 
places to sit and watch people. These spaces can revolve around public seating areas, or include 
an economic component, such as a gallery. Variety and convenience enable people to live happily 
in a neighborhood and attract business to that neighborhood as well. In an urban environment, 
groups of tall buildings should support a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented environment that will 
increase the experiential and fiscal wealth of a city. When more complex urban fabric like this is 
woven, the city can develop a sense of place and personality.
 
Comfortable Transition
Figure 9.25
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  High- or mid-rise buildings often feel imposing, intimidating, or uncomfortable. Their 
suprahuman scale makes a person feel alienated or disconnected from the environment. This 
alienating effect is caused by a lack of differentiating factors in the transition between scales: 
buildings this large create abrupt horizontal to vertical transitions that are more focused on form 
than experience. Users of such a structure do not get the chance to acclimatize to the new vertical 
environment and interact with a building more comfortably. 
  The transition into a high-rise  building should be a natural, welcoming experience that 
reorients a person’s conception of space. Elements scaled to people speak to all the senses, 
allowing people to navigate or inhabit a space using intuition as opposed to merely reading 
signage. An example would be the difference between the experience of a high rise and a 
cottage; one naturally knows how to interact within a cottage due to scale and materiality. It 
is a place made for people, whereas a high rise is more often a place where people may be 
housed efficiently, with little regard to other considerations. Relatable elements include not just 
material or scale, but color, pattern variance, and even vegetation. A cottage is human-sized, 
made of  familiar materials such as wood and stone, and seems to grow out of the surrounding 
environment. A tall building is difficult to comprehend and to remain oriented within. It is 
composed of modern materials like glass and steel, which often feel impersonal. Tall buildings 
today should include the elements that people need to feel comfortable. 
  Furthermore, the most abrupt change in the experienced environment with regard to 
tall buildings is the transition to a vertical environment. It is here where we most often lose the 
considerations of human scale and environment, focusing instead on the built environment. 
This can be remedied by the inclusion of smaller building elements that mimic the natural 
world and feel inviting or encourage interaction. Detailed elements corresponding  to human 
scale experience are vital,  since this is the scale on which the environment is experienced by 
occupants. Trees and vegetation envelop and guide, warm materials such as wood or brick may 
be integrated, and irregularly repetitive windows can be a cure to monotony in large spaces. Tall 
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buildings are first and foremost a place for people to work and live, and must be designed for 
people given the tremendous amount of time we spend in such structures.
Facing the Street
Complimentary
 
Figure 18
 Neighborhoods can be confusing when buildings do not appear to be cohesive. Of course, 
one should build their dream home, but houses should aim to be complementary  to one another 
instead of independent of one another. A sense of identity and cohesiveness lets a person know 
where they are. Cohesiveness is important because it builds a sense of community and a sense 
of identity into a bigger community identity. Community identity increases safety and security. 
Buildings should also be complementary  to the site and climate. By being so, buildings become 
efficient and, more importantly, effective. A building has the potential to make a site better by 
occupying it. If built strategically and purposefully, a building can harness energy, clean systems, 
and promote biodiversity.
Intimate Backyard
Figure 9.26
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 It is common for a backyard to be either awkwardly large or uncomfortably small, 
resulting in underutilization. Consequently, it can be a waste of space and the resources used 
to maintain that space. A backyard is the private, natural world of a resident, and should lend 
itself to the creation of intimate settings where one may have dinner or interact with friends and 
family. An outdoor space improves general quality of life and can be particularly beneficial for 
families with children. Various activities are greatly benefited by outdoor space; children are able 
to run around, play, and explore the world. Projects, such as gardening or small scale building 
projects like a shed or a gazebo, take place outdoors. The more private activities of life, such as 
the line drying of clothes or simply relaxing under the trees and stars, takes place here as well. 
The backyard is multifaceted, a place for people to host social occasions, grow and play, or 
simply get in touch with their more primal, instinctual  sides with regard to nature.
Backyard
Figure 9.27
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Backyard as a Garden 
  The typical lawn is unproductive or even wasteful, with irrigation systems potentially 
consuming up to 265 gallons of water an hour due to inappropriate timing and application.9  
Maintaining green grass, which is typically incredibly underused, at a one- to two-inch height per 
square foot  makes the current approach to lawns absurd. Water should be used as efficiently as 
possible to grow beautiful gardens that produce food, clean the air, and become a deeply personal 
expression of Hawaiian culture. According to Sonoma County Master Gardeners, a 32-square-
foot bed of vegetables in the summer requires 20 gallons of water per week or 80 gallons per 
month, a much more feasible and sensible solution than the lawn for backyards.10 In addition, the 
cultivation of a garden makes one aware of how food is grown, understand the resources used, 
and develop a relationship with the land. 
 The sensory experience of gardening, mixed with the effort of creating one, connects the 
gardener to a more primal sense of foraging.11 In addition, the benefits of this activity are well 
documented, as gardening  can relieve stress, improve mental health, and provide a source of 
exercise.  Fresh produce is also beneficial to a person’s physical and mental health. Our natural 
calm and focus can be refreshed and studies have proven that a positive mood can be fully 
restored by gardening. Improvements in mental health have been proven in research studies 
as well, with the suggestion that gardening can be used in the treatment of depression, with 
beneficial results remaining even after the activity of gardening ends. 
 In addition to the nutritional and emotional benefits, gardening is an extremely effective 
low-impact form of exercise. Gardening is ideal for keeping the elderly or those with a sedentary 
lifestyle limber and less prone to injury. Brown states, “It’s not just exercise for exercise itself, 
which can become tedious. It’s exercise that has a context that reinforces the limberness of your 
limbs and the use of your hands. You’ve got a motivation for why you want to grip. You’re not 
9  Adam Hadhazy, “Top 10 Water Wasters: From Washing Dishes to Watering the Desert,” Scientific American, July 23, 2008. http://www.scien-
tificamerican.com/article/top-10-water-wasters/
10  Electra De Peyster, “How much water does my food garden need?” University of California Cooperative Extention. March 2014, http://ucanr.
edu/sites/scmg/files/185639.pdf  
11  Kahn, Peter H. (2012) 57   
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just gripping a ball; you want to pull a weed.”12  Working in a garden thus has beneficial physical, 
mental, and emotional effects on many types of people, as well as being a safe and productive 
form of exercise for the elderly. 
 The importance of eating fresh food is a well-known fact among gardeners as well.  
Brown states, “People who grow their own food tend to eat healthy.”13 Growing food encourages 
the young to learn more about the importance of healthy eating, where food comes from, and 
how to prepare nutritious meals. These youngsters mature into healthier, more knowledgeable 
adults who will continue to manage the land, and who in turn teach the youth, perpetuating a 
continuous cycle of important knowledge—the Hawaiian tradition of knowledge. 
Common Space
Build Around Green 
  Lack of well-considered planning is often the driver in the destruction of green space 
in cities. Developers focus on maximizing built area and profit over the sensitive inclusion of 
natural resources and emphasis on the beauty of nature. This results in the creation of dead urban 
areas, where people still have a desire to reconnect with nature despite limited opportunity. 
Appropriate planning should consider this need from the inception of projects. It can be argued 
that successful common green spaces indicate the health of a community, neighborhood, or 
city.14 Frumkin states that “proximity to parks and green space is generally associated with better 
health. . . .  The mechanism may relate to stress reduction or to other benefits of nature contact.”15 
Developing a healthy and energetic community always involves the consideration of many facets 
of human needs at the individual as well as social level. Organizing programs around a common 
green space can begin to address  these needs. 
 However, space for an intervention must be available for the creation of a sense of 
12  Harding, Anne. “Why gardening is good for you health.” CNN. July 8, 2011. http://www.cnn.com/2011/HEALTH/07/08/why.gardening.good/  
13  Ibid. 
14  Frumkin, Howard. (2012) 141-172   
15  Ibid.,141-172 
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community. By creating public spaces where the entire community can mingle naturally and 
socialize, communities come to embody the true meaning of the term  community: places 
where people not only live together, but care about one another and share common hopes for 
themselves and their family. In order to create this community, whether it is in a rural area, small 
town, or metropolis, it is necessary to create the means of bringing people together so they may 
share in each other’s cultures and lives, develop a common interest, and share concerns and 
goals. These social spaces build a sense of community through interactions and the relationships 
that are born from those interactions, bringing people together by their desire for social contact. 
 As such, these social spaces should be considered from the start of any project, included 
naturally and in a manner that will create a successful neighborhood, namely,  places that are 
accessible, comfortable, welcoming, and come to define those neighborhoods. Once these vital 
portions of a community are planned, private programmatic elements and design should be 
woven around it.
Articulated Common Space
 Common spaces in a project are often underutilized, especially when the scale of a space 
is excessively large or designed without proper articulation. When a space is too large and the 
layout too generic, people may lack an impetus to use the space at all because it is not suited 
for any particular activity. However, by dividing the space into a combination of suggested 
spaces of various scale and function, the varied elements thus created can cue a person to 
engage in specific activities or simply make the entire area far more engaging. S uch space may 
be articulated by overlaying it with various forms of hierarchy , such as location, assortments 
of shape, color, or texture, and most fundamentally the hierarchy of different scales. Within a 
special environment, the relationships of spaces can even be defined with the punctuation  of 
formal applications, such as specific purposes or unique function. However, these more formal 
applications should be considered  a portion of the space as a whole  and work alongside the 
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other elements composing the space to create a coherent experience. Unrelated elements woven 
together into a single site without proper programming will create an area that is static, not any 
different than if the space was designed without any programming. 
Building and Site
Identifying the Entrance 
 In neighborhoods, or at the base of a tall building, locating the entrance of a structure 
can often be problematic. People conceive of their home as their castle and tend to secure their 
perimeter with imposing stone walls or intimidating metal gates. This tendency is not only 
unwelcoming, but can lack originality on the surrounding streets and neighborhood.
  It is instinctual to protect one’s home, family, and self from danger. From the earliest days 
of human existence, up to the present day, people have sought ways to protect themselves and 
Figure 9.28
Figure 9.29
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their family from intruders, natural disasters, animals, or the environment. The desire for security 
in one’s home and neighborhood is a basic drive of all people, and the purported security of a 
neighborhood can often be a mark of distinction or selling point. However, such measures must 
not detract from the society living in that neighborhood either. 
  Therefore, securing one’s perimeter is necessary—a societal expression that is virtually 
ubiquitous . However, this does not have to be a confusing or uninviting gesture. Some of the 
most beautiful buildings have at their boundary, entrances that evoke curiosity or mystery, and 
can draw people toward the entry way. This shows that an important factor is the definition of 
an entrance by elements such as material choices, colors or texture, and appropriate attention to 
detail. The directionality  of these elements is also important, as intuition is often what guides the 
residents or visitors. This all combines to create an experience that will either draw someone in, 
or keep people at bay. 
Shared Garden Entry 
 In apartment style–buildings, an entry that occurs on the circulation path can be awkward 
for visitors as well as tenants. Dense living scenarios like high-rise buildings tend to feel less 
like a home and more like a hotel because the entire building is shared. Programmatic elements 
are typically efficient spaces, predominantly consisting of areas of necessity, such as unit and 
circulation paths. Public and private spaces are often placed next to each other, creating an abrupt 
and uncomfortable transition. People are less inclined to socialize without a space designed 
for it. A shared entry between neighbors creates a comfortable transitory space for tenants as 
well as awaiting visitors. Sharing encourages interaction between neighbors, creates a sense of 
community, and increases security. 
 The word “garden” instantly creates positive imagery in a person’s mind; people think of 
garden spaces as lush, rich, warm, inviting, and interesting places. Creating a space that allows 
people to tend to and care for natural elements gives them a little bit of nature to connect to, but 
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also allows them to tap into their nurturing instinct. When people nurture, they are more likely to 
care about that thing or element; thus, a garden space promotes the well-being of a building and 
the people living in it, as the energy is reciprocal. Hence, shared garden spaces take on healing 
and meditative qualities. 
 Implementing green spaces between units also cools the building by diffusing direct light 
and limiting heat gain. If the units of a building are considered positive space, the shared garden 
spaces would be considered its opposite space or negative space. When oriented correctly, the 
spaces between units create a porous high-rise building allowing for a typology that is suited to 
Honolulu’s climate by promoting natural ventilation. 
Lanai
Seamless Inside to Outside
 Limited access to the out-of-doors is both unhealthy and anxiety-provoking. Especially 
in good weather, having access to the sun and natural air can be incredibly therapeutic and adds 
dimension to a home. The lanai is a covered patio, a lounge area that provides protection of the 
indoors with the experience of being outside. Weaving these two adjacent environments together 
creates a sense of freedom, bringing nature closer at will. The space also becomes dynamic, 
functioning as a social space or a place to reflect and enjoy solitude. It is often used for play, as a 
Figure 9.30
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resting area, or a dining area. The lanai is a space of convenience that gives people the flexibility 
to decide how they would like to enjoy the outdoors while preserving proximity to home 
amenities. 
  In the denser areas of cities or heavy urban development, the lanai provides a calm, 
passive space to be used for people watching, interacting with neighbors, or leaving the confines 
of the house while maintaining privacy. One may enjoy the sun, feel the trade winds, and listen to 
nature. Griffing writes, “Properly speaking, the lanai is an outdoors living area with a minimum 
of enclosing wall. It offers the advantage of protection from wind and rain without imposing a 
feeling of confinement.”16 This is an immensely important consideration in areas where nature 
has been so generous with the environment, a prime reason for its inclusion as a central feature in 
the typical Hawaiian house.
  While not a traditional Hawaiian architectural element, the lanai emerged as a common 
theme after Western contact and became popular during the early to mid-1900’s. Don Hibbard  
writes of the building boom in Honolulu in 1847, “these were all of two stories with verandas 
inset under hipped roofs encircling both floors. Reflecting a popular design of the period, they 
were similar to houses found in other warm climates, including the Caribbean and the French 
Mississippi River Valley, and the tradition most likely migrated to Hawaiʻi via ships traveling 
around the Horn to the Islands.”17 The lanai maintained its popularity in the islands as its design 
refined. Hart Wood, who studied at Cornell School of Architecture, became a notable architect 
in Hawaiʻi during the early 20th century. He described the lanai as a distinctive characteristic of 
design in Hawaiʻi. Wood states in an article published in 1922, “the broad lanai with overhanging 
eaves is the thing that is more distinctive of island homes than any other single characteristic.”18
  A lanai may be placed anywhere as an extension of the house to the outside. Where this 
extension occurs often decides if it is a public or private space, often based on the programming 
of the attached interior room. A living room with attached lanai is implied social or shared space, 
whereas the lanai of a bedroom is characterized as private, intimate space. The size of a lanai 
16  Ossipoff, Vladimir. (2015) 96 
17  Hibbard, Don. (2011)
18  Hibbard, Don. (2010) 89 
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may also vary with function: the lanai may be purposely built for entertainment or solely for 
relaxation and private activities.
  To create a comfortable lanai, it should be deeply recessed with a low overhang. The 
lanai should also orient capture gentle and steady tradewinds, to encourage passive cooling of 
the home. Barring a favorable environmental orientation, the lanai  often focuses on beautiful 
scenery, taking advantage of the gardens, mountains, or ocean of Hawaiʻi.
Stairs
Exterior Stairs
 
  Stairs are one of the oldest and most fundamental elements of architectural design. 
Whether a single flight in your home, or a grand entrance in a museum, the staircase is a 
psychological cue for the subsequent space. The staircase is a transition between different zones 
and can act in a variety of ways, from emphasizing a sense of arrival to creating an artistic 
element in a room. Stairs are something more than simply means of circulation. Often the marker 
between public and private areas, they are a dynamic element of architecture as their purpose 
Figure 9.31
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revolves around movement and their design accommodates the average length of a human 
step. Stairs move people through the various levels of their environment, making possible tall 
buildings, complex programming, and the economic use of ground space.
 Buildings should be designed with careful consideration of their specific climatic 
conditions. In warmer regions such as Hawaiʻi, exterior staircases should be implemented in 
vertical living conditions. The tropical climate is ideal for passive design, and elements which 
can take advantage of this allow people to enjoy the outdoors to a greater extent. Exterior 
staircases can also create a welcoming exterior environment, something more than the traditional 
flat facades of many buildings. In addition, exterior staircases can add visual appeal to buildings 
or even be used as a stunning design element. 
Stairs That Turn
 
 The main entrance of a building or residence is sometimes adjacent to public circulation, 
which can make occupants feel awkwardly visible when entering or exiting their home. With the 
stairs elevated and then turned, the transition provides more privacy compared to the abrupt 
public to private one in normal staircases. This facilitates psychological distancing of the private 
Figure 9.33
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realm from the public realm, resulting in more comfortable living and protection of privacy. 
 
Some Shade for Stairs  
  When considering stairs, you must provide an additional level of design to accommodate 
people transitioning between levels; for some people using the stairs may be difficult and special 
considerations for the sun need to be considered. Shading the stairs makes the experience more 
comfortable, and may be further benefited by the incorporation of trellis work or actual shade 
trees. This can create dappled light which more accurately simulates nature, accentuating the 
experience. Overhead shading is the most common form of shading, though shading from the 
sides can provide a sense of privacy or protection in addition to the light-play that becomes 
available. This approach can add an extra textural dimension to what would otherwise remain a 
hard, less charming experience.
 
Boundary
Figure 9.34
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Natural Materials for Boundary
 
 Boundaries are a vital part of directing the use of public space and city planning, but 
when made of unnatural materials, they can feel static, uninviting, as well as synthetic. These 
qualities are then brought to the spaces they come to define, lending unwanted character to a 
program or person’s territory in addition to their intended purpose. Boundaries are necessary to 
delineate public and private space, but they do not need to be abrupt or sharp. Natural materials 
such as wood, stone, plantings, or others that resonate with the character of the space as a whole 
create an environment that is as equally controlled but far more inviting than those defined by 
fences or walls. 
 
Gradient of Layers
Figure 9.36
Figure 9.37
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 Boundaries are often a hard or intrusive presence in our experienced space. A continuous 
white plaster wall or the universal beige concrete masonry unit (CMU) walls are monotonous, 
drab, and detract from the areas in which they are employed. They exist as rocks in a stream 
which demand the world flow around them, and interrupt or negatively define the activities 
adjacent to them. Boundaries must be well intentioned, without feeling fortified or imposing. 
The integration of hard and soft edges can engage the senses for users transiting public spaces, 
playing with color, shadow, or texture. The formally institutional, bland wall becomes an 
addition to the space instead of the more common detraction, adding a layer of experience and 
life to a residence.
 
Green for Privacy 
Figure
Single wall        vs       Gradient
Figure 9.38
Figure 9.39
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  The space between houses built too close together can be uncomfortable when a neighbor 
can see into your house or yard. To partition spaces effectively, plant trees for privacy. This way, 
windows, door, and outdoor spaces in between do not feel exposed.  
 
Green Screens 
  When two buildings are built close together, in a high-rise living situation, utilizing a 
green screen on the exterior of a building can create extended private spaces while providing a 
small garden space. A green screen lets people experience a little bit of nature while still allowing 
windows for natural ventilation and light to come through. 
Vegetation
Figure 9.41
Figure 9.40
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Productive Landscaping
 
 Landscaping purely for ornament is a waste of resources; the modern landscape currently 
favored by society is based on the misleading notion of convenience, focused on affordable 
installation and an easily maintained sense of sculpted nature. It is a quick, but shallow, attempt 
at naturalizing the home or public space. Little real work is required, and virtually anyone may 
successfully maintain this type of intervention. Caring for this type of landscape consists only of 
mowing, applying pesticides and herbicides , and removing clippings or leaves. However, this 
practice itself is damaging to the environment, using excessive  resources while contributing 
nothing substantial to the home; it maintains superficial beauty that leaches chemicals and into 
the living ecology. This is far removed from our nature–worshipping ancestors, who indulged 
in a living relationship with the land. As Smit describes, “During the past 200 years that 
millennium-old positive relationship deteriorated into a further and further separation of town 
and landscape.”19 The new culture of suburbia embraces the trivial landscape; lawns, famished 
soil, and superficial plants. Water waste is measured by millions of gallons, soil runoff destroys 
usable land, and the practices we engage in to keep the earth productive are incredibly damaging 
to the soil and ultimately to ourselves. Current practices are unsustainable across multiple levels, 
and are causing the death of the land for a shallow, transitory beauty. 
19 Smit, Jac. (2005) ix 
Figure 9.42
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  People are risking their health for the manicured lawn rife with fertilizers that pollute 
aquifers and fresh water, subjecting ourselves to cancer and other health problems. Gas 
powered blowers also cause enormous localized air pollution in urban areas, as Palmer  states, 
“A 2011 test by the care experts at Edmunds showed that a consumer-grade leaf blower emits 
more pollutants than a 6,200 pound 2011 Ford F-150 SVT Raptor.” This marks the two-stroke 
leaf blower as much worse in emissions than a pickup truck or sedan: “the two-stroke engine 
emitted nearly 299 times the hydrocarbons of the pickup truck and 93 times the hydrocarbons 
of the sedan. The blower emitted many times as much carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides as 
well.”20 Rather than unleash such pollution for the maintenance of unproductive plants, the yard 
should be marked by a landscape of varied and edible plants, which provides food for families, 
encourages a healthy ecology, and brings life back to the soil. 
  To borrow Viljoen’s  definition, a productive urban landscape is “open urban space 
planted and managed in such a way as to be environmentally and economically productive, for 
example, providing food from urban agriculture, pollution absorption, the cooling effect of trees 
or increased biodiversity from wildlife corridors.”21 We can apply this idea across all scales, 
ranging from the residential landscape of individual properties to the entire urban area of a 
metropolis. When food is grown and cultivated organically, it results in tremendous energy or 
resources being saved. There is no dependence on chemical fertilizers or pesticides, and the need 
for planes or refrigerated trucks to transport the produce is greatly reduced as it is produced in 
situ. 
   For productive urban landscaping, the placement of the majority of plants in sunny 
locations with well drained soils is also essential. Some fruit trees have the potential to provide 
shade, and the substitution of smaller fruiting plants and herbs for ornament can serve as ground 
cover. When addressing color, both in the landscape or even the kitchen, edible flowers are the 
best choice. Vegetables that require regular harvesting should be planted in such a way that they 
20  Brian Palmer, “How bad for the environment are gas-powered leaf blowers?,” Washington Post, 16 September 2013. https://www.washing-
tonpost.com/national/health-science/how-bad-for-the-environment-are-gas-powered-leaf-blowers/2013/09/16/8eed7b9a-18bb-11e3-a628-7e6dd-
e8f889d_story.html  
21 Viljoen, Andre. (2005) xviii 
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may be managed easily, in areas that are solely devoted to their growth. Keeping such plants 
separate from permanent plantings will allow for the proper cultivation and tilling of the soil, 
as well as the ability to rotate plantings to different locations as needed. Other resource-efficient 
techniques include the planting of trees on the south- and west-facing facades of buildings, to 
incorporate them with the climate control techniques of the building. This has been shown to 
have a 10–50% reduction in the annual cost of environmental systems.22 
Plant Native 
 
 Hawaiian species are being forced out of existence throughout the state. With the arrival 
of Captain Cook in 1778, hardier and more aggressive “exotic” species of plants and bugs were 
introduced. Characterized by their vigor and rapid dispersal, which often result in wiping out 
endemic and indigenous plants, these new species have had a devastating impact on the native 
species ability to maintain their original ecology. Today, the majority of gardeners in Hawaiʻi 
grow non-native plants as they are easily maintained, contributing to the issue of protecting 
native species. 
  An endemic species is defined as a species that is native to only a particular area, and 
is found nowhere else. Kamehameha Schools defines that which is endemic to Hawaiʻi as “the 
spores or seeds of plants that arrived by natural means, carried by wind, sea currents, or birds 
22  “Landscaping,” US Department of Energy. 2015. http://energy.gov/public-services/homes/landscaping   
Figure 9.43
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countless ages ago. Eventually, the plants developed characteristics so different from their 
ancestors that they became distinct species and, in some cases, genera.”23 This helps elucidate 
the fact that endemic species in Hawaiʻi are both rare and incredibly unique, deserving special 
acknowledgement and protections. According to Kamehameha Schools, “Hawaiʻi has the 
highest percentage of endemic species in the world; 99% of the Hawaiian insects and land shells 
are endemic, as are 98% of the birds and 89% of the flowering plants.”24 This is a result of the 
extreme remoteness of the island chain. 
  Indigenous species are species which are “native to Hawaiʻi but may also be native 
elsewhere.”  Kamehameha Schools defines them as plants that “came to Hawaiʻi without the 
aid of humans, in most cases more recently than the endemic ones. They have not changed 
appreciably as time has passed and their counterparts elsewhere continue to grow.”25  Plants 
introduced by the colonists of the Marquesas and Society Islands are classified as native. 
Kamehameha School notes, “Between 500 and 1200 AD these people transported plants to 
cultivate for use as food, clothing, medicine, and dyes, and to satisfy other human needs in their 
new island home. They also introduced three useful domestic animals—the dog, chicken, and 
pig.”26  
  Native species include, endemic, indigenous, and Polynesian introduced plants and 
should be given priority over “exotic” non-native plants. The reintroduction of Hawaiian plants 
will serve to not only  prevent the extinction of these species, but will also encourage and 
strengthen the unique Hawaiian ecology by preventing the decline of other Hawaiian species 
such as insects and birds. The plants should be carefully cultivated in their historical climates, 
and encouraged to thrive.
Building Details
23  Kamehameha Schools. (1979) 8 
24  Ibid.,8 
25  Ibid.,8 
26  Ibid.,8 
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Doors and Walls
Screen
  For comfortable living in tropical climates such as Hawaiʻi, screens are an important 
feature for residential buildings. Screens allow the proper use of trade winds and local breezes 
for natural ventilation while also keeping mosquitoes and other pests at bay. Essentially, screens 
introduce aspects of the outdoor environment to the indoors, while maintaining the comforts of 
remaining inside. Screens should be installed anywhere a window or door is regularly opened, to 
act as a second skin for the house and allow for comfortable passive cooling.
Solid for Private
  Especially in residential homes, a front door should be distinct and made of hardy 
materials like solid wood. Such a door intimates that a place is private, while also maintaining 
a sense of security for the resident of that place. Solid, heavy doors are also resistant to the 
elements, and because they are the primary means of entering or exiting a residence, the act of 
locking a door creates a tangible sense of privacy or security in the home.
 
Translucent to Opaque for Public
Figure 9.44
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 At the base of buildings, the use of clear or variously textured glasses should be favored 
to promote a sense of transparency. Rather than compress and deaden a sidewalk with heavy 
concrete or faceless brickwork, glass engenders a greater sense of space. One may see what is 
going on at street level—glancing into buildings, watching people, noticing stores. Transparency 
at the ground level creates a sense of welcome for pedestrians and improves the experienced 
quality of the public realm. Glass doors and windows create a sense of permeability, encouraging 
visitors to enter and fostering a better relationship between interior and outside space.
Trim
Natural
  Within a neighborhood, and especially with low-rise dwellings, the trim around windows 
and doors should impart natural or nature-like qualities. Use of materials like wood, stone, 
or synthetic materials that mimic natural materials to some extent will allow these fixtures to 
enhance the look and feel of the neighborhood at large. This is a consideration for the public 
appreciation of a private residence and conveys a more humanistic quality, as opposed to the use 
of components clearly manufactured wholesale by machines.
Contrast Complementary
Figure 9.45
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  The contrast in colors around the windows and doors of a home against its siding can 
add a great deal of aesthetic quality to the home. The contrast also breaks up the otherwise 
monotonous quality a wall may impose on those passing by. The color or thickness of trim 
should be cohesive with the rest of the home, and the trim should accent the building through 
complementary  colors, repetition, or other design aspects. While contrast between trim and wall 
is perfectly acceptable, the juxtaposition should feel natural, encouraging harmony in the overall 
design of the home to avoid becoming an eyesore. As a general rule, the trim of a building should 
be in good proportion to the size of the wall.
Materials
Sustainable/Reusable
  To the extent possible, materials used in the creation of homes or other buildings should 
be sustainable or reusable, as should the methods used in the creation of those structures. This 
is a practice that is both healthier for the environment and sets a precedent for the tenants to 
conserve as much as possible. Rutgers School of Engineering describes sustainable materials as 
“materials that are used throughout our consumer and industrial economy that can be produced 
in required volumes without depleting non-renewable resources and without disrupting the 
established steady-state equilibrium of the environment and key natural resource systems.”27 
The utilization of sustainable materials helps to maintain the macro-equilibrium of the entire 
ecosystem of the earth. Sustainable materials can also be quite innovative and vary immensely, 
ranging from “bio-based polymers derived from polysaccharides, or highly recyclable materials 
such as glass that can be reprocessed an indefinite number of times without requiring additional 
mineral resources.” 
  Reusables are often salvaged materials that are in good condition, sourced from existing 
buildings for use in new building projects. These materials prevent waste, and aid in the reduced 
27  “What Are Sustainable Materials?,” The State University of New Jersey. 2010. http://sustain.rutgers.edu/what_are_sustainable_materials 
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consumption of fresh, raw materials.
  The implementation of a sustainable and reusable lifestyle is also reflective of traditional 
Hawaiian culture, as waste of any form was seen in a very negative light. Ancient Hawaiians 
were very conscientious of what they took from their natural environment, and were careful 
about replenishing their resources. Importation of goods was not viable during their time thus,  
a balanced consumption of local materials was the only option available, yet ancient Hawaiian 
culture grew and thrived. An example of this approach can be studied in the way they managed 
resource use through the implementation of kapu. During certain seasons, the Hawaiians placed 
kapu on certain fish; as David Malo states, “during the month of hina’ele’ele the ‘opelu were 
snatched and eaten while the aku was made kapu. Anyone including the ali’i could not eat the 
aku. If someone had been heard to have eaten the i’a, then he or she was killed. ‘opelu were 
eaten during the month of Kaelo and then the eating of [‘opelu] was over.”28 This example is 
comparable to modern day fishing resource management, and the same idea can be applied to the 
conservation of energy. Awareness of the limited supply of all resources available to sustain the 
human population encourages their economical use, helping to sustain the balance needed for a 
healthy environment.
A Mixture of Materials
  The monotonous use of materials can make structures less noticeable, often rendering 
otherwise interesting buildings dull. Clever mixing of materials or juxtapositions of form and 
color make for engaging compositions that distinguish a space or building. Concrete floors in 
the kitchen and tile floors in the bathroom are an initial foray into this kind of material play, 
and can add complexity to the experienced quality of a space. Complementary mixing of wood, 
stone, ceramics, and concrete serve to make for a more visually appealing environment. The 
relationships between the amount of materials used in a space can also change its aesthetic 
dramatically. The use of a monolithic concrete floor along with intricate tile-work are quick  
28 Malo, David, Hawaiian Antiquities. (1987) 
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examples of the immense range of possibilities available to the designer. The use of single 
materials should be avoided.
 
Figure
Natural Colors
  In Hawaiʻi, the use of natural colors that blend with or complement  the environment 
show deference and respect to the beauty of the islands and local culture. Colors can unify a 
neighborhood for residents or distinguish it for visitors. When considering colors, natural tones 
that complement the environment are the best choice, and one should take climate and other 
natural qualities into consideration before settling on a palette. In Hawaiʻi, these colors include 
white, grey, brown, tan, blues, dark greens, olive, and sand tones.
Patterns that are Alive 
Figure 9.46
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 The analysis of the Mānoa–Waikiki transect through the utilization of the hybrid 
methodology helped identify existing design patterns that defined patterns considered to be 
”alive” and patterns that were considered to be “dead.” By examining individual components 
one can identify these patterns that affect the larger experience of the environment. The identified 
design patterns are largely based on aesthetic and experiential qualities that engage the human 
senses and consider the well-being of society as a whole. This is important in beginning to 
understand the cultural, ecological, economic, and social problems reflected within the urban 
environment of Honolulu. The process of reorienting individual design components toward the 
preservation and sustainability of culture, ecology, and environment will alleviate economic 
and social disparities . Honolulu will then be a city that is memorable—complementary to its 
distinctly unique natural landscape.   
 Here is a list of patterns that have been identified as a result from this experiment that can 
be  defined as patterns that are ‘alive’:
- Any  system that utilizes living organisms that cultivate a healthy environment
- Any closed loop system
- Any pattern that promotes human well–being –psychological, social, or physical
- Any pattern that engages the senses
- Any architectural pattern that utilizes the natural environment for daily needs and comfort  
 levels—  (passive design)
- Any pattern that utilizes renewable energy
- Any pattern that is environmentally or ecologically oriented 
- Any pattern that aims to preserve indigenous culture 
- Any pattern that engages in art
- Any pattern that makes a person feel alive and inspires awe, inspiration, beauty, and truth.
 In considering further studies, it will likely be necessary to employ a thorough site 
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analysis, moving beyond the immediate and physical layers describing a generalization of 
appropriate urban design. Honolulu exists as a wealth of dynamic and rich qualities which are 
unique in the world. Therefore, the specific history which is associated with a region is vital 
in proposing design scenarios that are sensitive to place. For example, the site’s directionality 
and names of wind and rain types associated to place should be known and considered. Local 
landmarks and landscape, soil types, and even the historical uses of the land are other examples  
that are informative of site and regional specific design which are crucial for understanding 
a place before working to orient that space towards its true nature. Part V brings together the 
elements of an indigenous worldview, the hybrid methodology, and a modern approach to 
architecture and planning to form a whole systems approach that is focused on architectural 
applications that address problem patterns in Hawaiʻi with focus given to ecology and 
environment.   
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Part V
 A Whole Systems Approach 
 The whole systems approach described over the following chapters is a design 
methodology based upon a contemporary Hawaiian worldview. The patterns of this methodology 
were created with an integration of the Hawaiian and the English languages and describe a 
unification of Western and Hawaiian mindsets within an architectural approach to environmental 
design. This methodology strives toward environmental and ecological awareness within the 
built environment through the use of four common environmental elements which organize 
the design patterns of the methodology. These elements are wind, rain, light, and land . The 
characteristics inherent in  each element will heavily inform the architectural and cultural 
response towards each respective element.
 Part V patterns work toward achieving a greater degree of environmental and cultural 
sustainability within the built environment while pursuing the ultimate goal of resource 
independence for the Hawaiian Islands. Chapter 9 (Makani/Wind)  deals with strategic design 
patterns which respond appropriately to the Hawaiian trade winds. Chapter 10 (Ua/Rain) offers 
insights on methods  for properly utilizing the abundance of rainfall offered by the islands. 
Chapter 11 (Ao/Light) explores ways to harness the massive amounts of solar energy available 
in Hawaiʻi, as well as solutions for allowing natural light carefully into the built environment. 
Finally, Chapter 12 (‘Āina/Land) explores the human relationship with the living land, methods 
of respectfully managing local agriculture, and community interdependence.
 Each of these chapters will begin with an introduction not only to the environment, 
but the Hawaiian beliefs and cultural perspectives associated with each environment. The 
subsequent patterns exploring various scales of human intervention within the environment 
are labeled with a title in English, but associated with a meaning which is oriented towards a 
Hawaiian worldview. Each set of environmental patterns will begin with human interventions 
at a large scale—the neighborhood, then proceeds down through respectively smaller scales 
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until arriving at the human scale and materiality. Each pattern will also offer specific ecological, 
environmental, and resource-independence-based design solutions.
 The summation of these patterns is a description of the major facets of the urban 
environment, from the scale of a person up to the scale of a neighborhood. Some of these 
patterns draw from DeKay and Brown’s book Sun Wind and Light; their technique for analysis 
and a few of their patterns are included in this Part. Considerations towards natural systems, the 
environmental patterns which define them, and the appropriate place of humanity within this 
larger system can be understood within the design methodology described by this place specific 
pattern language. The final result of employing these patterns throughout Hawaiʻi will be not 
only an ecological revival for those inhabiting the islands, but the creation of a cultural revival 
which will take root in this new expression of traditional Hawaiian culture.
‘Aina‘Ao
‘ao neighborhood
‘ao blocks
‘aina neighborhood
sculpt ‘aina
‘aina urban elements
‘ao building
let ‘ao in through 
openings
let ‘ao in through the 
crown
‘aina building
orient to ‘aina
organize around ‘aina
turn ‘ao into energy
welcome ‘ao 
give ‘ao presence
raise ‘aina
conserve and protect 
‘aina
reintegrate ‘aina
Building 
Groups
L7-L9
Buildings
L4-L6
Building 
Parts
L1-3
Makani ‘Ua
Ua Building
 Courtyard
Conservation Development
Open Atrium
    Impluvium Compluvium
Rainwatter Harvesting
Productive Landscape
Inverted Roof
Conventional Roof
Cistern
Rain Chain
Pool
Rain Garden
Roof
    Clay Tile
    Metal Glass
    Vegetated
    Grass
    
Ao Building
Thin Plan
Thick Plan
Sidelight Room
Atrium Building
Daylight Room Geometry
Atrium / Courtyard Light
Photovoltaic Walls and Roof
Window Placement
Interior Color of Surface
Exterior Roof Material and Color
Window Orientation
      Wind Catcher
Operable Windows
Screen
      Concrete,
      Brick,
      Wood
      Metal
      Vegetated
Makani Building
Breezeway Atria
Vertical Breezeway
Horizontal Breezeway
Sky Bridge
Covered Walkway
Operable Lanai
Engawa
Outdoor Rooms
Deep Overhang
Trellis
Indigenous Trees
Cross Ventilation
Stack Ventilation
Cross + Stack Ventilation
Open Floor Plan
Thin Floor Plan
Makani Neighborhood
Converging Ventilation
Breezy Streets
Plants with Buildings
Ua Neighborhood
Retention Pond
Bioswale
Network of Reservoirs
Interwoven Buildings and Ua
Ao Neighborhoo
Open Space and Buildings
Ao Blocks
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Ola i ke ahe lau makani
There is life in a gentle breath of wind1
 The environmental elements of wind,rain, light, and land were considered to be alive in the 
indigenous Hawaiian belief system. These elements were sentient features of nature, and were named 
for human interactions with those elements. These names gave insight to, and established relationships 
with, the assorted personalities which were projected onto the environment. Through this act of 
anthropomorphism, the environmental elements became alive, and by their relationship to Hawaiians, 
allowed the reading of mystical signs throughout their journey. Winds were much more dynamic 
in ancient Hawaiʻi; they embodied color, carried scents, and were experienced through a physical 
presence due to the rippling pressures felt against the body. Akua often took form through elements of 
the environment, and as such could be harnessed by certain beings. For example, the folktales of Maui 
harnessing the sun are known across Polynesia. The depth of the Hawaiian relationships to environmental 
elements, as they are perceived by Western culture today, is unfathomable. One way of describing the 
relationship between Hawaiians and akua can be through visualizing a four–dimensional portal, allowing 
humans to experience nature on a spiritual level that in turn ensures their survival.
The following examples of elemental personification are exemplified by Mary Kawena Pūkuʻi’s ʻOlelo 
Noʻeau. These examples are just some of the hundreds of wind names that exist in the islands:
The Ho‘eo o Moanalua 
The whistling wind of Moanalua2
Ka makani hoʻolapa o Kaumaea  
The playful wind of Kaumea3
Ka makani kaʻili kapa o Nuʻuanu
The garment-snatching wind of Nuʻuanu4
1  Pūkuʻi, Mary. (1983) 271 
2  Ibid.,158  
3  Ibid.,158  
4  Ibid.,158  
MAKANI an introduction to whole systems 
patterns
Ka makani kaʻili alona o Kipahulu
The love-snatching wind of Kipahulu5 
To illustrate the “aliveness” of the love-snatching wind, Pūkuʻi tells this story:
A  woman of Kipahulu, Maui, listened to the entreaties of a man from Oʻahu and 
left her husband and children to go with him to his home island. Her husband 
missed her very much and grieved. He mentioned his grief to a kahuna skilled 
in hana aloha sorcery, who told the man to find a container with a lid. The man 
was told to talk into it, telling of his love for his wife. Then the kahuna uttered an 
incantation into the container, closed it and hurled it back into the sea. The wife 
was fishing one morning at Kalia, Oʻahu, when she saw a container floating on a 
wave. She picked it up and opened it, whereupon a great longing possessed her to 
go home. She walked until she found a canoe to take her to Maui.
 The energy imparted by the elemental winds to Hawaiians was much stronger and its significance 
much greater than in modern times. Today, there is a disconnect between humans and their
relationship with the wind; the energetic flow that was once intimately and clearly heard has been quieted. 
In part, this is due to a shift towards Westernized cultural values. However, this disconnect can also be
attributed to the environmental elements becoming increasingly stifled by inconsiderate development 
practices and the urban sprawl guiding current building trends. There are few places one may go to 
listen to the winds in solitude and further a personal relationship with nature. This chapter describes 
environmental practices focused on dynamic wind flow strategies, enabling people and neighborhoods 
to interact while designing consciously for and around the wind. These practices will begin to create an 
environment where natural elements can be felt again. For example, residential homes are usually places 
for comfortable interiors and views, neglecting the natural resources present on a site that would have 
enabled design methodologies focused on the surrounding environment. Fostering historic Hawaiian 
relationships with the natural environment is the aim of this dissertation, a goal which will require design 
approaches that embrace and honor the natural elements.
5 Pūkuʻi, Mary. (1983) 158 
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Operable windows allow for a variety of 
INTERACTION WITH MAKANI  of openings in the 
walls
ADORN MAKANI by employing screen 
windows and walls
REDUCE TEMPERATURES OF MAKANI by 
interweaving plants with buildings
DRAW IN MAKANI THROUGH THE ORGANIZATION 
OF SPACE BETWEEN BUILDINGS 
CREATE A POROUS BUILDING FOR MAKANI 
BY CUTTING THROUGH THE MASS OF A BUILDING
MAKANI BUILDING
WALK WITH MAKANI BY CREATING EXTERIOR 
CIRCULATION 
VISIT WITH MAKANI BY DESIGNING ROOMS FOR THE 
OUTSIDE 
CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI and graciously 
enable it to pass through
CALL MAKANI by facing its predominant direction, 
and welcoming it through orientation of openings in 
the walls
MAKANI NEIGHBORHOOD
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MAKANI NEIGHBORHOOD vignettes
Neighborhood and 
building patterns are a 
combination of previous 
patterns. Building and 
Neighborhood patterns 
are intentionally unfilled 
to represent a freedom in 
approach to designing.
Material
Element
System
Room
Room 
Organization
[Building 
Outcomes]
Urban Elements
Urban Fabric
[Neighborhood 
Outcomes]
Take a tierd approach 
when designing for Makani
Neighborhood
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Converging Ventilation
Breezy Streets
 Wind is desirable in the streets of hot tropical climates to cool people and remove excess heat 
from the streets; it also becomes a potential resource to cool buildings by designing for cross ventilation. 
Cross ventilation or well ventilated spaces are important all of the time in these climates. DeKay and 
Brown suggest:
- To cool streets in an urban area, orient them 20-300 oblique to winds to maximizes airflow.
- Take advantage of cool air drainage and night thermal currents by organizing the patterns of   
 streets and open space.
- For regular organization of buildings in an urban pattern shorter buildings on wider streets   
 promote more air movements.1 
Breezy Streets
 To enable cross ventilation within a building, the structure must have sufficient access to wind 
flows. A building located within an urban area will have additional need for cross ventilation due to high 
levels of heat gain in the urban environment, mixed with difficulty in radiating that heat. Narrow sky view 
factors in urban areas makes dispelling excess heat difficult, while buildings in urban areas drastically 
slow wind speeds. Friction blocking wind due to trees or buildings can make it difficult to cool urban 
areas when compared to open locations.2 Buildings or streets can be oriented in relation to the prevailing 
winds to maximize exposure to winds. Streets parallel to the prevailing wind experience the highest air 
velocity, while streets perpendicular to the wind encourage wind to flow over buildings, which results in 
slower and more turbulent wind in the streets.3 When a street is oriented obliquely to prevailing winds 
it will create a situation in which the two sides of a building facing the wind experience positive wind 
pressure, while the opposing sides will be subject to negative wind pressure maximizing cross ventilation 
within buildings. 
 Buildings create an area of reduced wind velocity on their leeward side. Therefore, buildings 
utilizing cross ventilation should be separated by five to seven times the building height to ensure 
adequate airflow; when built behind one another as such, shorter buildings may be constructed closer 
together.4 
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 30 
2  Ibid., 67 
3  Yannas. (1995), DeKay and Brown (2014) 67 
4  Ibid., 67  
DRAW IN MAKANI THROUGH THE ORGANIZATION 
OF SPACE BETWEEN BUILDINGS 
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DRAW IN MAKANI vignettes
w
H
upwind 
eddy
stable
vortex
10.4 Skimming Flow
10.3 Wake 
10.2 Isolated Roughness
downward
eddy
20-300
20-300
10.1 Orientation of Primary Streets for Ventilation
10.5 Grid- Aligned
Staggered
10.6 Percentage Plan Density (%)
3%
5%
5%
7.5%
7.5% 10%
10% 15% 20% 30% 50%
15% 20% 30% 50%
Skimming Flow is caused when 
buildings are organized in rows 
spaced closely together and 
oriented perpendicular to wind 
creating a stable vortex between 
buildings
Staggered buildings allow the 
wind flow around one building 
to assist in providing ventilation 
for the adjacent building while 
along-wind spacing between 
buildings may be decreased 
A Wake Interference is induced 
when spacing is larger than that 
required to create a stable vortex 
between buildings, but smaller 
than the sum of the upwind and 
downwind eddies
The wind will drop between the 
buildings if the spacing is larger 
than the sum of the upwind and 
downwind eddies, resulting in a 
pattern of Isolated Roughness, 
which is good for ventilation.
 If the orientation is not too far 
from the prevailing direction, 
good circulation can still be 
promoted in the street, such that 
wind moves through the city
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014) 68
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014) 63
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 Converging Ventilation
 According to DeKay and Brown, wind patterns within dense urban areas will have a significant 
impact on the area itself as well as the surrounding, less developed area.1 When experiencing calm 
regional winds, the urban heat island effect can overpower local wind flows and create a centripetal wind 
pattern, moving from areas of low urban density towards areas of higher urban density.2 This effect is 
most prominent at night, and is capable of causing winds that are stronger than those occurring naturally 
in the surrounding countryside. The wind patterns result from highly urbanized areas producing and 
storing more heat during the day.3 The temperature differential between these low– and high-density urban 
areas is exacerbated at night, when low density areas cool more rapidly. The nighttime cooling causes 
warm air in highly urbanized areas to rise, which creates a low-pressure zone capable of drawing cooler 
air from the city perimeter towards the center.4
 DeKay and Brown explain that these effects, that are most pronounced on calmer summer nights, 
may potentially be utilized to flush dense areas of excess heat and pollutants. They suggest, two main 
urban design elements are required:
 1) A band of undeveloped, preferably vegetated land at the perimeter of a city which can serve as 
a cool air source.
 2) Wide corridors to provide a path for air to move from less dense urban areas into more dense 
urban areas. This calls for a system of linear greenways or boulevards in a converging organization, with 
one or more centers.5
 Wide vegetated avenues and open linear parks of 100 meters or more in width will enhance urban 
cooling on calm nights.6 Orienting one or more of these corridors parallel to the prevailing winds will 
bring cool air into dense urban areas. Connecting perimeter greenbelts with city centers will help promote 
passive cooling of a metropolis. The area of a greenbelt should be 40 to 60% of the area requiring 
cooling.7 To maintain wind velocity traveling through urban areas, DeKay and Brown recommend 
that streets and blocks be organized into neighborhoods placed perpendicular to summer winds and 
interspersed with open spaces of 400x400m minimum size, to allow wind to reach its unobstructed 
velocity.8 
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 15 
2  Ibid.,15
3  Ibid.,15 
4  Ibid., 15 
5  Ibid.,15-16
6  Ibid.,15-16 
7  Ibid 15-16 
8  Ibid.,15-16
DRAW IN MAKANI by organizing space 
between buildings 
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DRAW IN MAKANI vignettes
1856 City Plan, Charleston, South 
Carolina
The 1856 City Plan, Charleston, South 
Carolina, lies on a peninsula between 
the Ashley and
Cooper rivers, and is  designed 
to maximize the use of cool, 
southwesterly, summer breezes that 
dependably blow every afternoon. 
Streets are aligned east–west or
SSW/NNE, extending from river to 
river, thus guiding wind into the city.
1856 Plan of Washington, 
DC
Prevailing summer winds 
come from the south in 
Washington, enabling winds 
to enter the city over the 
open space of the Potomac 
River
Figure 10.7: Map of Washington D.C. and Charleston, S.C. showing prevailing winds 15
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014)  16
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REDUCE TEMPERATURES OF MAKANI by 
interweaving plants with buildings
Plants with Buildings
 In climatic zones that are hot and arid like the Ewa plains of ‘Oahu, or in densely built-up 
areas like downtown Honolulu where the temperature tends to be higher than the rest of the island, an 
integration of plants with buildings  can cool air temperature. High temperatures in dense urban areas 
are often caused by heat generation from fuels, increased absorption and storage of solar radiation, poor  
radiant sky cooling, and reduced wind speed due to the surface roughness of a city.
 The evapotranspiration reflection, shading, and storage of cold air is a result of areas that are 
planted. These planted areas effectively produce cooler areas that are 10 to  15 0F lower than purely built 
areas. According to Chandler, “parks in dense areas create localized circulation patterns from heated air 
rising for dense areas of heat island peaks and then placed by cooler air from vegetated areas.”1 
 Smaller open spaces that are evenly distributed have a greater cooling effect than a few large 
parks. However, if this is the case, streets can be oriented to carry cooler air away from parks.2 DeKay and 
Brown state, “hypothetical studies suggest that for a city of one million, urban temperatures do not start 
decreasing until the evaporating surfaces, i.e., planting, are 10–20% of the city area. The minimum air 
temperature can decrease in temperatures of 9 to 100 F as the evaporating area increases from 20 to 50% 
of the city3
 In Hawaiʻi, while cooling effects from evaporation and plants will reduce air temperatures, the 
effect of shading has greater capabilities, ranging from 15 to 35% of total cooling energy savings from 
trees. However, the combined effect of shading and evaporation from trees creates savings in energy for 
cooling in the order of 17 to 57% for a 25% increase in tree cover4 
 
1  Chandler (1976) 43, DeKay and Brown. (2014) 33,   
2  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 34 
3  Myrup (1969) 918, DeKay and Brown. (2014) 34  
4  DeKay and Brown. (2014)  34
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REDUCE TEMPERATURES OF MAKANI vignettes
Plan of Chandigarh, Punjab, 
India
Year: 1951
Designer: Le Courbusier
Major streets are oriented 
toward the prevailing wind.  
While linear open space breaks 
up the superblocks allowing for 
night drain cooling.  
a)Villa El Salvator, Lima Peru
Designer: Miguel Romero 
Sotelo
b) Cooling effect due to tree 
cover, Sacramento 
6 am
Existing Tree Cover
10% 
Additional 
Cover
15% 
Additional 
Cover
60
70
80
90
100
6 pmnoon12 
mid
b)a)
12 
mid
Plan of Savannah, Georgia
Year: 1856
Designer: James Oglethorpe
The plan is  repetitive module of 
neighborhoods centered around 
a park block
Figure 10.8: Integrating Parks Can Reduce the Temperature of Cities Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014) 33
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014) 33
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014) 33
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MAKANI BUILDING
Operable windows allow for a variety of 
INTERACTION WITH MAKANI  
ADORN MAKANI by employing screen 
windows and walls
CREATE A POROUS BUILDING FOR MAKANI 
BY CUTTING THROUGH THE MASS OF A BUILDING
MAKANI BUILDING
WALK WITH MAKANI BY CREATING EXTERIOR 
CIRCULATION the roof plane
VISIT WITH MAKANI BY DESIGNING ROOMS FOR THE 
OUTSIDE 
CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI and graciously 
enable it to pass through
CALL MAKANI by facing its predominant direction, 
and welcoming it through orientation of openings in 
the walls
Take a tiered approach 
when designing for Makani
Building
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MAKANI BUILDING vignettes
Material
Element
System
Room
Room 
Organization
[Building 
Outcomes]
Neighborhood and 
building patterns are a 
combination of previous 
patterns. Building and 
Neighborhood patterns 
are intentionally unfilled 
to represent a freedom in 
approach to designing.
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Breezeway Atria/ Horizontal Breezeway
Vertical Breezeway
Breezeway Atria/Horizontal Breezeway
 When attempting to create continuity or connection throughout the urban environment, the 
occupied spaces within large structures need to be comparable in scale to the neighboring buildings as 
well as the existing scale of the street. The breezeway atria is a space which becomes integrated into 
larger urban structures while existing as natural vertical spaces, enabling the creation of “shared” nodes 
within the urban web. These perforations within large buildings create more than shared natural public 
spaces, providing ample cross-ventilation and natural light to the buildings in which they are integrated. 
Such spaces also provide a location for social interaction or may rejuvenate occupants lifestyle. The 
ability to view a breezeway atria can influence circulation routes or enhance views from adjacent 
apartments or offices. Enabling residents or an office worker to see natural spaces from above is more 
engaging than the urban environment, creating a natural sense of enclosure within the surrounding city. 
When viewed from the atria itself, the urban landscape is merely a portion of the city, rather than the sole 
defining characteristic of the environment.
Vertical Breezeway
 The tradewinds in Hawaiʻi can provide dramatic relief from hot or humid days which would 
otherwise feel oppressive. The use of moving air in cooling spaces has been long-used in stack 
ventilation, which is a passive technique for keeping structures located in tropical climates cool. As warm 
air rises, the difference in pressure created by warm air rising draws the cool air into that space. This is 
particularly well suited to high-rise buildings, as the differences in air temperature at the top and bottom 
of a structure are especially high. This results in a greater pressure differential, thus a greater cooling 
potential results. Vertical breezeways can be formed from continual internal voids, linking the ground 
floor with the sky, and can parallel central circulation zones such as lift lobbies or the service core of 
a tower. The requisite thermal displacement to create stack ventilation can also be found in the space 
between adjacent buildings, in the form of micro-atmospheric convection. These naturally occurring 
principles take advantage of the way in which atmosphere reacts to heat, and should be incorporated into 
the master plan of future tropical cities, or single buildings.
CREATE A POROUS BUILDING FOR MAKANI 
BY CUTTING THROUGH THE MASS OF A BUILDING
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POROUS BUILDING FOR MAKANI vignettes
Vertical Breezeway
WOHA, 2003
The Met
Singapore, Tropical/Humid
Cross + Stack Ventilation
Natural Daylighting
Exterior Circulation
Low-rise - High rise Capability
Horizontal Breezeway
WOHA, 2005
Scool of the Arts
Singapore, Tropical/Humid
Cross Ventilation
Aerodynamic Design
Natural Light
Social Zones
Breezeway Atria
WOHA 2011
Oasia Downtown
 Singapore, Tropical/Humid
Cross Ventilation
Natural Light
Multiple Ground Levels
Vertical Gathering Spaces
Low rise - High Rise Capability 
Figure 10.9: Breezeway Atria
Figure 10.10: Vertical Breezeway
Figure 10.11: Horizontal Breezeway
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Outdoor Rooms
 Because buildings can interrupt natural elements such as the sun and wind, they create a series 
of unique microclimates around them. Combinations of wind and sun directions have implications on 
the location of outdoor rooms. Figure 10.13 depicts rooms for microclimates in temperate and humid 
summers.  When summer wind and sun directions are oblique to each other, the outdoor room can be 
located to the north side of the building where there is more shade and the wind will blow through the 
space.1 However, when summer wind and sun directions are coincident, the outdoor room should not be 
located on the north side of the building, because it would then lose access to the wind.2 When cooling 
winds are opposed to the hot sun direction, the outdoor room may be located for best shade and the 
building will not block the wind.3
 In humid but cool climates, outdoor rooms should be located in places with access to
breezes while also providing shade, either from the building through the use of shared shade or by means 
of overhead shades (Cool Makani ).
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 103
2  Ibid.,103 
3  Ibid.,103 
VISIT WITH MAKANI BY DESIGNING ROOMS FOR 
THE OUTSIDE 
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VISIT WITH MAKANI vignettes
Wind and Sun
Directions
Coincident
Oblique
Temperate
Summer - Humid
Tropical
Opposed
Figure 10.12: Shadow Studies
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WALK WITH MAKANI BY CREATING EXTERIOR 
CIRCULATION
Sky Bridge
Covered Walkway
Operable Lanai
Engawa
EXTERIOR CIRCULATION opens a building to trade winds through transition spaces. When hot and 
humid  conditions predominate, circulation can be exposed, without air-conditioning , even in large 
buildings.
Sky Bridge
  WOHA’s Met Tower Apartments in Singapore takes advantage of tropical, humid conditions. 
The design incorporates a staggered arrangement of blocks that enable cross ventilation, offering multiple 
views of both the city and the river, while enhancing breezes by funneling them between towers. The 
apartments are separated by air gaps between the towers that are bridged by sky gardens that provide 
exterior entertaining areas with pools and gardens directly off living areas. The Met tower focuses on 
ventilation by implementing both a “loose” plan as well as generous floor openings to provide access to 
breezes for four units per floor.
Covered Walkway
 In warmer or wet climates, exterior covered walkways provide shelter for pedestrians. In Hawaiʻi 
where the outdoor climate can be uncomfortably hot, covered walkways will protect people from direct 
sunlight,  supporting pedestrian movement and in turn decreasing reliance on vehicular transportation. 
Operable Lanai
 An operable lanai offers a flexible private / public space while supporting a naturally ventilated 
and naturally illuminated interior. The Brillhart house utilizes folding louver doors, creating a seamless 
transition from the interior to the exterior. The space can be closed off for a more secure feel while the 
louvered folding doors let fresh air in. 
Engawa
 Uniquely Japanese, an engawa is an exterior hallway or a roofed transition zone. Located between 
the interior rooms of the home and the garden, it is created by extending the interior floor to the exterior. 
The roof of the engawa extends to the garden. In Japan, engawa  are used as a flexible space, one that 
signifies  transition as well as informal gathering.
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WALK WITH MAKANI vignettes
Operable Lanai
Brillhart House, 
Brillhart Architecture, 
2014
Public and Private 
Flexibility
Natural Ventilation
Natural Daylighting
Engawa
Goodsill House, 1952
Natural Ventilation
Natural Daylighting
Social Space
Covered Walkway
Garden Association
Covered Walkway
Diya House, SPASM 
Design Architects, 2016
Sun and Rain Protection
Natural Daylighting
Interaction with Nature
Low Rise - High Rise
Sky Bridge
WOHA Met Tower, 2005
Natural Ventilation
Natural Daylighting
Structural Support
Views 
Figure 10.13: Exterior Circulation
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COOL MAKANI by providing shade overhead
Element: Roof 
Deep Overhang
Trellis
Indigenous Trees
SHADE OVERHEAD prevents direct heat gain on exterior surfaces enabling passing air to feel cool
Deep Overhang
 A frequent issue for designers in Hawaiʻi is direct heat gain for buildings and the urban 
environment. Employing a shady structure overhead will block direct sunlight from heating the walls 
and interior of a building. Control over direct heat gain, passive ventilation and cooling, and protection 
of the walls from the elements are factors influenced by overhead architectural elements. The outdoor 
experience of exterior spaces such as the lanai are also influenced by the roof, as it dictates the amount of 
interaction with the environmental elements. A deep overhang should be incorporated to shade exterior 
rooms as well as cool the interior of a building. 
Trellis
 Utilizing an overhead trellis provides a minimal amount of elemental protection when 
compared to a deep roof overhang. However, a mixture of roof types creates a dynamic environment for 
experiencing the outside as well as inside, with light and shadow play changing throughout the day. 
 Properly considered placement of overhead elements will help keep buildings and urban 
environments more comfortable and encourages people to interact with the outside environment.
A roof overhang should carefully consider the sun and its varied positions during the day and seasons,  
maintaining light levels appropriate for occupant comfort while keeping the angle of the roof in line 
with the demands of the interior program. An appropriate roof should consider major wind and rainfall 
trends while employing ventilation strategies for temperature control within the building. In climates with 
consistently warm year-round temperatures like Hawaiʻi, the overhead elements become a linchpin of 
building design.
Native Trees
 Trees provide an additional thickness to the envelope of a building by diffusing solar heat
gain from walls and elements beneath its canopy. Within the public sector, best practices call for trees 
to shade public space and circulation such as sidewalks and streets. Native trees should always be 
implemented as a first option.
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COOL MAKANI vignettes
Deep Overhang
Liljestrand House 
1952
Oʻahu
Cross Breeze, Thin 
Plan, Well Shaded
Trellis
Tea House Bamboo 
Courtyard by Sun Wei 
of harmony world 
consulting & design 
(HWCD)
Shiqiao garden north-
west of Shanghai
May 2012
Indigenous Trees
Implement 
indigenous trees that 
specifically grow in 
the area of interest.
Figure 10.14: Roofs and Shading
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Cross Ventilation
Stack Ventilation
Cross + Stack Ventilation
Open Floor Plan
Thin Floor Plan
 
 Cross ventilation is often a missed opportunity for creating well ventilated, comfortable 
living spaces. It is crucial for most climatic zones in Hawaiʻi. Uninterrupted pathways between 
windward facing inlets and leeward facing outlets allow heat to escape. Thus, open floor plans 
are highly recommended, essentially treating an entire building as a single room. DeKay and 
Brown state that “the rate at which a living space is cooled depends upon unobstructed pathways 
from inlet to outlet as well as the degree to which a room is orientated towards the predominant 
wind flow.”1 High pressure zones develop on the windward side of a building as air flows around 
it, while low pressure zones are created on the opposite side of the building. The inlet on the 
windward (high pressure) side of the building allows wind to be pulled through, while the outlet 
releases the pressure allowing the wind to travel through the building. Therefore, screened and/or 
operable windows and doors should be implemented for inlet and outlet openings. 
 In less than ideal scenarios where wind and building are not perpendicular, effective 
ventilation may still be achieved in orienting variations up to 400 perpendicular to the prevailing 
wind.2 
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 129 
2 Givoni, (1976),  DeKay and Brown .(2014) 127 
CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI and graciously 
enable it to pass through
CLEAR THE PATH FOR MAKANI vignettes
Single 
opening
12-14%
------
37-45%
35-42%
13-17%
22%
37-45%
37-51%
16-23%
23%
40-51%
47-65%
2 openings in the 
same wall 
2 openings in 
adjacent walls
2 openings in 
opposite walls
Single opening
High openings
2 openings- same 
wall
Low openings
2 openings with 
wings
High and Low 
Openings
2 openings- 
opposite walls
2 openings 
adjacent walls
Figure 10.15: Examples of Cross Ventilation Redrawn from Sun WInd and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014)
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Stack Ventilation
 When designing for ventilation, employing an air stack methodology is helpful for both the 
removal of warm stagnant air as well as directing air across multiple levels. In this case, a series of 
low inlets and high outlets are utilized. Stack ventilation is good for areas on the island where airflow 
maybe calm or an urban condition may block the building’s access to wind. Stack ventilation creates an 
effectively similar sensation to cross ventilation, but utilizes a gravity ventilation system instead of wind 
velocity. Rooms are cooled by stack ventilation when the warm air that rises and exits through openings 
at the top of the room, which is then replaced by cooler air entering low in the room.1 This allows for 
building orientation independence. 
Utilizing inlets that are equal to the area of outlet will provide maximum air flow rates.2 
Outlets should be placed on the negative-pressure leeward side of the building, implementing clerestory 
windows or high operable windows.3 
Cross + Stack Ventilation
 The combination of cross ventilation and stack ventilation can sufficiently ventilate a house.  
This strategy requires maintaining a large difference in height between the lower air inlets and the higher 
outlets.
1. DeKay and Brown. (2014) 154 
2  Ibid,155 
3  Ibid,154 
CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI and graciously 
enable it to pass through
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CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI VIGNETTES
A-1A Tall Rooms 1 Single- Banked Rooms
B Tall Room at Edge 2 Deep Room Between
C Tall Room Within 3 Wing Walls
4 Venturi Breezeway
5 Linked Rooms / Vent 
Through Circulation
D Dedicated Stacks
E Stair as Stack 
Stack Ventilation Sections Cross Ventilation Plans
B-5
D-2
D-2
E-5
C-2
E-3
Figure 10.16: Methods of Natural Ventilation
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CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI and graciously 
enable it to pass through
Open Floor Plan
 An unobstructed or open floor plan design allows breezes to pass through a building. Breezes are 
less effective in thick buildings with many interior partition walls in Hawaiʻi where extended periods of 
high external temperature are common.
Thin Floor Plan
 Contemporary impermeable high-rise construction in tropical cities where units are aligned on 
either side of an internal corridor cannot be cross ventilated as openings are only exposed to fresh air 
and trade winds on one side. This building style in the tropics performs poorly, is not sustainable, and is 
expensive. It requires air-conditioning for every unit for cooling and artificial lighting within the internal 
corridor. Apartments and offices in a high-rise development should have access to fresh air and daylight 
by opening all four sides to the exterior or the internal voids, which also keeps energy costs down. Thus, 
potentially uninhabitable spaces become habitable and self-reliant if the external power supply fails. 
 The ideal cross-ventilated building is one-unit-thick, thin in plan and elongated to maximize 
exposure to prevailing winds. In buildings more than one-room-thick and in all buildings with circulation 
corridors, the windward rooms can block the wind to leeward rooms. A one-unit-thick plan enables low-
cost, low-maintenance passive ventilation and lighting.
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CLEAR A PATH FOR MAKANI VIGNETTES
Open Plan
Brillhart House, 
Brillhart Architecture 
2014
Miami, FL
Natural Ventilation
Natural Daylighting
Thin Plan
WOHA Met Tower, 
2005
Singapore
Natural Ventilation
Natural Daylighting
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CALL MAKANI by facing its predominant 
direction, and welcoming it through 
orientation of openings in the walls
Orientation of Windows; Wind Catcher
Wind Catcher
 Misplaced windows often result in the need for air-conditioning, an unnecessary building load 
given Hawaii’s consistent year-round winds. Prevailing Hawaiian trade winds travel across the island 
from the northeast to east-north-east direction, providing cool air. Generally, openings should be placed 
here given winds are not blocked by urban scenarios or natural geographic features. Thus, smaller 
windows should be installed on the south facade for ventilation purposes; shades on the windows will 
mitigate south facade heat gain. 
 In situations where airflow is blocked by the urban or geological context, wind catchers are a 
possible solution. In areas consisting of high-density low-rise buildings such as those in Makiki or Moilili 
where it can be difficult to get persistent wind flow to every building, a wind catcher could beneficial due 
to its flexibility in orientation to catch the wind. This frees up the building form to respond to elements of 
greater priority, such as the alignment of streets or solar radiation for urban gardens. 
 Wind catchers are designed to draw high velocity winds due to its distance from the ground, 
which increases with height. However, they must match the variability of the predominant wind flow. 
Dekay and Brown, analyze various Iranian wind catcher styles, suggesting that after studying local wind 
currents thoroughly and determining the months that require most cooling, a choice can be made from 
wind catchers with openings to wind on one, two, or more sides. Egyptian wind catchers are designed 
for winds that blow consistently from one direction, while Iranian 4-sided wind catchers may be most 
suitable for situations where an equal distribution of winds blow from many directions.1 “Both of the 
Iranian types require vertical panels inside the head to keep wind from blowing through the top of the 
catcher. The vertical separations should extend into the tower shaft to the point of outlet, in order to keep 
the air flow path from short-circuiting to the other side of the tower.”2 
1  DeKay and Brown (2014) 
2  Ibid.,  
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CALL MAKANI vignettes
Iranian, 2-Sided
Opposing Directions
Iranian, 4-Sided
Multiple Wind Directions
Egyptian, Dominant with 
Secondary Direction
Pakistani, Single 
Predominant Direction
Wind Tower
Wind
Screen
Water
Building
University of Qatar
Doha, Qatar, 1982
Turner Construction
Figure 10.18: Passive Wind Towers
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Operable windows allow for a variety of 
INTERACTION WITH MAKANI 
Element: Windows and Walls
Type: Operable-sliding, Lever, Crank, Folding
Material: Glass, Plexiglass, Wood
Window types commonly used in Hawaiʻi:
Double hung, Jalousies, Sliding, Awining, Casement
 Operable windows allow for control of wind passing through the house. The most popular types 
of operable windows that are used in Hawaiʻi are the double-hung windows, jalousies, awning, and 
sliding windows (doors).  
 A single opening was built for the hale pili—a small door. The first window that was introduced 
to the Hawaiian people was the double-hung window. The hale pili slowly adopted the Western aesthetic, 
integrating windows and other elements within the walls of their thatched houses. The time line captures a 
sense of general residential architectural evolution post-Western contact.
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INTERACTION WITH MAKANI vignettes
1930
Blanche House
Single Hung Windows
Glass and Wood
Lanai
A- frame roof
1820
Missionary House
Double Hung Windows
Glass and Wood
A- frame roof
1962
Blanche Hill House
Sliding Wood Doors
Lanai
Flat Roof
1926 
Dickie Residence
Sliding Doors
Lanai
Over hanging eaves
Kauai
Double Hung 
Windows
Glass and Wood
Lanai
Pre- 1778
18
00
18
50
19
00
19
50
20
00
Hale Pili
Single Opening
Figure 10.19: Time Line of Operable Windows
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ADORN MAKANI by employing screen 
windows and walls
Windows and walls; Exterior  walls
Type: Screen
Material: Wood, Concrete, Brick, Vegetation
Employ SCREEN WINDOWS AND WALLS to cool a building
Solid walls block the flow of wind energy causing stuffy and heated spaces. 
Utilize screen windows and wall materials that are comprised of wood, concrete / brick, or natural 
material such as vegetation or traditional thatched material
Screen window and walls mitigate winds and also provide dynamic and diffuse light throughout the day— 
decorating the inhabited space. Screen property walls allow winds flow through the house while allowing 
a sense of interaction with neighbors
Implementing natural materials such as wood, vegetation and thatch material are functional, natural and 
decorative complimenting the context of the greater environment. 
Maintain the raw quality of the natural material by applying clear weather resistant varnish or paint
Vegetated - UACDC states “Vegetated walls and 
screens are a high initial investment however, 
the wellness benefits pay off- offering higher air 
quality, a reduced heat island effect, building 
insulation, energy efficiency, and aesthetic appeal. 
Opportunities of roof storm water runoff can also 
be conveyed or harvested through this system.”  
University of Arkansas Community Design Center. (2005) 168
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Ancestral Hawaiian 
Pili Grass (Thatch roof and walls)
 Local Expensive 
High 3-5 years replacement
 Biodegradable 
Radiation and Reflectance similar to Vegetated 
walls
Contemporary
Wood
Local
Feasible
Bi-Annual Weatherproofing Maintenance
Reusable / Recyclable
5% Solar (Shortwave) Radiation Reflectance
.9 Solar (Shortwave) Radiation Absorptance
Contemporary
Vegetated
Local
Expensive
Moderate- Trimming and watering
Biodegradable Vegetation
.25% Radiation Reflectance/ .7 Radiation 
Absorptance 
Style/Period: Contemporary
Material: Steel
Source: Outsourced Prefabricated and 
Manufactured
Cost: Expensive
Maintanence: Low
Environmental: Reusable / Recyclable
55% Solar (Shortwave) Radiation Reflectance
.45 Solar (Shortwave) Radiation Absorptance
Mid Century Modern
Concrete Blocks
Outsourced Prefabricated and Manufactured
Moderate
Low Maintenance
Reusable/ Recyclable 
40% Solar (Shortwave) Radiation Reflectance 
.6 Solar (Shortwave) Radiation Absorptance
INTERACTION WITH MAKANI vignettes
Figure 10.20: Materials Used in Facades
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Ola I ka wai a ka ʻōpua
There is life in the water from the clouds
Rain gives life1
  This chapter describes the cultural and physical qualities of Ua, or the Hawaiian rainwater, as 
well as the various types of rain experienced across the island. Historically, the many forms of rain were 
held in high esteem, with native Hawaiians able to describe thousands of types of rain. A specific place 
on the island could be discussed using the rain common to the area, with water being a fundamental 
characteristic to an understanding of place. Within Hawaiian culture, rain was beloved, praised, and 
welcomed; such investment in rain heavily shaped the perception of the Hawaiian worldview through a 
relationship with water. Life was within the rain, water represented good fortune, and rain nourished the 
land and sustained the body. A sacred element, Ua, was embodied by specific characteristics and at times 
represented the presence of a divine entity. Metaphors and emotion contained within indigenous poetry, or 
‘olelo noʻeau, allowed for a relationship with the personification of Ua to be founded among the people. 
Below are examples of writing which lent form to the living qualities of water.
Ka ua leina hua o Kāʻanapali
The rain of Ka’anapali that leaps and produces fruit2
Hahai no ka ua I ka ululāʻau
Rains always follow the forest3  
Ka ua Paliloa o Waimea
The rain of Waimea, Hawaiʻi that sweeps down the cliffs4
Ka ua Lanipaʻina o ‘Ulupalakua
The sky-crackling rain of ‘Ulupalakua5
Ka ua kea o Hāna
The white rain of Hāna6
1 Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1983) 271 
2 Ibid.,170 
3 Ibid.,405 
4 Ibid.,172  
5 Ibid.,170 
6 Ibid.,169 
UA 
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Ka ua kapuaʻi kanaka o Pālāwai
The rain of Pālāwai [which sound like] human footsteps7  
Ka ua pō‛ai puni o Kumaka
The rain of Kumaka that completely surrounds8 
Ka ua ‘ōʻiliʻili maka akua
The rain that appears here and there to denote the presence of a god9
Ka ua Kipuʻupuʻu o Waimea
An expression often used in songs of Waimea, Hawaiʻi.  When Kamehameha organized an army of 
spear fighters and runners from Waimea, they called themselves Kipuʻupuʻu after the cold rain of their 
homeland.10  
 The following pattern language describing Ua is composed of a series of ecological approaches 
to design, based upon Low-Impact Development solutions. These patterns work to address issues which 
stem from the channelization of the Hawaiian watershed, and promote solutions which will reinterpret 
the ways in which stormwater is managed. Through the act of slowing the pace of rainwater, by retaining 
and cleansing water on-site as opposed to rapidly dispersing this element across contaminated asphalt, a 
natural hydrological cycle will be reintroduced. The following patterns are aimed at the remediation of the 
once pristine streams of Hawaiʻi, which today have been severely impaired by channels and westernized 
stormwater management. By taking more sensitive actions with regards to water, the resurrection of the 
original Hawaiian watershed may occur. Architectural interventions focused on rainwater will celebrate 
the rain, drawing it back into the daily lives of those living on the island. Urban and architectural designs 
for rainwater must seek to restore the historical relationship to water that once existed within the natural 
world as well as the built environment. 
7  Pūkuʻi, Mary Kawena. (1983) 169 
8  Ibid.,173 
9  Ibid.,172 
10  Ibid.,169 
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Retention Pond
Bioswale
Constructed Wetland
Wetland Parkways
Retention Pond
 A retention pond is a constructed storm water pond that is used for water quality improvement, 
groundwater recharge, and flood protection by means of a permanent pool of water. Retention ponds 
remove pollutants from storm water run-off, which are found in high concentrations due to upstream 
roadways. The basins are designed to allow relatively large flows of water to enter and slowly seep into 
the ground when a large storm occurs instead of traveling through the urban storm water infrastructure. 
Retention ponds are better suited in areas with heavy amounts of precipitation. If the soil is highly porous, 
it must be compacted or overlaid with clay as slow infiltration is required to clean the storm water run-
off.1 There should be consistent water input and output to prevent a stagnation of water which could lead 
to eutrophication or an anaerobic environment—thus, aeration is necessary for aquatic and plant life to be 
present.2 A balanced aquatic ecosystem is required and will lead to a successful pond and add an aesthetic 
amenity to the community. Native or indigenous plants should be planted to maintain structure and 
stability. To ensure a healthy ecosystem, regular maintenance of retention ponds is required.
Bioswale
 Bioswales are landscape bioretention systems designed to mitigate storm water pollution through 
phytoremediation by means of facultative vegetation.3 They are treatment and drainage courses, as 
they are conveyed to  the urban storm water infrastructure. Bioswales are usually placed where there is 
significant automotive pollution—near parking lots, along roads, or driveways. These elements function 
on a smaller scale, under less than five acres.4 Curbs and other devices  should be cut to allow a direct 
flow of storm water into the bioswales. Bioswales built alongside watersheds will provide an added 
measure of removing pollutants from storm water runoff.
1  University of Arkansas Community Design Center. (2010) 160
2  Ibid.,160
3  Ibid.,182 
4  Ibid.,182 
CLEANSE UA by way of the earth
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CLEANSE UA vignettes
Mulch layer, 2-3” with 1:3 slope or less
Concrete curb and gutter
Outlet pipe
Compressed air tubing
Permanent pool depth
4’ average (10’ maximum)
25-100 year storage
Sediment Storage Volume
Pond aerator
Slope, 3:1 or less
Emergent plants
Normal Water Level
Compressor
Bioretention soil mix: typically 45% sand, 35% top soil, and 20% compost
Filter fabric
3/4” gravel base
Perforated under drain
Wetland planting: vegetation, succulents, herbs
2% slope
LID- 161
Retention Pond
Improves water quality 
and recharges the local 
ground water. May also 
serve as flood protection 
and acts to filter pollutants
Bioswale
These counteract 
stormwater pollution 
through phytoremediation. 
Often placed near heavily 
polluting areas such as 
parking lots or highways
Figure 11.5: Section Cut of Bioswale
Figure 11.2: Retention Pond
Figure 11.3: Section Cut Retention Pond
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Constructed Wetland
Wetland Parkways
Constructed Wetland
 A constructed wetland is a land area that retains permanent standing water that cleans polluted 
storm water through a range of distinct ecosystems, an artificial wetland.1 Wetlands are distinguishable 
from other land forms in that the characteristic vegetation consists of aquatic plants. The University of 
Arkansas Community Design Center (UACDC) design approach regards the constructed wetland as 
“a comprehensive treatment system. Constructed  wetlands, like infiltration basins, require intrinsic 
hydrogeologic properties to reproduce natural watershed functioning.” Wetlands are shallower than 
retention ponds and cover greater vegetation areas. These land-rich  biofilters are considered the most 
biologically diverse, which, when successful, result in extensive wildlife habitats. UACDC recommends 
that constructed wetlands be at least ten acres in order to maintain a shallow permanent pool.2 Water 
found in these wetlands may consist of freshwater, brackish water, or saltwater.
Wetland Parkways
 Parkways are an integrated pedestrian and highway landscape infrastructure that responds 
to environmental, ecological and social systems through design and architecture. Parkways are a 
combination of human pedestrian-oriented pathways-- green ways and/ or trails that are designed along 
major roads or watersheds with the intention of restoring ecology. Parkways serve as an ecologically 
experiential faculative approach to controlling flood and managing storm water through the use of riparian 
wetlands. UACDC states, “These thoroughfare accommodate a variety of different transit modes and 
their relative speeds. Parkways can handle one to two year storm events as well as larger 25-50 year 
events… Parkways provide a unique urban landscape at regional scales, requiring integrating government 
administration and regulation.”3
1  University of Arkansas Community Design Center. (2010) 186 
2  Ibid.,186 
3  Ibid.,120 
CLEANSE UA by way of the earth
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CLEANSE UA vignettes
Constructed Wetlands
Constructed Wetlands
Buildings
White Waterlily
DuckweedBuildings
Grass
Constructed Wetland
Minghu Wetland Park / 
Turenscape
Serves to slow the flow of 
water, provide habitat for 
local wildlife, and filters 
pollutants. Was once a 
heavily polluted concrete 
channel
Wetland Parkways
Tianjin Qiaoyuan Wetland 
Park, 2008
Once heavily polluted, 
now hosts many grasses 
which thrive in the saline 
alkaline soil
Figure 11.6: Minghu Wetland Park
Figure 11.7: Section Cut of Wetland
Figure 11.8: Diagram of Tianjin Qiaoyuan Wetland Park Programming
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Interwoven Buildings and Ua
  In hot and arid climates, water evaporating into the air can cool the air temperature. 
DeKay and Brown state "The evaporation rate in an enclosed open space, such as a courtyard, 
depends on the surface area of the water, the relative humidity of the air, the water temperature, 
orientation of the water’s plan (horizontal or vertical), and whether or not there are fountains or 
misting."1 
 When enclosed by walls or brought inside into open pavilions, water has the potential 
to cool the enclosure surfaces, particularly the ceiling, by radiation. Because radiant cooling 
is a function of the area and the angle of heat sink “seen” by a warmer body, if the cooler 
water can be run down vertical or sloping surfaces, it will be much more effective at radiantly 
cooling occupants. A shaded pond will be cooler than an unshaded one; shaded, a pond will 
have an average temperature near the daily average wet-bulb temperature of the air.2  Since the 
reflectance of water is poor, it transmits most of the radiation that strikes it. Horizontal surfaces 
containing water in the sun should, therefore, be light in color.
 For evaporation to be effective, the cooled space should be isolated from the ambient air 
to prevent mixing. Since the heat transfer between air and a horizontal film of water is poor, the 
evaporating surface area of water should be increased by sprays and fountains with very fine 
droplets.3
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 
2  Ibid., 
3  Ibid., 
COOL MAKANI BY INTERWEAVING UA INTO THE 
URBAN FABRIC
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Watercourse
Vegetated 
Compounds
Buildings
INTERWEAVE UA vignette
Figure 11.9: Village Plans of Muhiabad and 
Kousar Riz, Iran
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light
DeKay and Brown (2014),36
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CELEBRATE UA by organizing spaces around 
it 
Courtyard
Conservation Development
Courtyard
The courtyard scheme allows a garden to exist within a home.  The organization of program 
around a garden enables natural daylighting and ventilation into a building.  Within a courtyard 
arrangement, every room has a view of the outdoor space providing for psychological and 
recuperative benefits. Circulation revolves around the garden creating a consistent indoor / 
outdoor relationship.  
Conservation Development
 The conservation design approach allows for the same number of houses in an area 
to be redistributed in order to conserve open space and alleviate unnecessary areas of energy 
consumption. Individual, large lawns for homes waste space and diminish ecological functioning. 
The clustered approach supports the watershed by creating more space for hydrological systems 
to occur.  UACDC states, "compact residential development conserves 30-80 percent of a sites 
buildable land as permanent, undivided open space... Sprawling subdivisions ruin viewsheds that 
initially attract property investors to a site.1  
1  University of Arkansas Community Design Center. (2010) 130 
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CELEBRATE UA vignettes
Conventional Conservation
Atrium Courtyard
Compluvium House
Hyde+Hyde
2016
Courtyards allow greater 
amounts of light into the 
home, or can be used to 
embrace natural features 
such as a pool of water 
Conservation 
Development
With a change in 
planning a new 
development can house as 
many people while being 
far less destructive on the 
surrounding environment
Figure 11.10: Atrium Water Feature, Compluvium
Figure 11.11: Diagram of Compluvium Programmatic Massing
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HOST UA by allowing it in through 
the roof plane
Open structure Atrium
Impluvium / Compluvium
 Establishing a ground-to-heaven connection invites water into the building for an intimate 
interaction with natural phenomena. A prime example of this can be found in ancient Rome, where houses 
were often built with a central open atrium, as water played an important role in the home. The impluvium 
(rainwater pool) was the first space to be encountered on upon entering. The impluvium was situated 
directly under the compluvium (opening that let rain in), and consisted of a shallow rainwater pool on 
the ground level of the house which fed into an underground retention structure. Captured rainwater was 
then used domestically. The impluvium and compluvium adorned the interior with changing reflections 
throughout the day while the water brought the image of the sky to the ground plane. Occupants were 
able to observe the interaction of sunlight and moonlight upon the interior pool. The opening to the sky 
illuminated the interior space while creating an entrance for water and fresh air.
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HOST UA vignettes
Compluvium 
Inverted tile roof
Water access
Water access
Overflow drain
Impluvium
Underground hydro-vault
Impluvium/Compluvium
Roman Domus
Unknown Year
Herculaneum, Italy
Compluvium functioned 
as an amenity, but also as 
a cistern
Figure 11.13: Roman Compluvium, Herculaneum
Figure 11.14: Section View of Roman Compluvium
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HARVEST THE BLESSINGS OF UA
Rainwater Harvesting
Rainwater Harvesting
 Rainwater harvesting is the intention of accumulation—collection, storage, and deposition of 
rainwater from the run-off of roofs. Water is collected and redirected into an underground cistern, bladder 
tank, precast ferrocement septic tank, rain barrel, or slim tank.1  The water can be used for domestic 
purposes (once properly treated), gardens, irrigation, or groundwater recharge. Rainwater harvesting 
reduces the volume of water on storm water infrastructure by keeping it on-site. Hawaiʻi Landscape 
Services states, “one inch of rain on one square foot of roof area yields 0.62 gallons. To calculate how 
much rainwater you can catch each year, multiply the square footage of your catchment area by 0.62 
gallons then by the average rainfall. In areas that are prone to droughts, cut this figure in half.”2 To 
determine the size of storage, do this by multiplying the square footage of the catchment area by 0.62 
gallons then by the monthly rainfall, followed by subtracting the monthly demand3
 Required maintenance consists of emptying the storage tank periodically particularly in between 
rainfall events to maximize storage capacity and minimize runoff, as well as odors. Installing gutter 
screens and a first flush diverter is necessary to filter out debris and contamination in runoff away from the 
downspout. For potable use, filtration and purification equipment must be installed.4 
 
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 52 
2 Rainwater Harvestin 2017. http://www.hawaiilandscapeservices.com/articles/rainwater-harvesting/  
3  Ibid. 
4  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 56 
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HARVEST THE BLESSINGS OF UA vignette
Catchment Area
Conveyance System
Rain 
Gutter
Collection 
Barrels
Connecting 
Hose
Spigot
Rain 
Gutter
Figure 11.15: Diagram of Water Catchment System
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GUIDE UA by forming appropriate roof 
shape
Element: Roof
Inverted 
Conventional
Inverted roofs 
 Open or closed inverted roofs are representative of architecture that responds well to 
environments where rain is a common occurrence. The main purpose of an inverted roof structure is to 
collect water toward the center of the building. The water is then typically dispersed to a cistern on the 
interior or exterior side of the building. The roof allows water to easily and quickly flow off the roof and 
to prevent water buildup and potential water damage, as well as mold growth. These roof shapes can be 
easily adapted to an additional type of climate design, such as stack ventilation where openings on high 
areas on of the wall can be implemented. Inverted roofs also support water features, such as pools and 
water walls, which can irrigate interior gardens and garden walls.
Conventional roofs
 Roof style does not affect the harvesting of rainwater. A conventional roof allows a person to 
collect rainwater that is dispersed away from the house, and any style of roof will have comparable 
surface area. Cisterns are located outside of the house or underground. Water that is shed away from the 
house is utilized for gardens that are located on the exterior side of the home. 
 The size of a catchment area or roof will determine how much rainwater one is able to harvest. 
The area is based on the “footprint” of the roof, which can be calculated by finding the area of the 
building and adding the area of the roof’s overhang. Figure___ shows how differences in roof slope, 
shape, or configuration alone do not change the catchment area.
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GUIDE UA vignette
Roof Footprint
Inverted Roof
1+1>2 Architects
Vietnam
Thatched roof
Invites water into the 
interior, cooling rooms
Conventional Roof
While a roof may take 
many forms, within plan 
they all have an equivalent 
ability to gather rainwater.
Figure 11.16: Inverted Roof Invites Water 
Figure 11.17: Roof Footprint Comparison
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UTILIZE DESIGN FEATURES THAT WILL RECEIVE 
UA BY EMPLOYING APPROPRIATE WALL ELEMENTS
Element: Wall
Cistern 
Rain Chain
Cistern
 A cistern can be above ground or underground and is connected to an existing gutter system. It is 
the simplest form of harvesting storm water. Cisterns supply water to the household through a standard 
plumbing system. A residential cistern can store anywhere from 100 to 2500 gallons.1 Protect the cistern 
from sunlight to avoid algae growth and screen openings to prevent mosquito propagation. 
Rain Chain
 Rain chains are alternatives to a downspout. They are both decorative and functional, transporting 
rainwater from the gutter downward to an underground storage container or rain garden. The rain chain 
allows the rainwater to stay on-site as opposed to a gutter system that is connected to pipes leading to the 
street or a storm drain.
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 52 
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Tanks can be as small as 100 
gallons and as large as 2,500 
gallons. 
2500 gallons
100 gallons
Cistern
Earthworld Architects
2014
Inverted roof 
Rainwater catchment 
system
Pervious paving
Rain Chain
LID Architecture
2009
Sligo, Ireland
Allows rain to follow the 
chain to the ground
Creates experiential 
connection to the 
movement of water
Figure 11.18: Inverted Roof Water Catchment
Figure 11.19: Cistern Comparison
Figure 11.20: Rain Chain, Sligo, Ireland
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CREATE A PLACE FOR UA BY TAILORING 
THE GARDEN
Element: Ground
Pool
Rain Garden
Pool 
 Uncovered pools can function as both a natural presence within the building or as a cistern. Pools 
provide the psychological benefits of nature’s presence within the house while allowing control of water 
that may be dispersed on or off site. Pools can be useful for additional cooling of a site, but they must be 
carefully placed with regard to wind flow. (See Interweave Ua)
Rain Garden
 A rain garden is a planted depression that allows storm water runoff to infiltrate on site rather 
than being immediately dispersed into the storm water infrastructure. These gardens treat water in place 
through a process called phytoremediation.1 Layers of sand, soil, and mulch encourage microbial activity 
which cleans the runoff as it infiltrates and travels to the ground water table. The moisture retention that 
occurs within the systems of a rain garden is due to root systems that enhance infiltration, as well as 
maintain and augment soil permeability.2 Rain gardens are usually executed on a small scale, working 
best along driveways and compacted lawn areas.3 Indigenous or native plants should be planted for rain 
gardens due to their synergistic capabilities with local climate, soil, and moisture. UACDC suggests 
that “Rain gardens should be located at least 10’ away from buildings to prevent water seepage into 
foundations or underneath houses, causing mold and mildew problems. Also, location away from large 
trees allows exposure to sunlight so that rain gardens may dry out between storm events.”4
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010)  178 
2  B.C. Wolverton, Ph.D., R.C. McDonald-McCaleb (1986). “Biotransformation of Priority Pollutants Using Biofilms and Vascular Plants.” Archived April 7, 2009, at the Wayback Machine. 
Journal Of The Mississippi Academy Of Sciences. Vol. XXXI, pp. 79-89) 
3. Ibid.,79-89 
4  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 178 
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Indigenous plants absorb runoff and 
pollutants while attracting songbirds 
and butterflies
Perforated pipe to 
outlet
(if needed)
Ponding zone allows 
pollutants to settle 
and organic matter to 
accumulate
Rock/vegetated-
swale or pipe
Overflow 
structure 
Root zone aids 
in nutrient 
uptake, microbial 
activity, and 
infiltration gravel 
bed 
Soil Mixture
50-60% Sand
20-30% Compost
20-30% Topsoil
Rain Garden 
Serpentine Gallery
Pavillion
Peter Zumthor
2011
London, UK
Earth to sky connection
Garden 
Rain Experience
Biofiltration
Retention Pool
Torquato House
BAK
2013
Argentina
Earth to sky connection
Water feature useful in 
cooling
Figure 11.22: Serpentine Gallery Garden
Figure 11.23: Groundwater Recharging
Figure 11.21: Retention Pool Interior Circulation
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KEEP UA PRISTINE BY MEETING IT WITH 
SMOOTH OR NATURAL ROOF SURFACES
Element: Roof 
Clay Tile
Metal Glass
Vegetated
Grass
 Keeping harvested rainwater free from contamination is a major concern for reuse especially for 
household and gardening use. As soon as the rain hits the roof it is subject to contamination by pollutants 
that were deposited on the roof by wind, animals, insects, or by the leaching of the material with 
which the roof is constructed. Technically any type of roofing material would be suitable for rainwater 
harvesting, as a filtering and purifying process is always recommended before consumption. However, 
there are materials that are fundamentally less toxic and more highly recommended as first choice options. 
Clay Tile
 LID recommends a metal or vegetated roof as solutions with very low pollutant levels, with 
vegetated roofs at 60 to 100% effectiveness in treatment and retention of harvested water. Storm water 
runoff from a clay tile roof may produce minor sediment, but UACDC also recommends the use of clay 
tiles as an excellent surface for harvesting rainwater.1 
Metal 
 Metal roofs are impervious and low in pollutant levels, making the material excellent for 
harvesting. Initial costs and heat island mitigation are high, but their durability can extend from 40 to 60+ 
years.2 
Glass
 Utilizing a glass roof in a tropical environment is unusual, but could be appropriate in higher 
rainforest elevations like Kokeʻe on Kauaʻi or Waimea on Hawaiʻi Island . Overhead glazing can be 
complicated by  unwanted solar heat gain. A translucent roof allows an occupant to experience the sky 
and rain connection overhead, drawing the occupant’s gaze to the sky. Advances in the technology of 
glass roofs have made it possible to cover large volumes of space with just a membrane between the 
outside and inside world, enabling people inside to be aware of weather conditions, and to see and hear 
the rain. The glass material would also be well suited for rainwater collection.
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 51 
2  Ibid.,51 
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Clay Tile
Cost: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Lifetime: 50-75yrs
Effective in gathering 
rainwater
Metal 
Cost: Med-High
Maintenance: Low
Lifetime: 40-60 years
Mitigates heat island 
effects
Effective in gathering 
rainwater
Glass
Cost: High
Maintenance: High
Good Illumination
Interior Experience
Effective in gathering 
rainwater
Figure 11.24: Clay Tile Roof
Figure 11.25: Metal Roof
Figure 11.26: Glass Roof
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Vegetated Roof
 Vegetated roofs or green roofs are roofs of buildings that are partially or completely covered 
with vegetation. The system typically consists of a growing medium planted over a waterproofing 
membrane and requires layers such as root barrier, drainage, and irrigation systems. LID describes them 
as “garden ecologies that act as a closed loop system, collecting rainwater a t its source, infiltrating its 
system and reducing its volume thorough evaporation of plants.”1 This action creates a microclimate, one 
that improves air quality and enables a habitat for wildlife. Vegetated roofs enable a building to be more 
environmentally sensitive in several ways, such as absorbing rainwater, providing insulation, reducing 
heating and cooling loads, and mitigating the heat island effect, all while blending into natural landscapes. 
Vegetated roofs should be implemented in rainy flood-prone climates where flash flood events are 
frequent .2  
 There are two types of vegetated roofs commonly used. The intensive roofs which are thicker 
with a minimum depth of five inches and can support larger plants and trees are required for productive 
rooftop gardens. These roofs are heavier, require more maintenance, and have a higher initial cost, 
a commonly disenchanting reality for green roof admirers. The other type of green roof is called an 
extensive roof. These roofs are shallow and range in depth from 0.8 inches to 5 inches. Extensive roofs 
are associated more with grass and small shrubs.3 
 
Thatch
 Thatched roofs were the only kind of roofs used on dwellings in ancient Hawaiʻi. It served 
as a protective barrier against wind and rain while providing a very private dwelling space. The most 
commonly used plant for thatching was an indigenous grass called pili grass, preferred for its brown color, 
neat appearance, and pleasant odor. The pili was tied in rows, its stems facing toward the sky, then placed 
together in tight rows that were integrated into the roof from the bottom up. Roofs made of dried pili 
usually needed to be maintained every four or five years. 
 Today, pili grass has fallen out of favor in Hawaiʻi. Thatched material is a natural product made 
of reed, grass, or heather . Once the material is properly cut and dried, they can be woven together into 
a waterproofed roof. This is a naturally weather-resistant style of roofing and when properly maintained, 
can last for years.
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 170 
2  Ibid., 170 
3  Volder, Astrid; Dvorak (February 2014). “Event size, substrate water content and vegetation affect storm water retention efficiency of an un-irrigated extensive green roof system in Central 
Texas”. Sustainable Cities and Society. 10: 59–64. doi:10.1016/j.scs.2013.05.005. Retrieved 27 February 2014.  
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KEEP UA PRISTINE vignettes
LID states, Vegetated roofs have been 
shown to reduce cumulative annual 
runoff by 50 percent in temperate 
climates [and] can treat and retain 60-
100 % of the storm water they receive”
Plywood Deck
Vapour Control Layer
Insulation
Waterproof Membrane
Protection Mat
Drainage Layer
Filter Layer
Green Roof Substrate
Vegetated
Cost: High
Maintenance: High
Provides insulation, 
mitigates heat islanding, 
and promotes biodiversity
Wind and Water House
Architect: Vo Trong Nghia
Place: Vietnam
Climate: Humid
Thatched
Cost: Medium
Maintenance: Medium to 
High
Figure 11.27: Vegetated Roof
Figure 11.28: Vegetated Roof Layers Diagram
Figure 11.29: Thatched Roof
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Element: Ground 
Gravel
Grass and Concrete Pavers
Interlocking Concrete Pavers
Pervious Paving
 Pervious paving allows rainwater to be gradually filtered back into the soil through hard 
surfaces—stabilizing soil and supporting highly traversed zones. The slow vertical infiltration 
removes sediment and other pollutants from the water through the base layers of soil, gravel, 
and sand and directs storm water to underground aquifers. The water may also be retained for 
reuse. The intention of storm water pavers is to reduce the impact of storm water volume on the 
urban storm water infrastructure. Channelized impervious streams is wasteful and damages the 
environment. The rapid on-site repulsion of water from mostly impervious hardscapes such as 
the driveway and streets collects toxic pollutants from the urban environment and funnels them 
into the ocean. LID states, “An impervious surface will generate 2–6 times more runoff than 
a natural state.”  Rainwater that could have been used at the very least to hydrate landscapes 
becomes wasteful and contributes to toxic energy. Examples of pervious paving include  gravel, 
pervious concrete, porous asphalt, and permeable interlocking concrete pavements.
ALLOW UA TO REACH ‘AINA BY 
EMPLOYING PERVIOUS PAVING
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ALLOW UA TO REACH ‘AINA vignette
Curb/Edge 
Restraint
Open Graded 
Base: clear 
crushed 1” - 
1.5” aggregate
Non-woven 
geotextile on 
bottom and 
sides of open 
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Bedding 
Course: 3/8” 
aggregate 1.5-
2” deep layer
Soil Subgrade -
Zero Slope
3/8” aggregate in openings
Pervious Concrete
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Gravel
 These systems consist of an injection molded ring and grid structure, underlain by geotextile 
fabric and a sandy gravel base course. Some pervious pavements require vacuuming or watering which 
can be moderate to high maintenance for some; however, this system can be considered to be relatively 
low maintenance. Adding gravel over time is the most maintenance required. Light colored gravel 
mitigates the heat island effect.1
Grass Paver
 Grass pavers have a high initial cost and requires consistent watering. The concrete structure 
and base system protects allows for significant load bearing capabilities while guarding vegetative root 
systems from destruction by compaction.2 The protected vegetated spaces within the system allow for 
infiltration while providing an excellent water storage capacity. 
Interlocking Concrete Pavers
 Concrete units called interlocking concrete pavers, with open permeable spaces between the units, 
lend paving an architectural appearance while also being load bearing. The concrete material itself can 
also be porous. This material requires maintenance in the form of vacuuming, as dust or leaves tend to 
collect in the microvoid spaces.3 
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 79 
2  Ibid.,79
3  Ibid.,79  
ALLOW UA TO REACH ‘AINA BY USING 
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ALLOW UA TO REACH ‘AINA vignette
Gravel Systems
Initial Cost: Medium to 
High
Maintenance: Low
Durability: 10-20 years
Grass Concrete and 
Turf Pavers
Initial Cost: High
Maintenance: 
Moderate; Watering
Durability 20-40 years
Interlocking Paver 
Systems
Initial Cost: High
Maintenance: 
Moderate-High; 
Vacuum
Durability: 10-50 years
Figure 11.31: Gravel
Figure 11.32: Grass Paver
Figure 11.33: Interlocking Concrete Paver
University of Arkansas Community Design Center (2005) 79
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  This section of the dissertation explores the Hawaiian element Ao, translated in English 
as light, day, daylight, or dawn. According to Pūkuʻi, Ao can also entail distantly related 
concepts, such as growing, enlightenment, or the regaining of consciousness. Light as it relates 
to plants and nature, or the illuminating of ideas or the self. However, for the purposes of this 
research and the pattern language being constructed from it, Ao will refer to the Hawaiian 
concept of light, and the exploration of best practices in utilizing the ample light available in 
Hawaiʻi.
 Historically, as well as genealogically, Ao stems from the daylight realm of the Koʻihonua 
of the Kumulipo. This is the realm of the living which is inhabited by man, as opposed to the 
realm of Pō, the realm of darkness that belongs to the spirits. Ao is defined as the period between 
the first light of the sun rising and the last light of the setting sun. This is the period of time when 
plants consume energy from the sun to grow and people are most active in the world. Ao is a 
phenomenon that is considered a by–product of the sun, which suggests that sunlight becomes a 
different form of Ao at night. Moonlight becomes another face of Ao, describing sunlight which 
is reflected by the Moon to continue illuminating the world. Light positioned on the horizon, or 
in the sky during the day and night, guided Hawaiian farming practices. While this section is 
solely focused on daylighting strategies in urban design and architecture, understanding how the 
Hawaiian concepts of the elements combine into a Hawaiian worldview is necessary for properly 
grasping the culture.
AO 
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AO NEIGHBORHOOD
AO BUILDING
Take a tiered approach 
when designing for Ua 
Neighborhood
ALLOW AO TO ACCESS ‘AINA by observing 
shadow patterns created by buildings
organize blocks by GIVING SPACE TO AO
SCULPT AO BY BEING MINDFUL ABOUT THE MASS
LET AO IN THROUGH THE CROWN BY 
CREATING OPENINGS ABOVE
TURN AO INTO ENERGY by integrating 
photovoltaic walls and roof
WELCOME AO THROUGH OPENINGS IN THE WALL
GIVE AO PRESENCE by utilizing 
light surfaces
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Neighborhood and 
building patterns are a 
combination of previous 
patterns. Building and 
Neighborhood patterns 
are intentionally unfilled 
to represent a freedom in 
approach to designing.
Material
Element
System
Room
Room 
Organization
[Building 
Outcome]
Urban Elements
Urban Fabric
[Neighborhood 
Outcome]
AO NEIGHBORHOOD VIGNETTES
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Open Space and Buildings 1
 
 The diagrams in figure 12.2  show several variations of patterns between buildings and open 
space, along with potential implications with regard to solar access. These variations are shown as they 
relate to east-west, north-south, and partially rotated orientations. Utilize the altitude and azimuth angles 
for the sun at a site’s latitude during a given day or year can be estimated from a sun path diagram used to 
study shadow patterns on a site plan.
A) On east–west streets, parallel rows of buildings on deep lots, giving ample space between rows, allow 
full solar access to the south side of each building
B) Staggering setbacks will decrease solar access and increase building shading, unless buildings are 
spaced very far apart in the east–west direction
C) On shallow lots, buildings may shade each other
D) Decreasing the setback on the north side of the block allows more space in-between buildings in the 
north–south direction, while providing the potential for south-facing outdoor space for each building
E) Small setbacks on the north side, or zero-lot-line development will give maximum usable sunny 
outdoor space to the south side of buildings. Wide lots are necessary to keep solar access.
F)  These allow access to an inner block parcel configured longer in the north–south dimension
G) Duplexes, and attached town houses offer similar benefits on north–south streets
H) For narrow lots on north–south streets, staggering setbacks allows at least one half day of solar access 
per building
I) For streets not oriented to the cardinal directions, there are several options to provide solar access. Even 
though lots and streets are oriented non-cardinally, buildings may be oriented on these sites in relation to 
the sun. 
J) To obtain full solar access, lots should be wide enough to prevent shadows cast from one building onto 
another. Angled lots offer a more direct and conventional relationship between buildings and the street, 
but depending on street and building orientation, may offer less than full solar access to south facing 
elevations. 
K) Narrow lots on angled streets provide a similar level of solar access if buildings are south oriented.
1 DeKay and Brown (2014). 40   
ALLOW AO TO ACCESS ‘AINA by observing 
shadow patterns created by buildings
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A) E-W streets, deep lots
E) N-S streets, narrow face 
to street, wide lots
I) Noncardinal streets, south-
oriented buildings, wide lots
B) E-W streets, staggered
setbacks
F) N-S streets, flag lots
Flag lots (or alleys) 
J) Noncardinal streets, southerly-
oriented buildings angled lots
C) E-W streets, shallow 
lots, even setbacks
G) N-S streets, duplexes
K) Noncardinal streets, south-
oriented buildings
d) E-W streets, shallow lots, 
differentiated or narrow setbacks
H) N-S streets, staggered 
setbacks
ALLOW AO TO ACCESS ‘AINA VIGNETTES
Figure 12.2: Shadow Patterns
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown (2014)
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Ao Blocks1  
 When designing for a larger scale that requires careful placing of buildings for sun radiation, 
shadows created by buildings should be considered. For example, if a person is considering growing a 
garden, they should know how the conextual buildings will contribute to their placement of plants. 
City blocks that have been divided by a single alley are well suited for four-story buildings. Blocks that 
have no alleys may be used most efficiently by six-story buildings which support multiple atria.2  The 
primary criteria describing thin-plan is the sidelight room depth and the heigh to width spacing for 
daylight considerations, which can be less restrictive when used for sizing an atrium. Urban block or 
building patterns for properly daylit buildings are shown in Figure 12.3. DeKay and Brown note that there 
are three basic patterns to describe the proper integration of an atrium into cities built on a grid:
 
1. Buildings that fill an entire block, with single or multiple atria 
2. Hybrid buildings that combine atrium with sidelit or shorter atrium forms to fill an entire block
3. The linear and ‘alphabet’ building types in the diagrams can be used for sidelit buildings, 
especially within taller buildings located on blocks where size restrictions limit atrium sizing. 
 When considering thin sidelit biuldings within dense urban areas, the shown forms are at times 
placed upon a 2-4 story podium, which can be treated as a toplit building. Within all sidelit buildings, 
the massing of a building or the configuration of the block in which it rests will affect the surrounding 
outdoor microclimates. Consider modifying building spacing for daylight by orienting to allow rooms to 
face into the sun and wind. 
1  DeKay and Brown (2014) 43
2  Ibid., 43 
organize blocks by GIVING SPACE TO AO
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Multiple Atria 
Alleys/Multiple Atria 
on alley
Atria/Stopped 
Buildings
L Type/ / Edge 
Buildings
L Type/ Open Edges
Alleys/Multiple 
Atria 
6 Types/ Multiple 
Atria
Partial B Types
Partial Squares/
Single Atria 
Edge Rows w/ 
Alley
C/U Type
H Type 
N/S Open Edges 
Rows 
N/S Street Rows
Alley Rows/Open 
Edge 
O Type
X Type 
Rows w/ South Yards
Alleys w/ 6 Yards
Partial Block/Single 
Atria 
Single Atria on 
Alley 
Figure 12.3: Buildings, Daylight Block Types, Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown. (2014)  43
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AO BUILDING
SCULPT AO BY BEING MINDFUL ABOUT THE MASS
LET AO IN THROUGH THE CROWN BY 
CREATING OPENINGS ABOVE
TURN AO INTO ENERGY by integrating 
photovoltaic walls and roof
WELCOME AO THROUGH OPENINGS IN THE WALL
GIVE AO PRESENCE by utilizing 
light surfaces
Take a tierd approach 
when designing for Ao 
Building
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Material
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System
Room
Room 
Organization
[Building 
Outcome]
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Daylight Roofs and Walls
Thin Plan
 The thickness of the building is an important design consideration for a daylighted 
building. The ideal floor plan for daylighting from a sidelighted building is a thin plan that 
allowing light available for each space. The sidelighted room depth should be less that 2.5 
times the height of the window head to maintain a minimum level of illumination and an even 
distribution of light.1 Thin plan room arrangements can be utilized for single story buildings as 
well as multistory buildings. A natural screening system, such as leafy, full trees or a vegetated 
screen, will prevent unwanted heat absorption. 
Thick Plan
 For a thick-plan building, cut away openings through its massing to allow natural lighting 
to penetrate the building. Implement a combination of daylight techniques of sidelighting, 
toplighting and atrium schemes.2 Daylight geometries of the surrounding context, as well as 
shape of the building, will directly affect a building’s ability to receive more light into a space 
or cause unwanted glare. Consider the use of light shelves as well as the color and reflectivity of 
materials of the interior space for comfort in illumination. 
Sidelight Room
 For rooms that are unilaterally daylighted, sidelight room depth should be less that 2.5 
times the height of the window head to maintain a minimum level of illumination and an even 
distribution of light.3 When a room depth exceeds three times the window wall height, light 
levels in the darkest parts of the room approach 1% or less of the illumination available outside 
on an overcast day, making it inadequate for some tasks and requiring supplemental electrical 
lighting for most of the time.4 
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 110 
2  Ibid.,110 
3  Ibid.,161 
4  Ibid.,161 
SCULPT AO BY BEING MINDFUL ABOUT THE MASS
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SCULPT AO VIGNETTES
Thin Plan
Take advantage of 
ambient light to 
adequately illuminate the 
interior
Sidelight Room
In rooms that are 
appropriately shallow, 
sidelighting is adequate 
to fully illuminate a 
room. These may need 
to be supplemented with 
electrical lighting on 
cloudy days dependent on 
activity.
Figure 12.4: Thin Plan Building, Mermaid Drive, QLD, Australia 2016
Figure 12.5: Sidelighting, Jetvana Buddhist Centre, sP+a Architects, 2016
DeKay and Brown recommend:
Use a thickness dimension between outside wall and atria of
6H (head height of exterior windows) to achieve 90–100% of interior area daylight . 
Use 7H to achieve 80–90% area daylighted 
At low height to width ratios (1:1) atrium plan geometry is not very significant— square and rectangular 
perform similarly for this proportion. 
At higher ratios (2:1) square atria provide 7–10% more light to the atrium floor than rectangular atria with 
a 1:2 plan aspect. 
DeKay and Brown. (2014)
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LET AO IN THROUGH THE CROWN BY 
CREATING OPENINGS ABOVE
Atrium Building
Daylight Room Geometry
Atrium / Courtyard Light
Atrium Building
 Depending upon program  and use, open-air or enclosed atrium buildings, with an interior 
garden, can provide a combination of natural daylight and increased ventilation. It is a space that is social, 
semipublic, both indoors and outdoors, and functions as a transitional zone. An atrium space may serve 
as a centralized, open area that connects the people using the building. The design of the structure can 
also be especially highlighted in these types of buildings, p roviding a framework that allows the user to 
be connected to the sky. While orientation, daylight geometry, and roof shape are all significant design 
factors, the most important factors for allowing daylight into rooms are the height and width of the atria. 
Taller buildings with more floors require a larger atrium than shorter buildings. 
Daylight Room Geometry
 Daylight roofs such as skylights, atriums and skylight wells can transmit 10-80% of light that 
arrives at the roof surface.1  Skylights are useful for lighting rooms for single story buildings or the top 
floor of a multistory building.2 Skylights provide more even light across a room than unilateral side 
lighting. Daylight emitted from the roof can provide light to horizontal as well as vertical surfaces, 
drawing occupants focus inward and upward, connecting the occupant more to sky rather than to the 
horizon.3 With any opening within the envelope of a building, account for excess heat and glare and even 
distribution of light. To do this, analyze the daylighting geometry. 
Atrium / Courtyard Light
 Atriums serves light to other adjacent rooms, there fore light levels in the atrium need to be high 
(above 5% daylight factor at floor). The main concern is getting light to adjacent rooms in sufficient 
quantities, especially on the lower floors. Consider site climate and availability of necessary light, roof 
shape (if enclosed), and reflectivity of light. The proportion of the atrium is the most important factors in 
providing daylight. Short wide atria have more access to the sky than tall narrow proportions, therefore, 
more suitable in hot - humid, tropical climates like Hawaiʻi. Grow productive plants within the atria that 
has sufficient access to daylight.4 
1  DeKay and Brown.. (2014) 106 
2   Ibid.,186 
3   Ibid.,138 
4   Ibid.,138 
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Daylight Geometry
Surfaces built into a roof 
may serve to further 
utilize the daylight 
afforded by skylights, 
but must be regulated for 
excess heat or glare
Atrium Courtyard Light
More suitable in hot-
humid climates, may be 
used to grow productive 
plants if sufficiently lit
Skylight
Allow Ao into the 
building, providing 
natural illumination and 
increased ventilation
Figure 12.6: House SH by Hiroshi Nakamura & NAP Architects, Tokyo, 2008
Figure 12.7: The Roof House, Sigurd Larsen Architecture Copenhagen, Denmark. 2015
Figure 12.8: Room 11 Architects, Allens Rivulet, Tasmania. 2009
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Photovoltaic Walls and Roof
 In Hawaiʻi, the optimal tilt of the roof or systems should be close to 20° south and should be free 
of shading between peak solar hours—generally 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
 When designing for PV arrays, always integrate the systems as seamlessly as possible. To do this, 
calculate the building load to get the sizing of the PV panels necessary to meet the building’s electric load 
when designing the roof. Determine if PV arrays may be utilized in a multipurpose manner as some panels 
could be utilized as shading devices or glazing. Typically, PV panels are mounted onto racks and attached to 
a building’s structure above the roof envelope, but can be integrated into the structure serving as an element 
to the building skin. Supportive roof design factors  for PV implementation include: roof ridges oriented 
east–west, large roof elements sloped toward the south as well as uninterrupted roof area dedicated solely 
to PV.1 If you live in an area that routinely clouds up in the early afternoon, an easterly orientation may be 
best. System performance will be severely reduced if panels or modules have a northerly orientation or are 
excessively tilted.
Figure 12.10 provides a general sizing chart for residential homes utilizing PV with 12% efficiency. 
Contact a local photovoltaics company to determine an estimate in PV sizing required for desired outcome. 
1  DeKay and Brown (2014) 221
TURN AO INTO ENERGY by integrating 
photovoltaic walls and roof
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TURN AO INTO ENERGY VIGNETTES
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Figure 12.9: Recommended PV Tiles for Hawai’i
Figure 12.10: Residential Electric Load (kWh/day total) Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. Dekay and Brown (2014) 221
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. Dekay and Brown (2014) 221
Reccomended PV Tilts 
for Hawaiʻi
These angles will 
optimize the collection of 
solar power, panels may 
also be used for shading. 
PV Array Size
Larger sizes of PV arrays 
will gather more power, 
but must also be placed 
within the site. Energy 
needs and space must 
balance
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WELCOME AO THROUGH OPENINGS IN THE WALL
Window Placement
WINDOW PLACEMENT can be organized to admit and distribute light in desired patterns to rooms.1 
 Light distribution from two or more sides of the room provide higher illumination and less 
glare than windows on one side of the room, particularly for taller buildings, while small and shallow 
buildings are best suited for rooms with daylight from one side. Place activities that require more light, 
perpendicular to the daylight windows to avoid glare. 
 Daylight windows should be placed higher on the wall for better illumination of the interior of 
a building. While windows placed lower on the wall are primarily used for viewing purposes, consider a 
combination of high ribbon windows and lower windows. See figure 12.12 for window considerations.  
 DeKay and Brown note that window area over 50% of the wall area will not improve light levels, 
and 40 to 50% is recommended. It is also important to take into consideration that glass facades greatly 
affect thermal comfort.2
1  DeKay and Brown (2014) 191-192 
2  Ibid.,191-192 
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WELCOME AO VIGNETTES
a) Light Shelves 
b) Effect of ceiling slope with light shelves
Light shelves enable a greater amount of reflected light 
to enter a room, increasing the perceived illumination of 
a space. This can be supplemented with artificial light on 
cloudy days or evenings. 
Glass Door
Corner Window
Centered Window
High Ribbon / 
Narrow Corner 
Horizontal Ribbon
Adjacent Windowss
Single Ribbon
Three Windows
Two Windows
Four Windows
300
300
200
200
110
40 ft
120
100
105
90
9 
ft
12
 f
t
100
90
90
Exterior Light Shelf
Exterior/ Interior Light Shelf
Flat
Sloped
Figure 12.12: Exterior Light Shelf (Top) and Exterior/Interior Light Shelf (Bottom)
Figure 12.11: Praia do Félix Beach House, Studio Vidal & Sant’Anna, 2011
Daylight Windows and 
Walls
Especially within taller 
buildings, such additions 
will provide higher 
ambient illumination. 
Greater than 50% wall 
area becomes unnecessary
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GIVE AO PRESENCE by utilizing 
light surfaces
Interior Color of Surfaces
Exterior Roof Material and Color
Interior Color of Surfaces
 In buildings that have a thick plan, or in dense urban areas where natural daylighting that is 
provided from the sky is limited, the color of surfaces—floors, walls, roof, and the surfaces of fixtures— 
can reduce the load of energy due to artificial lighting. The amount of light emitted from the sky decreases 
as one moves away from a daylight opening as does the proportion of the reflection from interior 
surfaces.1  Utilize light colored surfaces to reflect the light and increase the amount of light into the space. 
See figure 12.13 for approximate reflectance. 2
Exterior Roof Material and Color
 Dark surfaces absorb heat and raise the air temperature around them, an undesirable 
result on buildings in hot and humid environments. DeKay and Brown state, “combined  cooling 
energy savings from the effects of increased reflectance on reducing solar gain and outdoor 
temperature are estimated at up to 50% during average conditions and 30% during peak cooling 
hours. . . .  The surface temperature of a material is dependent on both its ability to reject solar 
radiation (its solar reflectance) and its ability to release back to the environment heat that it 
absorbs (its infrared emittance).3 
For roofing material, DeKay and Brown suggests, selecting materials in temperate to hot humid 
climates with an SRI above 50.4
SRI recommendations: Aluminum 56, Metal– Siliconized polyester white 71, Tiles–white 82, 
Coatings–White polymer 88-107, light yellow (99), Aluminized (56) (swl 278) 
1  DeKay and Brown. (2014) 276 
2  Ibid.,276 
3  Ibid.,277 
4  Ibid.,277 
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Color
Surface
Recommended Finish Reflectance
Daylight Reflectance of Color (Walls)
Reflectance (%)
Recommended
Reflectance (%)
Roofing Material
Asphalt
Premium white
Generic white
Grey
Light brown
Medium brown
Dark brown
Black
Metal
Steel
Aluminum
Siliconized polyester-
  white
Tiles
Metal, white
Clay, red
Concrete, red
Cement, unpainted
Concrete, light brown
Fiber cement, earth 
brown
Coatings
White polymer
Light yellow
Gray
Dark blue
Aluminized
0.36
0.25
0.22
0.19
0.12
0.08
0.05
0.61
0.61
0.59
0.67
0.33
0.18
0.25
0.42
0.26
0.7-0.85
0.79
0.40
0.12
0.61
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.04
0.25
0.85
0.85
0.9
0.91
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.86-0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.25
59 F
70 F
73 F
76 F
83 F
87 F
90 F
55 F
48 F
37 F
28 F
28 F
62 F
77 F
70 F
53 F
69 F
9-24 F
16 F
55 F
83 F
48 F
41
27
23
19
9
4
0
46
56
71
82
41
23
31
49
28
88-107
99
47
9
56
Solar
Reflectance
Infared 
Emittance
Termperature 
Rise
Solar 
Reflectance
Index (SRI)
White
Pale yellow & rose
Pale beige & lilac
Pale beige
Mustard yellow
Medium brown
Medium blue & green
Black
Ceilings
Walls
Floors
80-90
80
70
70-75
35
25
20-30
10
70-80
40-80
20-40
Figure 12.13: Roofing Materials and Associated Qualities
Redrawn from Sun Wind and Light. DeKay and Brown. (2014) 276
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‘AINA
  
 The Hawaiian word ‘Aina can be translated as “the land that feeds”. Pūkuʻi provides 
multiple definitions for ‘aina, such as land or earth. Yet rooted in the word is the concept of ‘ai, 
which means “to eat”. ‘Ai translates as food, or more specifically as vegetable food, which is 
often indicative of poi; a Hawaiian staple crop made out of the kalo plant. Chapter 1 reviewed 
the cosmogenic and genealogical origins of the Hawaiian people, as described in the Koʻihonua 
Kumulipo. This provides a basic grounding into the origins of Hawaiian self-identity where 
twelfth era of the Kumulipo describes the relationships between ‘aina, makaʻainana, and akua. In 
this era Wākea (Father Sky) and his daughter Hoʻohokukalani conceive a stillborn child named 
Hāloanaka. This child was laid to rest within the earth and from the very spot where he was 
buried a kalo plant began to grow. Shortly thereafter, Hoʻohokukalani gave birth to her second 
son, who was named Hāloa after the still-born child and is the elder sibling to all Hawaiian 
people. The relationships within this story illustrate a symbiosis between the gods, the land, and 
Hawaiians. To kanu ‘iwi kūpuna in the earth is to give mana to the growing plants that in turn 
nourish the people, before they too return to ‘aina. This era of the Kumulipo lays the foundations 
for an ecological consciousness among the Hawaiian people which roots them to the land.
 Chapter 11 analyzes methodologies for growing food and provides food-based solutions 
within various scales. This chapter also explores multigenerational, community informed 
housing, and networked systems as they related to the intrinsic and independent nature of the 
land. ‘Aina describes an ancient Hawaiian way of living, one that enabled the people to thrive 
while being far removed from the rest of the world for 2000 years. 
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‘AINA NEIGHBORHOOD
Take a tierd approach 
when designing for Ua 
Neighborhood
‘AINA BUILDING
ORIENT TO ‘AINA BY FRAMING THE VIEW
LIVE WITH ‘AINA BY CREATING A PLACE FOR IT 
INSIDE
RAISE ‘AINA AND HARVEST 
ITS BLESSINGS
BLEND THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN ‘AINA by 
sharing the roof, walls, and ground 
CREATE AN ABUNDANCE OF ‘AINA by 
TRANSFORMING SURFACES TO GARDENS
RE-INTEGRATE ‘AINA by planting edible and 
native
HEAL ‘AINA THROUGH CONNECTION 
KEEP ‘AINA CLOSE BY DESIGNING NEAR 
THE GROUND
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Neighborhood and 
building patterns are a 
combination of previous 
patterns. Building and 
Neighborhood patterns 
are intentionally unfilled 
to represent a freedom in 
approach to designing.
Material
Element
System
Room
Room 
Organization
[Building
Outcome]
Urban Elements
Urban Fabric
[Neighborhood
Outcome]
‘AINA NEIGHBORHOOD vignettes
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Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes
Productive Parks
Community Garden
Green Circulation
Network of Production
Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes
 According to Andre Viljoen, Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes are a coherently 
planned and designated combination of Continuous Landscape and Productive Urban Landscape that are 
productive in economical and socio-cultural and environmental terms.1 CPUL’s are intended to lay out 
a continuous open space in the urban environment, formed by a network of planted open space, linear 
parks or interconnected open patches. It is space that is reserved for providing food from organic urban 
agriculture, pollution absorption, leisure space and natural environment or increased biodiversity form 
wildlife corridors.2 
Productive Parks
 As with many movements relating to landscape architecture, the methodology of the productive 
park is intended to be a part of the urban infrastructure system, these spaces become functional as the 
lungs of a city. Productive parks act as an agent in cleansing the environment. Productive parks may serve 
as a catalyst for urban social and environmental reform. In addition to this, parks may serve as a place for 
people to serve the community, or gather in an act of being collective. Parks also foster a communities 
desire to interact with open space and nature.
 
1  Viljoen, Andre (2005) xviii 
2  Ibid.,xviii 
HEAL ‘AINA THROUGH CONNECTION 
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1. Existing Green Spaces
2. Link Them Together
3. Make them Productive
 (Continuous Productive 
Landscape)
HEAL ‘AINA vignettes 
Figure 13.1: Continuous Productive Urban Landscapes 
Redrawn from  CPUL. (2005)
Figure 13.2: Circulation Within Greenspace
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Community Garden
 The community garden is a piece of land gardened collectively by a group of people. These
spaces act not only as an area in which social activities may occur, but come to redefine aspects of com-
munity behavior as well. Such places become part of the neighborhood culture which foster collective 
actions. Integrate community gardens as a part of the infrastructural system of a plan.
Green Circulation
 Green circulation is the implementation of productive plants and indigenous trees around public 
circulation such as sidewalks or streets. These plants or trees may also serve to provide shade and thus 
help negate solar gain, dissipating the heat island effect often experienced in developed neighborhoods.  
Distribution Nodes
 Distribution nodes should be implemented in a way which emphasizes a networked community. 
These act as food oriented urban anchor elements which provide fresh food to local residents. Distribution 
nodes must also function within the energy expenditure of the community, which is based on a specific 
radius of adjacent distribution nodes, ensuring that all communities have access to fresh food without 
creating a surplus which could go to waste. Local distribution nodes should be within a ten minute walk 
at maximum, ensuring they are sensitively worked into the community. School, malls, grocery stores, 
or community centers could serve as immediate response incubators for a new type of food based infra-
structure. In the future, opportunities may come in the form of integrated fruit stand shops areas of public 
circulation. Distribution nodes should also be multi-functional, serving as a grocery store while hosting 
local gardeners or small farm typologies. 
HEAL ‘AINA THROUGH CONNECTION 
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HEAL ‘AINA vignettes 
Community Garden
Grow Food, Grow Hope 
Community Garden
Wilmington College
Free Plots and Free 
Supplies, Encourage Use 
of the Land
Figure 13.3: Community Garden, Wilmington College campus
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KEEP ‘AINA CLOSE BY DESIGNING NEAR 
THE GROUND
Low rise
Terraced
Low Rise
 Buildings which are being utilized as urban farming should remain within low-rise building 
typologies. When exceeding five stories, the experience of a building becomes disassociated with the 
ground, separating the user from the Earth. While somewhat dependent o the shape of a structure as well 
as its surrounding context, a low-rise building will also obstruct less sunlight than a high rise. (find some 
sort of citation)
Terraced
 Buildings with terraced gardens allow access to the sun for the growing of food. Any orientation 
aside from a Northerly orientation will provide adequate access to sunlight for plants, and each terrace 
may act as a private garden for the individual units.
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ACROS Fukuoka 
Prefectural 
International Hall, 1994
Ambasz & Associates
Low Rise
BedZED, 2005
Natural Ventilation
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KEEP ‘AINA CLOSE vignettes
Figure 13.4: Natural Ventilation
Figure 13.5: Integrated Vegetation
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‘AINA BUILDING
Take a tiered approach 
when designing for ‘āina 
Building
‘AINA BUILDING
ORIENT TO ‘AINA by framing the view
LIVE WITH ‘AINA by creating a place for it 
INSIDE
RAISE ‘AINA and harvest its 
blessings
CREATE AN ABUNDANCE OF ‘AINA by 
transforming surfaces to gardens
RE-INTEGRATE ‘AINA by planting edible and 
native
BLEND THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN ‘AINA by 
sharing the roof, walls, and ground 
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GROW ‘AINA  IN URBAN AREAS BY PROVIDING A 
PLACE INDOORS 
Productive Building 
 The relationship between a home and food production encompasses a long and complex history, 
fluctuating as societal and cultural trends influenced the ways in which people acquired food. In the past 
as well as contemporary times, the integration of food production and processing into a residence or its 
immediate residence was a common occurrence. This may have taken the form of rooftop containers, pots 
on balconies, raised beds and chicken coops in the backyard, or fruit trees and berry bushes within side 
yards. These examples and more underline the presence of food producing spaces within the purview of 
the residence, a common sight which has only diminished in recent times. 
 A productive building may turn unused, dead spaces into places that produce food and feed the 
community.  Modern technologies of hydroponic systems allow plants to grow indoors if inadequate 
open spaces for traditional styles of agriculture are nonexistent. In dense urban areas, adapting an old or 
vacant building may serve as a catalyst in revitalizing an area creating stronger communities and safer 
environments for people.  
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HOUSE ‘AINA vignettes
Figure 13.6: Aina in Daily Life
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ORIENT TO ‘AINA BY FRAMING THE VIEW
Buildings Around Garden -See Ua____
Garden in between
Facing Green
View From Above
Heavenscapes, Landscapes, Oceanscapes 
Garden In Between
 The opportunities for placing gardens between buildings on a vertical or horizontal plane is one 
way in which often-overlooked spaces may be made more productive in any community. The utilization 
of vertical gardens within taller buildings to grow food may also be used to create privacy. When designed 
around the horizontal plane, the implementation of gardens between residential units may create a shared 
nature space and promote a sense of community.  
Facing Green
 Organizing rooms to face the garden will naturally imbue a hierarchy within a program which 
creates a focus on the garden. This can both supplement the interior experience of a building with more 
natural views, while ensuring that green spaces within the urban environment do not go untended. 
View From Above
 The use of views from above enables occupants to watch the activity taking place within a gar-
den, in conjunction with the surrounding environment. These views are most often had from a rooftop or 
high windows which face the garden, as well as private terraces on high rise buildings. While such views 
can be very attractive, it is important to consider the amount of heat gain these spaces receive- consider 
shading appropriately. 
Heavenscapes, Landscapes, Oceanscapes 
 Expansive views of the sky, land, and ocean create calming and recouperative benefits for the 
human psyche. An occupant should always orient towards the natural landscape, to create a connection 
beteween the humand and the natural envrionment, however this should not be the sole reason for design-
ing a building. High rises today compete for views of the landscape to make a profit effectively resulting 
in a competition for views both in which are not considerate of other aspects of the environment, creating 
a fragmented skyline or excessive energy loads. Ignoring  other aspects such as wind, rain, light, and land 
for creating passive and renewable energy as the primary reasons for design will allow for a much richer 
and holistic place.  Implement exapansive views when multiple functions provide for an opportunity. 
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ORIENT TO ‘AINA vignettes
Figure 13.7: Gardens Between Buildings for Privacy
Figure 13.8: Views From Above Alter the Urban Experience
Figure 13.9: Connections to the Sky Calm the Mind
View From Above
Views from above allow for another perspective on the 
city, acting as semi-private areas to observe nature or the 
built environment. While they can be used as gardens, 
one must be careful to avoid excess heat gain.
Garden In Between
Gardens between 
buildings add privacy 
and be used as part of a 
productive landscape. 
Shared natural spaces 
foster community
Heavenscape
Expansive views of the sky 
or other natural features 
is calming for the human 
psyche. Foster connection 
between humans and the 
landscape.
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LIVE WITH ‘AINA BY CREATING A PLACE 
FOR IT INSIDE
Atrium
Green House
Green House
 A greenhouse is a structure that is typically made out of transparent material such as glass. It 
is a structure where plants are grown in a regulated climatic environment. Scale of structures can range 
from small sheds for home gardening to large industrial sized buildings. Greenhouses are good for cooler 
environments—useful for climates in the mauka region where the interior of a greenhouse is warmer than 
the external temperature. Green houses can also be good for climates or amenities such as hydroponics 
that require protection from the environment- like wind and rain. The modern greenhouse serves several 
functions: season extension, development f specialized crops, local production of seeds and seedlings, 
intensification of production and housing hydroponics. A greenhouse can be a high energy consumption 
operation especially if it is being utilized for high tech production for climate control. Consider utilizing 
renewable energy for these types of operations.  
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LIVE WITH ‘AINA vignettes
Figure 13.10: Empty Interior Spaces Can Host Plants 
Figure 13.11: Greenhouse Extends the Growing Season
Green Interiors
Filling empty space with 
garden can help make 
dead areas productive, and 
provide a space in which 
community interactions 
are more likely to occur.
Greenhouse
Greenhouses allow 
for greenery in cooler 
climates, providing 
gardens or edibles
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RAISE ‘AINA AND HARVEST ITS BLESSINGS
Soil
   Container
   Shallow Bed
Soil less
   Hydtoponic
   Aquaponic
   Aeroponic
Container
 In Hawai’i, high quality soil for food production may be difficult to find. Urban soils may be 
depleted of nutrients, compacted, polluted, or simply too heavy to use on a rooftop garden for any mean-
ingful agricultural purpose. Careful crop selection may help mitigate these negatives, as these can be used 
to obtain satisfactory yields from substandard or even poor soils. It is unrealistic to attempt the growing 
of tomatoes in depleted soil, when a poor result is practically guaranteed and the same soil would easily 
yield a satisfactory crop of sweet potatoes or chayote. In some cases soil may simply be a hindrance to 
plant growth due to poor drainage or being overly compacted.
 It is also possible to supplement the use of quality soils. Local materials, such as the leaves fallen 
from a tree, can be covered with merely an inch or two of good soil, and this will then provide an accept-
able medium for many crops.1
Shallow Bed
 Shallow bed gardens may be created by using 50-100mm of locally available material such as 
grass clippings or compost. These beds may be created on top of existing soil or even on adequately sup-
ported rooftops, acting as light rooftop gardens or merely supplementing an existing garden using 50-100 
mm of locally available material such as grass clippings or compost to construct beds on top of existing 
soil or on adequately supported rooftops.2
1   Wade, Isabel. (1986) 8  
2  Ibid.,8 
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Garden In Between
Simint. Catquis sunt 
volorep tatium que none 
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Compost 
Fertilizer
Mulch or grass clippings
Mulch or grass clippings
Fertilizer 
Newspaper
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RAISE ‘AINA vignettes
Figure 13.12: Containers Help Grow in Poor Soil Conditions
Figure 13.13: Container Layers Diagram
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Soil-less
Hydroponic 
Aquaponic
Aeroponic
Hydroponic
Hydroponic
 Hydroponics have been developed as a means of efficiently growing food and vegetables in a 
controlled water based medium environment allowing nutrients to be supplied directly to root systems. 
Hydroponics are supplemented with nutrients and are not considered organic because of this. Benefits 
with regards to hydroponics include improved yields, reduced water consumption, and pest control. The 
low weight with regards to growing is beneficial for spaces that are not able to support the load of soil- 
this is useful for rooftop designs as well as vertically hung systems. This benefit allows for structural 
requirements to be met for building integrated agriculture. Green houses can be utilized in areas where 
infertile or toxic soils exist. Set up a rainwater system for a higher reduction in water consumption. Hy-
droponic yields can consist of 60-300 tons per hydroponic acre as opposed to 5-10 tons per acre in soil.1 
Aquaponic
 Is a system that implements a symbiotic relationship of raising animals such as fish or prawns 
in tanks along with hydroponics. Water from the nutrient rich water is fed to a hydroponic system where 
then utilized by the plants as nutrients, the water is then recirculated back in to the aquaculture system. 
The aquaculture system functions as a closed loop cycle similar to the way the lo’i kalo and the loko ‘ia 
relationship functioned during ancestral Hawaiian times. Like hydroponics, utilize aquaponics in high 
density areas where ground space is limited.
Aeroponic
 Aeroponics is a process by which the growing of plants occurs in an air or mist environment, 
without the use of soil or an aggregate medium. As opposed to hydroponics, which employ a liquid 
nutrient solution as a growing medium as well as essential minerals to sustain plant growth, or the water 
and fish wastes commonly used in hydroponics, aeroponics is conducted without a growth medium. The 
use of aeroponics differs from conventional hydroponics, aquaponics and in-vitro (plant tissue culture) 
growing, but is at times considered to fall within the category of hydroponics as it employs water to 
deliver nutrients to plants.2 Aeroponics can be grown indoors, ideal for highrise, high density living. 
 
1  Santos, J.D. (2013) 8-12 
2  Rakoy, James (2013) 
RAISE ‘AINA AND HARVEST ITS BLESSINGS
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Waste Water
Gravel
Waste uptake by plants and bacteria
Clean
Water
Pump
RAISE ‘AINA vignettes
Buoyant pads to 
support the plants
Air Pump Water 
circulation 
pump
air bubbles
air pipe
Spray
Pump
Nutritional
Solution
Hydroponics
Growing without soil 
can lead to extremely 
light systems which 
may fit in non-standard 
places. Hydroponics can 
also grow food at a high 
efficiency. 
Aquaponics include fish 
in the resource cycle, 
while aeroponics uses 
the minimum equipment 
necessary to grow plants. 
All of these systems are 
far more efficient than 
standard agriculture when 
compared to plants grown 
versus space occupied.
Figure 13.14: Tomato Production Glasshouse, Costa Group
Figure 13.15: Hydroponics System
Figure 13.16: Aquaponics Process Diagram
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Element: Roof, Walls, Ground
Shared Roof- Communal design operates from the notion of shared spaces under the same roof. 
Shared Walls- Within communal design units are placed next to each other resulting in shared walls
Shared Ground- Community design’s foundation is a sharing of ground. 
Multi-generational Homes
 Designing multi-generational homes are important for island environments where space is limit-
ed. This means that in ‘ohana zoning should be allowed in all residential areas- especially if there is space 
on a property to do so. However, maintaining a specific height limit is important. Create more opportuni-
ties for multi generational homes by designing a communal or implementing a co-housing design code  
Co-Housing
 Co-housing is an intentional community of private homes clustered around a shared open space. 
This type of arrangement has traditional amenities, including a private kitchen. There are shared spaces 
which typically feature a common house, and may include a communal ammenities such as a large kitch-
en and dining area, or shared laundry, and recreational spaces.  Within a co-housing community shared 
outdoor space will typically include parking, walkways, and gardens. Neighbors may also share tools such 
as lawnmowers.  Co-housing involves a close knit community where neighbors have independent and 
private lives, but will often socialize and collaborate with neighbors.  Co-housing is generally designed to 
be affordable. 
BLEND THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN‘AINA by 
sharing the roof, walls, and ground 
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BLEND THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN ‘AINA vignettes
Shared Housing
Many spaces exist which 
are underutilized and can 
be modified to serve a 
greater number of people. 
Co-Housing
Private homes gathered 
around a shared private 
space. Such units may 
share common kitchen or 
other public areas
Figure 13.17: Zedpods Unit Rendering
Figure 13.18: Zedpods Unit Diagram
Figure 13.9: Jystrup Savværk Co-housing Community, 1982
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Element: Roof, Walls, Ground
Roof - Roof top Garden
Walls - Agriculture Curtain / Vertical Garden
Ground - Edible Landscape / Productive Landscape
Roof Top Garden
 A roof garden is beneficial in a multitude of ways, besides the decorative benefit, roof plantings 
serve as a place to grow food, insulate a building, mitigate heat islanding as well as contributes to 
hydrological benefits.  It is an architectural enhancement, functions as habitats or corridors for wildlife, 
and supports recuperative needs. A larger scale of cultivating food on the rooftop of buildings is often 
referred to as rooftop farming. Rooftop farming can be done using green roof, hydroponics, aeroponics or 
container gardens.
Agriculture Curtain
 An urban agriculture curtain provides an interface between the public and the street, utilizing 
daylight for plant growth which would be balanced against the need for natural light in the interior of a 
structure. A site must have adequate daylight to create an agricultural curtain, however it is a creative use 
of plant life for more than just agriculture, breaching into the realm of architecture.1  
1 Second Nature Urban Agriculture. (2014) 167 
CREATE AN ABUNDANCE OF ‘AINA by 
TRANSFORMING SURFACES TO GARDENS
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TRANSFORM SURFACES TO GARDENS vignettes
Dripping System
PvC Waterproof 
Membrane
Multiple Layers of 
Non Woven Geotextile
Mesh Reinforcement
Stainless Box
Pump
Roof top garden
Utilizing ignored spaces 
in order to provide 
food or improve the 
performance of a 
building envelope can 
be done with a roof top 
garden
Agriculture Curtain
May be used to provide 
privacy within a building, 
requires sufficient natural 
sunlight 
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Edible Landscape
 Edible landscapes defines the practical integration of food plants within an ornamental or dec-
orative setting. The same fundamental design principles as for ornamental landscapes are used, while 
substituting edible plants such as lettuces, blueberries, vegetables and fruit trees for the otherwise 
unproductive plant material. The use of edibles in landscape design can enhance a garden by
providing a unique ornamental component with additional health, aesthetic, and economic ben-
efits. Edible landscape is a mixture of beauty and utility. However, edible landscaping does not 
need to be solely edible plants. If a typical yard were filled with edibles, it could easily produce 
more than could be consumed by most families, and have a high time and work requirement to 
be properly tended. Rather, the careful planning and judicious use of fruits, herbs, and vegetables 
will result in a yard that is flavorful, practical, and visually pleasing. 
 Homeowners in all climates, with large or small yards, can benefit from a trellis of cherry 
tomatoes cascading over an entryway. A fragrant border of colorful basil, or prolific semi-dwarf 
apple tree, serve to create a unique and pleasing experience for residents. There exist edible 
ornamental plants for virtually any garden setting in almost any climate. Areas which resist any 
attempt at gardening are only the shadiest places or those with overly saturated soils. The sunni-
est spots and areas with the richest soils should be reserved for resource intensive plantings such 
as fruit trees and vegetable gardens. In other areas, such as rocky and nutrient poor soils, culinary 
herbs are suitable for planting. Wet locations, while not ideal, can still host perennial edibles. In 
theory, any edible plant may be used in an ornamental landscape; practically and aesthetically 
however, certain selections will always be more appropriate than others..
Productive Lawn
 An average sized lawn of around a third of an acre could produce enough vegetables to feed a 
family of six1 Adapting lawns to the local climate and the use of native vegetation will not only help in 
mitigating stormwater pollution, but can save municipally treated potable water from being wasted on 
yard irrigation. Lawns are capable of being living filters to treat stormwater and allow infiltration back 
into the water table, while also serving as a productive landscape to grow food. 
1  University of Arkansas Design Center. (2010) 65 
CREATE AN ABUNDANCE OF ‘AINA by 
TRANSFORMING SURFACES TO GARDENS
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CREATE AN ABUNDANCE OF ‘AINA vignettes
Figure 13.20: Dervaes Family Home, California. Productive Lawns
Productive Lawn
A relatively small space 
may provide more food 
than can be consumed 
by the average family. 
Greater utilization of the 
local environment
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Material:
Edible
Endemic, Indigenous, Native
Edible
Fruits, Vegetables, herbs, etc
Endemic
  Plants that are native to only a particular area are called endemic. The spores or seeds of plants 
endemic to Hawaiʻi  arrived through natural means, perhaps carried by the wind, sea currents, or birds 
countless years ago. Over time, these plants developed characteristics so different from their ancestors 
that they became distinct species, and, in some cases, genera.
 The Hawaiian islands have the highest percentage of endemic species in the world, with ninety 
nine percent of the Hawaiian insects and land shells being endemic. High percentages of endemic species 
exist within birds as well, with 98% being endemic, and flowering plants being 89% percent endemic.1 
These high rates are due in part to the remoteness of Hawaiʻi . There are only so many species that have 
managed to arrive on the island, and those that do lack the competitors or predators which kept their 
original populations in check. This allowed species which landed on the island to flourish and diversify. 
The fragile island ecosystem was disrupted when foreigners arrived and brought plants, animals, and 
insects which were hardier than the species which already existed in the islands.2 As time passed, and 
greater numbers of invasive species arrived, many endemic species became extinct. 
Indigenous
 Plants that are native to Hawaiʻi  and may also be native elsewhere are said to be “indigenous”. 
These plants came to Hawaii without the aid of humans, in most cases more recently than the endemic 
species.3 These are species which have not changed appreciably, and counterparts elsewhere in the world 
might grow and be considered the same species.4 Planting endemic and indigenous trees according to 
elevation or habitat will help promote indigenous growth, and this effort can begin to combat the presence 
of foreign species.
Polynesian Introduction
 Plants that arrived between the years 500 A.D. and 1200A.D. are considered to be Native plants 
as well. These people transported plants to cultivate for the use of food, clothing, medicine, and dyes.5  
1  Kamehameha Schools. (1994) 8 
2  Ibid.,8 
3  Ibid,8 
4  Ibid.,8 
5 Ibid.,8 
RE-INTEGRATE ‘AINA BY PLANTING EDIBLE 
AND NATIVE
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REINTEGRATE ‘AINA vignettes
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Figure 13.21: Plant Native
Kamehameha Schools (1994)
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Conclusion
 This dissertation began with a question of orientation, a question regarding the direction 
of Honolulu’s built environment, architecture and planning—its history, image, identity, 
culture, landscape, and people. How can Hawaiian culture, ecology, and society contribute to 
contemporary, sustainable architectural and urban design? 
 The study opened with the broader topic of resilience and the understanding of both the 
potential of a complex and vibrant ecology and the salient effects of human activity within that 
ecology. The fundamental idea of a system in equilibrium is that a system is balanced and can 
sustain itself. The indigenous Hawaiians’ traditional ahupua’a system for living on the land is 
a most basic example of C. S. Holling’s theory of ecological resilience. At the ecosystem level, 
Holling describes natural patterns in life forms and complex systems which can be applied to 
the realm of human organization, but he does not offer human applications for maintaining 
such a system in equilibrium. Hawaiian cultural practices and history provide a precedent for 
this theoretical application through evidence of their built environment, but more importantly, 
through the way they were internally oriented. Physical or external manifestations of the built 
environment are structured in ways that reflect personal or societal morals, beliefs, and values. 
Considering the current statistics of a largely unsustainable Hawaiʻi, it is difficult not to question 
the beliefs, views, and practices prevalent today. This dissertation explores the image and identity 
of Honolulu’s built environment by developing a hybrid methodology approach as discussed in 
Part IV. The approach looked to this methodology as a tool to identify good urban patterns that 
provide positive experiences for people in the city. However, the study quickly made apparent 
the need for a more systematic orientation, one that answered the question of how to design 
ecologically, environmentally, and culturally. Part II provides a brief account of the Kanaka 
worldview while Part III elucidates  the decimation of Hawaiian culture, land, and beliefs. Parts 
IV and V search for an answer or a methodology to today’s current building practices—one that 
accounts for both the Western and Polynesian ways of life. 
 With the introduction of Western concepts of land and resource use, the practices 
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originally used by Hawaiians to tend the land changed. These traditions and stories were 
the means through which Hawaiians passed on their knowledge of the ecosystem, and thus 
connected people culturally and spiritually with the land. The introduction of Western land-
use practices and colonialism, as well as the allure of the more relaxed Western way of life, 
caused the internal spiritual  system to collapse. Destruction of the spiritual system, which 
regulated Hawaiian culture and land-use practices, left a vacuum in the center of the kingdom, 
leaving it vulnerable to a foreign religion  at a time when missionaries were first arriving from 
New England. The remote island kingdom was then exposed to a wealth of new ideas and new 
diseases, followed by a massive loss of life and culture as a result of this exposure.  Without the 
religion and cultural identity which had allowed Hawaiians to live in symbiosis with the island 
ecosystem for so long, western population centers, parceling of land, and foreign crops began to 
decimate the ahupua’a system in much the same way that disease had ravaged the people who 
tended it.
 At the most fundamental level, a good city can be described as a place that cares for its 
people by ensuring healthy and engaging spaces while protecting the environment. The economic 
capitol of a city should be used to  physically, emotionally, and spiritually support the people 
who inhabit it. These basic standards for a good city are not met by current practices in many of 
our large cities, including Honolulu, as they fall short of these fundamental requirements. The 
environment within a city is often severely degraded, due to mass use of asphalt and rigid control 
of the watershed. Heat islands are created, winds are stifled, and the experience of the city itself 
can become far from pleasant. Many reasons exist for this, from architectural trends that ignored 
ecological considerations to urban planning focused on efficiency of transit or business above the 
experience of the built environment, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. These issues are addressed 
through the urban reorientation that is the subject of this dissertation. 
 In Hawaiʻi, there are bountiful natural resources which can be used more aptly within the 
urban fabric of Honolulu or other population centers in the Islands. This dissertation explores 
the personified elements of wind (Makani), water (Ua), sunlight (Ao), and land (‘Āina).   These 
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elements, each with its own characteristics were personified by the Hawaiian people with  
presence and spirit. Makani, through the trade winds, is a constant presence across the islands, 
helping to cool and refresh the land. Ua is omnipresent, with areas receiving hundreds of inches 
of rain annually, more than enough to potentially meet all water needs on the island if properly 
managed. Sunlight is also copious, with Hawaiʻi enjoying almost consistent sunny weather. Not 
only can this be used to naturally light homes, but if harvested with photovoltaics, could provide 
an ample supply of sustainable electricity. Similar potential exists within ‘Aina; large amounts of 
food can and should be grown on the islands to not only support the local economy, but foster a 
closer relationship to the land, which was once a defining aspect of life in Hawaiʻi.
Taken together, these Hawaiian spiritual concepts of the elements encourage design that is 
not only sensitive to the opportunities provided to those living in Hawaiʻi, but are culturally 
responsive as well. These patterns foster a productive and sustainable relationship with the 
ecosystem. The elemental concepts explored in this dissertation may provide an alternative 
approach for contemporary Hawaiʻi to live more harmoniously with the varied but finite 
resources available on island. The use of the Hawaiian worldview evident in the language of the 
titles provide design guides to root cultural elements to future urban planning, architecture, and 
design, but is also appropriately descriptive of the experience one will have in living within these 
new urban interventions. Design that is sensitive to place may provide a framework that allows a 
return to culture in Honolulu .
 While a more considered use of resources in Hawaiʻi will be paramount to the creation 
of environmentally sustainable living, a defining component of this whole-systems approach 
is addressing how resource use is experienced on a human level. Today a majority of the food, 
water, and even energy required to live on-island is shipped from overseas, but when this ceases 
to be the case, the distance between individuals and their resources will shrink. This will cause 
a forced awareness of consumption, of waste created, of seeing the impact a lifestyle has on the 
land. When people are cognizant of the availability or lack of resources, their priority of values 
changes dramatically. The importance of water, wind, and sun will come to have a more defining 
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presence in the lives of those dependent on such for their survival. While all people are generally 
tied to the need for these resources, when the effects of the variability in their local experience 
can be immediately felt, the value of resources rises. Water becomes a blessing, sunlight is 
revered, and a genuine appreciation for the gifts of the land is fostered. The experience of living 
within oneʻs resources is a defining characteristic of the Hawaiian worldview, and one that 
promotes kuleana with the environment.
 The final step of the conceptual design work and environmental reorientation described 
within this dissertation will be two-fold. The first will be to take the elements of resource 
independence offered by the whole-systems approach to return to a healthy relationship with the 
land. Ahupuaʻa will be reconstructed to function naturally, with zoning suggestions promoting 
structures which are site-sensitive and capable of meeting specific ecological goals. Such goals 
may be the generation of solar power, harvesting of rain, or growing of crops dependent upon 
the location of the building and the specific microclimate present there. The second aim of 
this work is the fostering of the relationship  between these Hawaiian natural elements and a 
population that is now encouraged, through urban design and architecture, to become more 
present in their world. This is possible when people in Hawaiʻi are made aware of the importance 
of rain for water, of the sun for power, and of their crops for food. The relationship also requires 
the population to be cognizant of the needs of the ahupuaʻa, becoming attuned to the flow of 
time, resources, and the cycles that describe a sustainable existence both with the land and the 
experience of cultivating it.  Through the reintroduction of Hawaiian land management, altered 
to take advantage of modern technology and design, the potential exists for a return to a state 
of resource self-sufficiency. The experience of living within this newly balanced ecosystem and 
the participatory nature of maintaining resource independence will plant the seeds of a modern 
Hawaiian cultural revival through a marriage of indigenous and contemporary culture and 
design. The new orientation calls for a return to natural systems, sensitive building practices, and 
the creation of a modern indigenous Hawaiian culture. 
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Elemental Applications to the Enviornment
MAKANI
Figure 14.1: Map of Makani directionality and areas of wind velocity.  
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
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Makani patterns are located in areas that do not receive as much wind energy as other areas. 
These areas can be generally located in Figure 14.1.  Makani patterns utilize passive ventilation 
techniques that take advantage of the local tradewinds. Within the Mānoa  to Waikiki transect, 
Makani patterns are located from lower Mānoa  area and down to Waikiki. Makani patterns 
proposes these areas be relieved from the need of air-conditioning effectively reducing the 
consumption of non-renewable energy and unnecessary utility maintenance.       
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
MAKANI MANOA  TO WAIKIKI TRANSECT
Figure 14.2: Makani Mānoa to Wakiki Transect
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UA
1,500 (ave sqft of roof)
in
25  23,375
35  32,725
50  46,750
65  60,775
80  74,800
100 93,500
120 112,200
140 130,900 
160 149,600
180 168,300
200 187,000
220 205,700
240 224,400
260 243,100
93.7 in 
rain
to cover 
4 person 
household
1500 sq ft roof
60 gal/day/person
87,000/yr for 4 ppl
935 gal/in
1 million x 60 gal/
day/person= 60million 
gal of water/day= 21.9 
billion/yr
21.9 billion/23,375
900,086 homes
21.9 billion/243,100
90,000 homes
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
While gathering rainwater from 
an average size roof in Hawaiʻi 
will not in itself cover ‘Oahu’s 
consumption, this calculation did 
not account for rainwater that meets 
the ground. Utilize Ua patterns for 
these areas 
Figure 14.3: Map of Ua Annual Rainwater in inches
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UA MANOA  TO WAIKIKI TRANSECT
Within the Mānoa to Waikīkī transect Ua patterns propose that in areas that receive more average 
rainfall, Ua patterns may be best suited. Utilize Ua patterns in deep valleys or higher elevations.   
Implementing these patterns at the beginning or the top of the of the watershed will alleviate 
infrastructural pressure off of the land and ocean below. By employing Ua patterns and slowing, 
retaining and treating rainwater on site, new types ecological land, social, and cultural shifts will 
emerge.    
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
Figure 14.4: Ua Mānoa to Wakiki Transect
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AO
Calories/cm2/day    area of pv area required to meet household demand 
250-300= .58 kWh - .7 kWh---- 29.6m2-25.23m2
300-350= .7kWh - .82 kWh----- 25.23m2-21.54m2
350-400 =.82 - .93------------21.54m2-18.99m2
400= .93----------------------18.99m2
400-450= .93- 1.05------------18.99m2-16.82m2
500-550= 1.2 -1.39------------14.72m2-12.7m2
Ave monthly household use: 
515 kWh/m2
@.34/kWh (3x nat’l ave)
515/30=17.16kWh/day
17.16/.58 (250 cal/cm2/day)
= 29.6 m2
Solar radiation is higher in the low 
lying areas of ‘Oahu
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
Figure 14.5: Map of Ao
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AO MANOA  TO WAIKIKI TRANSECT
The Mānoa to Waikīkī Transect relative to the element Ao proposes that in areas with higher 
exposure to solar radiation, photovoltaics should be implemented as the first strategy in creating 
renewable energy. While the entire island may be suitable for solar collection, other areas that 
may not receive as much radiation may benefit from a different type of renewable collection, 
thus those buildings and immediate vicinities will have a different vernacular according to 
local climate. Buildings and land utilization in Mānoa might be more suited to receive and treat 
rainwater than those in Waikīkī. Yellow indicates recommended areas for Ao patterns.  
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
Figure 14.6: Ao Mānoa to Wakiki Transect
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‘AINA
Vegetarian Diet – 1 persons  nutrition would require 4000 sqft ,
intermediate-level yields. John Jeavons notes that in a bio-intensive
system, 6,969 people could be fed on 1sq mile. 
Accounting for pathways would double this number, and presume 7,000
people may be fed using 2 square miles of land. 1 million people on a
vegetarian diet would need 286 square miles to sustain the people of ‘Oahu. Currently urban and 
agriculture land is dedicated to 60% or about 358 square miles of the total land in‘Oahu (596 
square miles). Leaving 72 square miles for other purposes.
Figure 14.7: ‘Aina Map
The Mānoa to Waikīkī transect proposes a continuous productive landscape that extends from the 
mountain to the ocean. Parks and large open spaces would be connected through a network of 
green corridors within neighborhoods and along the watershed pathways. This would encourage 
biodiversity, food, and well being of people and land within an urban landscape, orienting 
towards an approach based upon the ahupua’a. The green depicts the areas best suited for the 
utilization of ‘āina patterns.
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
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‘AINA MANOA  TO WAIKIKI TRANSECT
The Mānoa to Waikīkī transect proposes a continuous productive landscape that extends from the 
mountain to the ocean. Parks and large open spaces would be connected through a network of 
green corridors within neighborhoods and along the watershed pathways. This would encourage 
biodiversity, food, and well being of people and land within an urban landscape, orienting 
towards an approach based upon the ahupua’a. The green depicts the areas best suited for the 
utilization of ‘āina patterns.
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
Figure 14.8: ‘Aina Mānoa to Wakiki Transect
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MAKANI, UA, AO, ‘AINA OVERLAY
An overlaying or a mixture of 
patterns will occur.  The whole 
systems patterns approach are 
suggestive of architectural 
components that are informed 
by their respective elements. 
Multiple opportunities for 
a mixture of patterns will 
likely arise, if so, create an 
individualized arrangement  
appropriate to local climate 
and need.     
Source: Image by N. Yempuku. GIS data obtained from the Office of Planning
Figure 14.9: Makani, Ua, Ao, ‘Aina Overlay
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